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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N

1. GENERAL
To a largeextent theresult of afarmer's efforts toget higher crop yieldswill
be determined by the prevailing environmental conditions, i.e. by the existing
complex of physical, chemical and biological factors. The possibilities of an
efficient use of these factors are enlarged by our knowledge of their effects on
agricultural production. Such knowledge isinfirstinstance mostly gained from
practical experience orfieldexperiments often giving, however, only empirical
information of localvalue.
To apply local results with success to analogous problems in other regionsa
fundamental treatment of research data is necessary, by which the occurring
phenomena and processes can be analyzed more objectively. Nowadays such
approaches are feasible, the more so because of the recently rapid increasing
knowledge on the processes taking place in the soil-plant-atmosphere system.
In this context the progress in knowledge during the past ten years on the
movement of water in the unsaturated zone must be mentioned in particular.
In this paper attention will mainly be paid to the effects of the physical
environmental conditions on plant development. Aslocal research object, part
of the economically important horticultural region of Geestmerambacht was
taken (5300ha; 1 ha = 2.47acre), situated in the Netherlands in the northern
part oftheprovinceofNorth-Holland. Inthisarea 70%oftheland liesinopen
horticulture, with as main crops early and store varieties of cabbage (covering
80%of thevegetable-growing area),earlypotatoes and onions.Thisonesided
cropping pattern, ofwhichthecropsaremostlyintended for export, offers only
loweconomicpossibilities with the result that for examplein 1968thetotal net
return of the holdings in this area wasnegative.
There are a number of reasons for this situation. A large part of the area is
covered with heavy seaclaysoils,theso-called 'pikklei' or stickyclaysoils(Du
BURCK, 1957). These soils consist of heavy, very compacted, non-calcareous
clay with a prismatic structure and are very susceptible to drought (table1).
Usually 0.20 to 0.30 mheavy clay isunderlain bya0.60mthick stickyclay.
The granular composition of these layers isalmost the same. Under the sticky
clay layer a peaty horizon of 0.20mdeep is often found, this overlying acalcareous light sandy loam.
Cultivation, sowing and planting can be started only relatively late, the
development of the crops is slow and often only one crop can be grown per
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12 (1971)
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TABLE 1.Composition (weight per cent) of a sticky clay soil (partly after Du BURCK, 1957)
Mineral particles
Depth m
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growing season. Furthermore, the accessibility of the fields in this region with
its many water ways,fragmented parcelling and insufficient water management
ispoor and makes land exploitation difficult; in somecases thefieldscan only
bereached by boat.
In this situation there islimited scope for the cultivation of more profitable
intensively managed crops. Therefore, market gardeners asked for a consolidation scheme, including new roads, improved drainage and better workable
soils. It wasdecided to carry out an integrated land consolidation program for
the region and in connection with it to design and construct in 1958a groundwater levelexperimentalfieldat Oudkarspel withthepurpose to investigate the
possibilities ofimproving theheavyclaysoilsand thewater management ofthe
region (details on the layout of the experimentalfieldare given in Chapter II).
On this experimentalfieldthe original clay soil wasimproved bychanging the
succession of soil layers,after which thereactions of a number of horticultural
crops were investigated during the years 1959 to 1966 at different constant
depths of the groundwater table.

2. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
The previous investigations on the groundwater level experimental field
(VAN DER VALK and SCHONEVELD, 1963, 1964; VAN DER VALK and NICOLAI,
1969; ANNUALREPORTS, 1958through 1966)hadthepurposeoffindingrelation-

ships between yield and mean optimum groundwater depth duringthegrowing
season on thedifferent profiles. Duetochangeinweatherconditionstheresults
differed ofcourse from year toyear. In general theoptimum water levelon the
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12 (1971)

clay soil proved in dry years to be between 0.60-0.80 m minus surface for
horticultural crops and between 0.40-0.60 m for bulbous crops, and in wet
yearsfor both categories approximately 1.00 m.For theimproved claysoil,i.e.
the sandy loam, a water level between 1.00-1.20mminus surface appeared to
bethe most favourable, the occasional depressions were sharper, however. As
a general rule it could also be established that late crops need a deeper water
table than earlier crops.
Theclay soil showed a number ofdisadvantages ascompared withthesandy
loam. Tillage depended much more on weather conditions and often had to
start later. Germination, emergence and establishment of the crop met with
great difficulties, because the top layer is very susceptible to drought. In
autumn, mechanical harvesting was only possible under dry soil conditions.
The yield wasnot always highest onthe sandy loam, however, especially inthe
case of late crops. The growth on this profile isfaster early in the season, but
generally stops in autumn, while on the clay soil growth isstill going on.
Based on these earlier experiments, advice was given on the most desirable
water level in the land consolidation area of Geestmerambacht, resulting in a
freeboard of 1.25 mbelow the future land surface of the open water conduits.

3. SCOPE OF PRESENT INVESTIGATIONS
The main aim of the present study isto give a more fundamental treatment
of some environmental conditions influencing plant growth, based on data
from the Geestmerambacht area. This treatment could be realized by taking
into account the laws of conservation of matter and energy of the plant environment, i.e. by considering by means of balance approaches what happens
to massfluxesand energyfluxesreaching thesurface. With a balance approach
theunknownfluxcan bederived from detailed measurementsand/or theoretical
analyses of the remaining componentfluxes.With lysimeters, for example, the
evaporationfluxfrom a surface can be obtained from the water balance equation when the fluxes of precipitation, capillary rise, subsurface outflow and
change in soil moisture content are measured. Such comprehensive balance
studiesmakeit possibletodetermine thetotal influence thephysical conditions
of the environment have upon plant growth by means of detailed quantitative
analyses of the transport processes occurring in the soil-plant-atmosphere
system. Necessary in this context isan evaluation of the physical properties of
the system by which the transport processes are determined.
In Chapter II a description of the layout and construction of the groundwater level experimentalfieldis given. Because thisfieldinitially did not lend
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12 (1971)
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itself to water balance studies, a special type of lysimeter was developed and
installed on the experimentalfield,the details of which are also presented.
In Chapter111 theprinciplesofthetransport ofwaterthrough thesoilviathe
plant into the atmosphere are treated. Part IIIA deals with theflowof water
throughtheunsaturated zoneofthesoil.Theresultsofthemeasurementsofthe
various physical parameters involved are presented. The amount of water
available for evaporation during a number of days and at different depths of
groundwater table is calculated for different soil profiles. In part IIIB the
estimation of evaporation from a combined energy balance - vapour transport
approach which isbased on rather easily measurable meteorological aswellsoil
and crop quantities is discussed. The in this way derived evaporation data of
different crops are compared with evaporation data obtained by means of
water balance approaches. Special attention is given to the problem of estimation of net radiation and reflection. Finally a mathematical description of
water uptake by roots isderived and evaluated.
Another important physical condition of the soil is its temperature regime.
Adetailed treatment of heat transfer in soil,including thedetermination of the
thermal properties involved, is presented in Chapter IV. Temperature effects
in relation to soil profile and groundwater table depth are quantified and
discussed.
Chapter Visdevoted to asynthesisof thecombined effects ofthe mentioned
physical processes on plant growth. To that end two stages of plant development are distinguished: the stage from germination to seedling emergence and
the stage from seedlingemergence to maturity. For thefirststagetheeffects of
soil temperature and soil moisture content are evaluated and optimum conditionsareformulated. For thesecond stagephotosynthesis ratesarecompared
with theoretically calculated rates of a standard crop. Both photosynthetic as
well as water useefficiencies of a number of crops are discussed. Based on the
concept evolved for moisture available for evaporation, some earlier results of
the experimental field are evaluated and optimum amounts of water for maximum fresh yield production of some crops are established. From these latter
data and from given frequency distributions of rainfall, lowest and highest
admissable as well as optimum groundwater table depths are calculated.
In the manner described above it has been tried to develop some theoretical
conceptsand calculation methodstoquantify theeffects ofsomeenvironmental
conditions on seedling emergence and crop production, which can possibly be
used in evaluating existing aswellasplanned water, soil and crop management
practices.

Meded. Lundbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12 (1971)

II. E X P E R I M E N T A L F I E L D A N D L Y S I M E T E R S

1. GROUNDWATER LEVEL EXPERIMENTAL FIELD
As already mentioned intheIntroduction, thesoil improvement ofpartof
theexperimentalfieldGeestmerambachtwascarriedoutin 1958 andhadthepurposetoimprovethearabletop layeras wellaseliminatingthenegative influences
ofthestickyclaylayer.Threeobjects werelaidoutinreplicate(seefig.1 and3)of
which thefirstis an untreated reference object (A), also used toevaluatethe
influence ofgroundwater depth onthequality oftheoriginal sticky clay. In
thesecond object are-assortment oflayers wasrealized bytransferring the top
layer andtheunderlying sticky claylayerto0.90mminus original soil surface
and bringing upthevery fine sandy loam from beneath this depth (C)*. The
third type ofprofile (D)wasobtained inthesame wayasprofile C, withthe
exception that theoriginal claytoplayer wasremovedandbroughtbacktoprevent puddling, as wasexpected tooccur on profile C.Infuture theoriginal
sticky clay profile (A)will bedenoted asclay, theveryfinesandy loam (C)as
sandy loam andthethird profile (D)asclayonsandy loam.
Astothewater management, firstaplan with inclining groundwater levels
was developed. After testing, this plan wasrejected because thepermeability
factors provedtobetoolowandthedifferences insoilfertility could notsufficiently beeliminated inthis way.From a number of other alternatives, a
system with stepped groundwater levelsas developed byIr.W.C. VISSERofthe
Institute for Land and Water Management Research at Wageningen,was
finally chosen. Ageneral view ofthe set-up isgiven infig.1 (VANDER VALK,
* An intended B-profile, breaking the sticky clay layer in situ, wasnever realized.
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FIG. 2. Cross-section of the waterlevelregulating system(along the lengthof anexperimental
strip) at theexperimentalfield.1,overflow; 2,floating overflow; 3, master rod; 4,master float;
5,pump; 6, valve;7,deliverypipe; 8,nonreturn valve; 9,infiltration main; 10,infiltration well;
11,outlet well;12,floatingreductionvalve;13, groundwater leveldrain; 14, overflow; 15, coke
filter; 16, servo-switch; 17, concrete tank; 18, supplypipe.

1961).Groundwater levelsarestepped with0.15msteps from 1.65 mto0.30 m
minus surface. From fig. 1it can beseen that the largest difference in phreatic
level between two groundwater plots is 0.60 m. The groundwater levels are
maintained independently and automatically in strips of 14 x 100m2. Each
groundwater section (each including thethree profiles) contains a subirrigation
system of 6tilelineslaid at 1.80 mdepth with spacingsof 4 minthecentreand
of 1m at the borders (fig. 3). The strips are separated from each other by
bufferstrips of 8mwide.Across-section of the water level regulating system is

given infig. 2. Via a floating overflow (2)inthe reservoir and aconcrete tank
(17) in the pumping house, water is let in from the reservoir to the infiltration

main (9)towhich allinfiltration wellsareconnected. Thesupplyisregulated by
a masterfloat(4)in theconcrete tank in such a way that the water level in the
infiltration main and therefore also in the supply pipes (18) of the infiltration
wells is almost constant. A decline of the groundwater level in the strip by
evaporation causes a decline of the water level in the infiltration well (10) and
bythat of afloatingreduction valve(12)which isconnected to the supplypipe
(18). This pipe isturnable at the upper end, so the more the reduction valveis
going down the more water is supplied to the infiltration well (see alsofig.3).
A rise of the groundwater level by rainfall or subsurface inflow will give a
discharge via an overflow (14)to the lower ditch and this water isreturned via
a cokefilter(15)tothepumping house,whereanelectricpump(5)governed by
FIG. 3.Someappliancesattheexperimentalfield,from toptobottom:cross-sectionofthe0.90 m
groundwaterplot withbuiltinlysimeter; view of the tiledrainage system at 1.80 mdepthof the
0.90mgroundwaterplotandthe siteofitsthreelysimeters;cross-sectionofone ofthelysimeters.
For themeaningofthecirclednumbersfrom 9through 18,seefig.2; 19,outletwelldrain;20,discharge main.
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afloatingservo-switch (16)pumps the water back to the reservoir. To prevent
leakages from the high groundwater level strips through the grass covered
border strip to the lower ditch, a discharge main (20)whichisconnected to all
outlet wells was in a later stage laid on the bottom of the lower ditch to take
care of the discharge. Now the water level in the lower ditch can be raised to
prevent the mentioned leakages.In periods ofwater surplusthe overflow inthe
reservoir (1) is working, in periods of water shortage water is let in from the
high polder ditch (6) via the direct inlet.

2. LYSIMETERS
For two main reasons the construction of the experimental field makes it
impossibletoset upaclosed water balancefor eachindividual strip.Inthe first
place it is not possible to determine how much water is taken by means of
capillary rise from the groundwater by each of the three different profiles
separately.Secondly,inspiteofthebuffer stripstherestillisseepagefrom neighbouring sections when they have a higher groundwater level;this quantity can
hardly be measured or calculated.
To rectify these disadvantages, the present author in 1966 designed a nonweighable lysimeter in which the same groundwater level, including the minor
fluctuations is maintained as exists in the surrounding field (fig. 3). Plastic
containers of 0.80 m diameter and 1.30 m height, containing the specific undisturbed soil profile, have been installed by means of hydraulic pressure in
each ofthethree profiles ofthe0.90 maswellasinthoseofthe 1.20 mgroundwater level strip. The groundwater level in thefieldand the water level in the
container areregistrated bygroundwater standpipes.Thelysimeterstandpipeis
erected onthetubeconnectingthecontainerwithasupplyand dischargevessel.
On the two standpipes a mercury manometer system* wasbuilt, provided with
a photo-electric cell (23).Differences in water level between lysimeter and field
are transferred to the manometer system. Then the photo-electric cell via the
switch-board givesacommand toopen oneofthemagneticvalvestillthewater
levelsequaleachother.Thesystemisworkingwithanaccuracywithin 1 cmdifference in head. Bydaily measuring of the decline in water level in the supply
vesselandtheriseinthedischargevessel,indryperiodstheamount ofcapillary
rise from the groundwater table is determined, and in wet periods the subsurface outflow.

* The manometer system was developed by Ir. A. J. W. BORGHORST of the Department of
Physics and Meteorology of the Agricultural University at Wageningen.
8
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III. WATER

A. TRANSPORT IN THE UNSATURATED ZONE
1. INTRODUCTION
To describe thecondition of water in soil,mechanical and thermodynamical
(or energy) concepts are used. In the mechanical concept only the mechanical
forces movingwaterthrough thesoil,areconsidered.Itisbased ontheidea that
at a specific point, water in unsaturated soil is under a pressure deficit ascompared with free water so the potential is negative. Often the negative sign is
avoided by using the term suction, which isnegativepressure.
However, water movement in soil isnot only due to differences in suctions,
but water mayalso movethrough unsaturated soil byother driving forces such
as thermal, electrical or solute concentration gradients. Therefore a thermodynamic or energy concept has been developed over the years by various
authors, which concept combines all the various components involved. BUCKINGHAM (1907) introduced the concept for soil systems, the theory was then
further developed for biological systems and a thermodynamic approach was
evolved of which SLATYER (1967) and TAYLOR (1968) giveclear reviews.
For a given temperature the state of water can be described by the partial
specific Gibbs' function of water* often simply called the water potential. It is
an expression for thecapacity of a unit mass of water to do work ascompared
totheworkcapacity ofthesamemassofpurefree water. Purefree waterat the
same temperature is defined as having a potential of zero. Since water in the
unsaturated zone isretained in the soil by binding forces at the surfaces of the
soil particles, soil moisture is not capable of doing as much work as pure free
water, hence the potential is negative. Apart from forces resulting from the
attraction of soil matrix and water, forces associated with the osmotic characteristicsofthesoilsolution andforces whicheffect thepressureonthesoilwater
are contributing to the water potential. Hence the water or moisture potential
V can bewritten as:

* Theterm Gibbs'function orGibbs'free energy of water per unit mass(G), in Europe mostly
called free enthalpy, isused here for the function G = U —TS + pV, where 7"is temperature,
pispressure, S isentropy, Uisinternal energy and Visvolume. In this paper the symbols, S,
U and Vrepresent the differences with entropy, energy and volume relative to a unit mass of
pure free water of the same temperature.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12(1971)
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(i)

y = vm + vs + f ,

whereWm isthe matricpotential, Vsthesoluteor osmoticpotential andV'p the
pressurepotential.Whenthewaterislocated atanelevationdifferent from that
ofthereferencelevel,gravitationalpotentialduetotheforce ofgravity, f 9,has
to be added. Hencethe total water potential ¥,„,„,isgiven by
V,o,ai = V + V, = Vm + Vs + V, + V9

(2)
-1

Potentials are expressed on a unit mass basis (J.kg )*, but may also be
expressed as energy per unit volume or per unit weight, as isillustrated below
(seealso ROSE, 1966).For conversion of onesystem into another itisnecessary
to keepin mind that thedensitypisthe massm per volume V.From thedefinition of potential it follows that the capacity to do work {W) of a mass of
water(m = pV), whichisraisedthroughaverticaldistancezfrom the reference
level, is equal to mgz or pVgz, if g is the gravitational acceleration. Thus the
(gravitational) potential expressed per unit mass,volume or weight will be:
(J.kg"1)

^mm = pVgzlpV=gz

3

V^ume = pVgz/V= pgz
" W . = pVgzlpVg = z

(3)
2

(J.nT orN.m" )
(m)

(4)
(5)

From eqs.(3),(4)and (5)it follows that:
* mass ' * volume ' * weight

6 • Po • *

\y)

Ascan beseen from eq.(4),potential expressed asenergyper unitvolumeis
in agreement with the mechanical or hydraulic terminology, since the energy
per unit volume(J.m -3 ) isequivalent with a pressure unit (N.m -2 ). Therefore
in this paper, potentials expressed on a volume basis (VB0|Mme), will be called
pressureequivalentsand denoted byi/',where\\i = p^ mass , inbar(10s N.m - 2 ).
When dealing with waterflow,the energy per unit weight is often used. In
thatcaseenergyhasthedimensionoflengthandisusuallyexpressedinmhead
of water (eq.5).The gravitational potential in this system is a height which is
easytomeasureasahydraulichead.Potentialsexpressedonaunitweightbasis
therefore willbereferred toasahydraulichead withsymbolh,whereh = Wjg,
in m. To facilitate conversion of one system into another, table 21 modified
after TAYLOR(1968),has been inserted.
* Inthisstudy theunitsprinciply usedarethoseof theso-called International Systemof Units
(SI) as recommended by the International Organization of Standardization. These units are
presented in table20.Asother texts often usedifferent symbols and units,thistable also gives
someconversion factors. Furthermore, for conveniency of differently oriented readers,almost
all graphs contain secondary axes in colloquially generally used units.
10
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2. FIELD AND LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
The soil moisture characteristics or moisture retention curves (fig.4) of the
three soil profiles which give the relationship between moisture content 6 and
matric pressure ij/m have been determined according to methods described by
STAKMAN, VALK and VAN DER HARST(1969).
In the pressure range of zero to —0.49 bar (pF2.7), undisturbed soil cores
of 100cm3 (Kopecky) are used. The samples which are pre-saturated with
water, areplaced on atension plate or on awater saturated porous medium, to
which the required negative pressure is applied. To determine the moisture
percentages at —2.5bar (pF3.4) and —15.6bar (pF4.2) pre-wetted disturbed
soil samples are placed in a pressure membrane apparatus. Here the water
content isobtained on a dry weight basis and it isconverted to a volume percentage based on a mean valueofdry bulk density. For pressures below —15.6
bar (pF4.2), disturbed soil samples are brought into equilibrium with air of
known and constant humidity. After measuring therelative vapour pressureof
the soil water i//m can be determined (e.g. STAKMAN, 1968). Volume moisture
percentageshavetobederivedasmentioned above.Therelativevapourpressure
is also affected by the component i/^s,but for the soils under investigation this
influence could be neglected.
In order to follow thechange in soil moisturecontent with depth and timein
thefield,undisturbed soil corescan betaken at several sites. However, serious
difficulties occur when the erratic variation in dry bulk density of the soil is
matric pressure l(im (bar)
-1041
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FIG. 4. Soil moisture retentioncurvesof clayandsandyloamat afew drybulkdensities.
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considerable as is the case with the soils of the experimental field. Therefore use
was made of the gamma radiation transmission method, which measures
changes in soil water content by the attenuation of gamma radiation. This
method has the advantage that measurements of soil density are always taken
at the same site. If the dry bulk density of the soil remains constant with time,
changes in wet bulk density are only due to changes in water content. However,
to convert the readings into the absolute values of the soil moisture content, the
dry bulk density has to be determined too.
The gamma transmission apparatus used was from Frieseke and Hoepfner.
It had a 20 mc 137 Cs sealed radiation source with a peak gamma energy of
0.662 MeV. Collimation at the source and at the detector was not applied. For
measurements in the field this is neither practical nor essential (see J. DE VRIES,
1969). The copper or iron access tubes were placed at a mutual distance of
0.40 m. Measurements were performed at 0.10 m depth intervals with the
deepest measurement under the groundwater table. The first two years of the
experiments, measurements in duplicate were made outside the lysimeters, the
last year one of each pair was taken inside the lysimeter.
Many authors found a linear relationship between logcount rate and dry bulk
density from their calibration experiments (e.g. JENSEN, 1966; SMITHet al., 1967).
In order to know the relationship between log count rate and wet bulk density,
however, in principle a new calibration curve has to be determined for each
separate value of dry bulk density (RYHINER and PANKOW, 1969). The latter
authors propose to use as density scale, not the mass densities of the various
components of the soil but the densities of these components expressed as an
equivalent 'electron' density of water (/>*).This resulted in an equivalent water
density:
p* = 0.9Pd + Pw+ 1.01Po

(kg.m" 3 )

(7)

where pd is the dry bulk density of the mineral soil, pw the volume fraction of
water and p0 the dry bulk density of organic matter. Following this method,
they obtained a single calibration curve for different soils for each type of
access tube.
The gamma access tubes must be inserted precisely parallel and vertical at an
exact constant distance, because the gamma transmission method is highly
susceptible for deviations in distance as is clearly shown in fig. 5. In this graph,
a measurement of 100 impulses per second is equivalent with a p* value of
1877kg.m - 3 , if the distance between the access tubes is 0.40 m. If the distance
had been for example 0.42 m one obtains a p* value of 1837 kg.m - 3 . As the
accuracy of the gamma radiation measurements was in the range of 5 kg.m - 3 ,
this will, when using the calibration curve of 0.40 m distance, introduce a
systematic error in the calculated moisture content that is 8times as large as the
12
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FIG. 5. Calibration curves of count rate of the
gamma transmission apparatus and equivalent
water density p* for three different distances between source and detector (after RYHINER and

coun ts s-'
10
• 0,40m
• Q38m
« 0,42m

PANKOW, 1969).

^

10*

^7

10'

10
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equivalent water density P(10 kgm"3)

accuracy ofthegamma measurement itself.Thecorresponding error inthesoil
moisturecontent isintherangeof4vol. %.Becauseatrulyparallel installation
of the tubes at a certain desired distance is very difficult, a theoretical method
wasdeveloped toapplyacorrection for distancedeviationsand non-parallelism
of the tubes at each measuring depth (RHTEMA, 1969).
Before the installation of the access tubes, soil samples were taken while
makingtheholes.Ofthesesamplesdryweightmoisturepercentageand organic
matter content weredetermined. Immediately after theinstallation ofthetubes,
gamma radiation measurements were performed. At the end of the measuring
period, volumetric soil samples (100 cm3 Kopecky cores) were taken between
the access tubes to obtain an ultimate check.
An exact measurement of the volume moisture percentage of the surface
layer by means of the gamma transmission or volumetric sample method is
impossible,because ofchangesindrybulk density.Onlyestimatescan bemade
and therefore another method wasfollowed. Many samples ofabout 5-15 mm
height were taken of the upper top layer. The volumes of these samples were
determined bymeasuring approximately the average thickness and the circumference of the clods. After weighing and drying at 105°C, the clods were reweighed and dry bulk density and moisture content on volume basis could be
obtained.
Values of hydraulic conductivity at different saturation conditions were
obtained from field and laboratory experiments, which were based on a steady
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12 (1971)
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state solution of the flow problem. This requires a measurement of the total
water head at different depths at known flux.
In the field mean hydraulic conductivity values were obtained in dry periods
of a week duration, when it could be expected that a continuous flow of water
existed upwards from the groundwater table to the surface. The flux through
the phreatic surface was determined from lysimeter experiments, while the
amount of moisture extracted from the soil was measured with the gamma
transmission method. From the soil moisture profile the water head at various
depths could be derived.
In the laboratory the infiltration method as developed by WESSELING and
WIT (1966) was used (fig. 6).This method isbased on the infiltration of constant
small amounts of water into vertical undisturbed soil columns. The matric
head (tension) gradients were measured along the columns with small tensiometers which had different types of fillings, namely fine sand, very fine sand or
a mixture of this and kaolinite and could therefore react rather fast. Tensions
up to some 5m head of water could be measured.
Saturated hydraulic conductivity values were determined using the constant
and falling-head method of W I T (1967), the auger-hole method (ERNST, 1950,
see also VAN BEERS, 1963) and pumping tests.

tensiometer
filling fin* sand

filling very fine sand
nylon cloth

perforated plate

^3 to vacuum
pump
filling very fine sand
and kaolinite

synchrone motor +
reduction box

FIG. 6. Experimental arrangement for
the determinationof hydraulic conductivity. Thethreetypesof tensiometersare,
from top to bottom,for hm values down
to -1, -2 and -5 m respectively (after
WESSELING and WIT, 1966).
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3. MOISTURE CONTENT, MATRIC PRESSURE AND BULK DENSITY
From soil sampling with volume cores it appeared that the variation in dry
bulk density of each separate layer in the field was quite large (1000 < pd
< 1500kg.m - 3 ). Especially when determining the moisture retention curves
the variability in dry bulk density causes serious trouble as can be seen from
fig. 7A. At a moisture content of for example 47 vol. %, the matric pressure
varies from —1.0 x 10" 3 to —0.7 bar while the dry bulk density ranges from
1444 to 1194kg.m - 3 . For this reason replicate sets of samples are required to
obtain more valid mean estimates of bulk soil water content or water pressure.
SLATYER (1967), referring to measurements of Aitchison et al. and of Staple and
Lehane, indicates that in a specific loam soil more than 10 replicate samples
were required to keep the differences in dry weight soil water content below 1 %
with a probability of 95%. PEERLKAMP (1954) found that for water balance
purposes at least 12replicate samples were required at an experimental field in
the Rottegatspolder in the Netherlands. For a discussion on errors in hydraulic
conductivity and dry bulk density determinations in relation to the number of
samples taken, one is referred to MASON et al. (1957).
Because of these problems, RIJTEMA and FEDDES(1971) analyzed a number of
retention data obtained from sticky clay samples which were taken in the spring
of various years. The samples taken in the autumn were not used for the determination of the retention curves because air was trapped in the samples when
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FIG. 8. Relation between
moisture content on dry
weight basis and dry bulk
densityatvariousmatricpressuresfor day.
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saturating them. This phenomenon was already reported for heavy clay soils
by MAKKINK and VAN HEEMST (1965). From the spring data relationships
between moisture content on dry weight basis 0/pd, matric pressure \j/m,and
dry bulk density pd werefound, the results of which are shown infig.8. From
thisgraphmoistureretentioncurvesatvariousdrybulkdensitiescanbederived.
This method offers some advantages especially when using it with the gravimetric sampling procedure or the gamma transmission method.
Withthegravimetricmethodchangesinsoilmoisturecontentcanbefollowed
ifthe pd valuesoftheindividual samplesareequal.If thisisnot thecase,itcan
be recommended to use the mean pd value and to obtain with aid offig.8the
average moisture retention curve.
The retention curves for the pd values of the individual samples can be
reconstructed. The procedure to be followed then is to derive the actual\\im
value of each sample using the measured 0value and pd value of the actual
16
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sample incombination with thepertinent soil moisture retention curve. Having
obtained the actual matric pressure, the moisture content belonging to this
pressure at pd can beread from the average retention curve.In this way oneis
less dependent on the differences in dry bulk densities between the individual
samples.
With the gamma transmission method the dry bulk density is incorporated
in theobtained data and when pd isknown onecan determine t/% directly from
themeasurements withtheaid offig.7B.Thisgraph represents infact thesame
relationship asfig.7A,exceptthat thevariable infig.7Bistheequivalent water
density p*,instead of the moisture content 0.
Animportant conclusion that can bedrawn fromfig.8is,that the procedure
of converting dry weight moisture percentage to volume moisture percentage
basedonamean valueofdrybulk densityisfor valuesofpd exceeding 1100kg.
m~3 not valid at matric pressures equal to —2.5bar. The same holds when
pd > 1300kg.m -3 atmatricpressuresof —15.6bar and lower.Aswasmentioned earlier, this procedure is normally used for the determination of volume
moisture percentages at low pressures, where the weight percentage is determined from disturbed samples. As these samples have generally dry bulk
densities below 1000kg.m -3 , this conversion procedure may involve some
errors.

4. CAPILLARY RISE
In general, flow of water through soil can be described as the sum of the
products of all acting forces and corresponding conductivities. The driving
force may be a water pressure gradient, or a thermal or electrical gradient
(TAYLOR, 1968). In this paper only the total water pressure gradient will be
considered. In that case the general flow equation reduces to Darcy's law.
Considering theflowof water in response to a force in vertical direction only,
the equation can be written as:
q=-k* (v^,«J = - k*(v<A + VA9) =
= - k* (yi/% + V'/'p + VA5+ V/O

(8)

where:
q
= volume flux of water passing per unit time through a unit horizontal area (m 3 .m" 2 .s -1 = m.s -1 )
k* = hydraulic conductivity (m 3 .s.kg -1 )
•Aroiai = total water pressure equivalent (bar)
z
—vertical co-ordinate (m), positive in upward direction
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12(1971)
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A negative sign has been introduced in order to make qpositive in upward
direction, i.e. positive in the direction of decreasing pressure. It has become
customary torefer tok ashydraulicconductivity for waterflowinthesaturated
aswellastheunsaturated zone,sinceinbothcasesthefluxofwaterisexpressed
per unit of hydraulic (water) pressure. In saturated soil, the pores filled with
water,yi/f isapproachingzero,theflowislargelycontrolled bythegravitational
componentij/g.Inunsaturatedsoil,thecontributionof\pgdiminishesatincreasing
desiccation of the soil and \jj beginsto dominateflow.Because of the coherent
nature of air spaces we can neglect \j)„.In general the influence of ij/s is low,
because both solutes and water are moving together. Hence, eq. (8) can be
written as:
q = - k* (VV>m + V«U

On-*" 1 )

(8 fl )

Aswasstatedearlier,whendealingwithflowofwater,itisconvenienttoexpress
energy on a unit weight basis. Usingtheappropriate symbols,eq.(8a)turnsto:
(m.s"1)

q=-k(\7hm+l)

(86)

-1

where k isin m.s , hm is matric head and hgis gravitational head in mwater
column [y/;8 = 1,seeeq.(5)].
There are three variables in eq. (8b), namely q, k and hm, and solving it
becomes complicated because A:is a function of the matric head hm. If this
function is known eq. (8b) may be integrated, when considering steady state
flow.
Several analytical approximations for the relation between k and hm have
been proposed (e.g. WIND, 1955; WESSELING, 1957; GARDNER, 1958). RIJTEMA
(1965) used in his approximation the functions:
k = *„ for K > ha

(9)

fe = fc0e'(*--*-> for K>hm>hlimit
k = a(-hj-"

for hm<hlimil

(10)
(11)

wherek0 isthesaturated hydraulicconductivity, hathematric head at air entry
point, i.e. the head at which a water-saturated porous medium starts to let air
go through (e.g. STAKMAN, 1966),hlimit is the head below which eq. (10) does
not hold (seefig.9) and aand nare constants.
From thedata ofthe experimentalfielditispossibletocomputethehydraulic
conductivity with the aid of eqs. (9),(10) and (11).
Thefluxq(z,t) is not the same for all depths, but is the sum of the volume
flux through a constant phreatic surface q(0,t)and the amount of moistureM
extracted per unit of time from the soil above this surface. Theflux^(0,t)was
18
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measured with the lysimeter. M wasdetermined with the gamma transmission
method and isdefined by:

M = - I 2 | -dzdt

(m)

Jo dt

(12)

Hence thefluxq(z,t)is:
q(z, t) = q(0,0 + ^

= - k(V/;m + 1)
dt

(m.s"1)

(13)

The integral of eq. (13)over the time interval (t2-ti)
P q(z, 0 df = r «(0,t) + M = f'2 - /:(V/»m + 1) d/

(m) (14)

has been used to determine the hydraulic conductivity. To simplify the calculations, time averaged values at depths z were taken:
q(z) =

* f% (z)df
('2 - 'i)J'«

(m.s"1)

(15)

An example of the calculation of the hydraulic conductivity k of clay in the
field is given in table 2for the period July 11through July 18,1967.
The results of such calculations are shown infig.9. As can be seen, the
laboratory data agreereasonably wellwith thevaluesobtained inthefield.Itis
important for thistype ofcalculation not to usethe hmvaluesof the rootzone,
asthemovement ofthewaterthrough therootsisindependent ofthehydraulic
gradient inthe soil.Otherwise,too high valuesfor k at certain hmare obtained.
For the sandy loam sufficient measurements without any root influence were
available. For clay, however,hmvalues of the root zone had to beused.Therefore, according to data of WIND (1955) and RIJTEMA (1965),the function k =
0.993 x 10"9(-hm)~13s wastaken for hm values lower than -0.50m (fig.9).
The factors k0, t] and a for the three profiles, derived from fig. 9 and the
corresponding values of haand hltmit are shown in table3.
Substitutionofeqs.(9)and(10)intoeq.(8b)givesafterintegration respectively:
z = - k0hj(q + k0)
z = 1/, In

q

-±h
- -MLK K)
q + k
q + k0,^ ~
°
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(9a)
(10a)
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FIG. 9.Relation betweenhydraulic conductivity andmatricheadfor clay, sandyloam
andclayonsandyloam.
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FIG. 10.Relationbetweenheightofcapillary
riseabovethegroundwater tablez andmatric head hm at different fluxes ofupward
flowq(mm.day'l) for clay,sandy loamand
clayonsandyloam.

Table 3. Values ofk0, n, a,h„ and h,lm„for the three soil profiles
Profile
Clay
Sandy loam
Clay on
sandy loam

22

k0
m.s"

mm.day -1
9

1.6 x lO"
17.4 x 10-»
0.6 x 10-»

h.
m

hltmlt

(14)
(150)

m"
8.61
8.24

1.35 0.993 x 10~ (0.086) 0 -0.50
1.40 0.570 x 10" 9 (0.049) -0.09 -1.00

(5)

4.73

1.40 0.570 x 10" 9 (0.049) 0

m

9

-1.00
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For values below h,iml„ analytical expressions are available, for specialvalues
of n(see GARDNER, 1958).In non-specific cases numerical integration must be
applied, according to:

J*»(«2)\l + q/a{- hm) 7
In fig. 10, the relationships between q, hm and z for the three profiles are
given. For regions close to the water table, a precise knowledge of these relationships is not very important, becauseflowresistance islow and therefore
lossofmatrichead isverysmall. Dataat variousfluxesnearlycoincidewiththe
equilibrium curve where q = 0mm.day -1 . For low matric heads the various
fluxes remain almostconstant and therefore anexactknowledgeoftherelationship between q,hmand z is in these cases also of lesser importance.

5. DRAWDOWN OF THE GROUNDWATER TABLE
In soils where a groundwater table is present, often the problem is encountered to quantify the influence of surface evaporation on depth and drawdown
ofthewatertable.Knowingthewaterpropertiesofthesoil,suchaproblemcan
be solved for certain boundary conditions.
One approach is to impose independently of the soil conditions a uniform
specified evaporationfluxatthesurfacedependent onmeteorological conditions
only. As will be pointed out in Chapter IIIB-3c, a constant evaporation rate
will,duetothedevelopment ofadrysurface layer,soonbefollowed byafalling
rate phase, and the existence of a moisture profile satisfying the requirements
becomesquiteimpossible(seeCHILDS, 1969).Another, morerealistic,approach
isthe imposition of afixedmatric head at the soil surface. In Chapter IIIB-3c
itwillbeshownthateveninratherwetperiodssuchasituation islikelytooccur
because of rapid desiccation of the top layer resulting in rather low matric
heads at the surface.
For theclay and sandy loam atheoretical evaluation oftheinfluence ofevaporation on the drawdown of thegroundwater table wascarried out assuming
the following boundary conditions. The initial condition is the equilibrium
situation (q = 0),with thewater tabledepth zput at0.39 mbelowsurface.The
latter value taken arbitrarily for conveniency of the calculations only. Next a
sudden fall of the matric head from hm - —0.39m to —158.5m (pF4.2) is
imposed at the surface. The imposed head value also arbitrarily taken. However,it hasbeen shown insection 4ofthisChapter that at least for theshallow
groundwater levels,thefluxesqremain ratherconstant at matricheadsbetween
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—102 and —104m. This fall in matric head causes an evaporation flux at the
surface, soil moisture isreleased from the profile and theresult isa drawdown
ofthe groundwater table. The procedure applied can beshortly summarized as
follows:
- The relationships between q, hm and water table depth z are known from
fig. 10.
- Withtheaidoffig.10,and usingtheretention curves,thecoursesofthemoisturecontent withdepth for q = 0and q = q(withhmis —158.5matthesurface) are obtained for the various watertabledepthszbeingreadfromfig.10
at hm = -158.5 mfor variousqvalues.
- Thedifferences inmoisturecontent withdepth atq = 0andq — qareplotted
on graphs.
- The areas between the successive q values are then determined from the
graphs bymeansofanintegrimeter(orplanimeter).Theseareasrepresent the
amounts of moisture released from the profile at certain drawdowns of the
watertable.Forexampleifthewatertableinsandyloamisloweredfrom 1.29m
to 1.37 mbelow surface,i.e.themoistureprofileischangingfromthesituation
q = 0.2mm.day -1 to the situation q = 0.17mm.day -1 , 6.0mmwater is
released.
- Startingwith thewatertabledepth zat0.39 mbelowsurface, nowthecumulative amounts of water released at increasing depths of the groundwater
table can beobtained (fig. 11A).
- Forinterpolation purposesthegroundwater tabledepth zathm = —158.5m
isplotted against qon half-logarithmic paper.
amount of moisture released (mm)
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FIG. 11.A, cumulativeamountofmoisturereleasedfrom theprofileat certaindrawdownsofthe
water table;B, loweringof thegroundwater tablewithtime.Bothunder influenceofevaporation
from thesurfacewhilemaintainingaconstantequivalentmatricheadhm of-158.5 matthesurface.

Takingsandyloamasanexample,thenumerical analysisiscarried outinthe
following way.
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In theinitial situation q = 0and z = 0.39 m.After thesudden drawdown of
the matric head at the surface, it isseen from fig. 10for z = 0.39 mand hm =
—158.5mthat q = 10.0mm.day -1 . Assumingthat thedrawdown ofthewater
tableis0.01mthen z = 0.395mand q = 9.7mm.day -1 (asreadfrom thehalflogarithmic graph). It follows from fig. 11Athat the released amount ofmoisture is0.2mm. Hencethetimetaken for adrawdown of0.01mofthe groundwater table, is as a mean 0.2mm/9.7mm.day -1 = 0.0203day = 27min. For
a loweringofthewatertablefrom 0.40to0.41ma timeof32min.iscalculated,
etc.Thefinalresults for clayand sandy loam arepresented infig.1IBshowing
that in the beginning the water table in the sandy loam is falling at a larger
meanspeedthan that oftheclaysoil.Fig.11Balsoshows,however,thatthe final
water table for clay liesdeeper than for sandy loam. After 360days the calculated depths are 2.23mand 1.60 mrespectively.
The calculated depth for the sandy loam seems to be somewhat small, as
groundwater table depths between 2-2.5 min similar soils are often found in
arid zones (VAN DER MOLEN, personal communication). This discrepancy may
beduetothe following reasons. Atthelowrelativehumidities in arid climates,
the matric head of the surface layer will be lower than assumed in the calculations. Then values of —10* m may not be unusual. Especially for the later
stages of desiccation when deeper groundwater tables occur, this difference in
matrichead maybeimportant (seefig.10).Ifthesoiliscovered byavegetation,
the hm value of —158.5 will perhaps be reached at the underside of the root
zone. Then the depth of the root zone, say0.50m, has to beadded to the calculated water table depth.
The evaporation flux from a deep uniform soil initially unsaturated at a
uniform moisture content (q = 0) decreases with the square root of time
(GARDNER, 1959).Sowhenplottingcumulativeevaporation againstt*astraight
line should be obtained, with the slope dependent on the type of soil. From
fig.11Aand Bthe variation of the cumulative amounts of water released with
time(i.e.thevariationofthecumulativeevaporation withtime)wasderived.By
plotting cumulative evaporation againstt* (days1), a slight departure from the
; l relationship was obtained as different boundary conditions were applied.
GARDNERand GARDNER(1969)inlaboratory studiesand BLACKet al.(1969)in
field experiments alsofound incasesoffinitedepth ofwetting departures from
thefl relationship, so it seemsthat Gardners hypothesis also holds reasonably
well for soils under the influence of a groundwater table.
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6. AVAILABLE WATER
To describe the amount of water available for plants, often the terms field
capacity and permanent wilting percentage have been used. Field capacity is
taken to be the upper limit of stored soil water available for plant growth and
permanent wilting percentage as the lower limit.
SLATYER (1967) and KRAMER (1969) discussing these terms refer for field
capacity to measurements of Marshall on undisturbed samples, who proposed
to use a pressure value of —0.1 bar, and to Richards and Weaver, who recommended a pressure of —0.3 bar on samples which are dried, ground and sieved.
These values may be useful for soils without influence of groundwater. However, in the presence of a groundwater table the term field capacity must be
defined as the moisture content of the unsaturated soil in the situation where
the flux qis zero. In this situation the matric pressure gradient is in equilibrium
with the gravitational pressure gradient. If the gravitational energy is expressed
on a unit weight basis, field capacity is the moisture content belonging to a
gravitational head of —Lh m, ifA/i is the elevation above the phreatic surface.
According to SLATYER (1967) the permanent wilting percentage is neither a
constant as it varies with the variation in osmotic pressure of plant-tissues, the
latter ranging from —5to —200 bar. Both SLATYER (1967) and KRAMER (1969)
pointed out, however, while referring to measurements of Richards and Wadleigh who found that the variation in soil water pressure at wilting point approximates —10 to —20 bar, that the mean value of about —15 bar can still for
many practical purposes be regarded as an important soil value. In general one
can say that a plant starts wilting when the water pressure in the plant (tl/p,anl)
is equal to the total water pressure in the soil ((Ato(a(), i.e. \jjplant = ^,0taiUnder certain restrictions the maximum amount of water that will be available for the evaporation of the crop during a number of days, can be calculated
if one is informed about precipitation, depth of the root zone, depth of the
groundwater table and the hydrological properties of the soil (WESSELING,
1957; RUTEMA, 1965; FEDDES, 1969; FEITSMA, 1969). The amount of
moisture available in the soil is the sum of water available in the root zone plus
the amount of water delivered via upward movement from below the root zone
as well as from the groundwater table. The water available in the root zone is
often defined as the water content between the equilibrium situation (q = 0)
and ifr = —15 bar. It is known, however, that at increasing desiccation of the
soil the availability of water for the plant decreases progressively. Therefore in
order to get optimum production, it is better not to allow the soil to dry out
that far. This holds especially for soils under leaf crops like many horticultural
crops. FEDDES (1969b) concludes ina review dealing with moisture requirements
and effects of water pressure on yield and quality of various vegetable crops,
26
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that in general for these crops the admissable pressure at which soil water
begins to limit plant growth isabout —0.4bar (pF = 2.6). In the present calculations thisvalueisadopted asthe upper drought limit for the root zone.To
evaluate the upward flow from the groundwater table an average pressure of
0.224 bar (pF = 2.35) was adopted for the whole growing period of the crop.
Thisisanarbitrary value,butascan beseenfrom fig. 9onlythemagnitudeand
nottheexactvalueisofimportance. Fortheshallowergroundwatertabledepths
oftheexperimentalfieldthevalues ofqdo not alter much around this pressure
value,but it istobenoted that thisisnot true for rather deepwatertables.The
effective root zone which isthe depth above which most roots are found, depends on the type of the crop, the profile and the meteorological conditions.
In the clay on sandy loam there is a sharp boundary of the rooting depth at
0.40 m, while in the sandy loam the boundary is less distinctive. On the clay
profile the effective rooting depth was larger: about 0.60m.
The amounts of water coming available via capillary rise from the groundwater table can be derived from fig. 9 by reading at ij/m = —0.224 bar the
variousfluxesfor the respective depths z. The result ispresented in table4.
Tabel 4. Capillary rise (mm.day"1) in three profiles at various groundwater levels and an
average pressure of —0.224 bar (pF = 2.35) at the lower side of the effective root zone
Profile

Clay
Sandy loam
Clay on sandy loam

Depth
effective root
zonem
0.60
0.40
0.40

Groundwater level m below surface
0.60

0.75

0.90

1.05

1.20

1.35

1.50

1.65

3.5

6.5
11.0
1.5

1.9
3.8
0.8

0.8
1.2
0.4

0.4
0.4
0.3

0.3
0.2
0.2

0.2
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.07
0.07

Thecomputation oftheamount to beextracted inand belowtheroot zoneis
elucidated with fig. 12Afor the clay soil with a constant groundwater table at
1.05 mbelow the surface and an effective rooting depth of 0.60m. The lowest
admissable pressure in the root zone is, as was already mentioned, —0.4 bar
and the effective rooting depth of 0.60m reaches to 0.45m abovethe groundwater table. Under theseconditionsthe maximumfluxcan beread fromfig.10
(1mm.day -1 ) and the pressure profile can be found from interpolation. Startingfrom theequilibrium situation OAB,thetotal amountof moisture available
represented bythearea OABCDO,can bedetermined withtheaid oftheretention curvesofthevariouslayers.Withthesecurvestheareacan betranslated in
moisture content and then be measured with an integrimeter or a planimeter.
In fig. 12B once more the extraction from the layers below the root zone
(which in fig. 12Ais represented by the area OADO for a 1.05 m water table
depth) ispresented for various water table depths.
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FIG. \2. A,exampleof the amountofwateravailablefor thecropinclaywhen theminimum value
ofmatricpressurei//m intherootzoneis-0.4 bar(pF 2.6) andagroundwatertableat 1.05 m belowsurface;B, moistureextractionfrom thelayersbelow theeffectiverootzonefor clay,sandy
loamandclayon sandyloamat variousgroundwater tabledepthswheny/m of the root zoneis
-0.4 bar.

After summarizingthevariousquantitiesofmoistureavailableinandcoming
available from below the root zone and from capillary rise from the groundwatertableoveracertaingrowingperiodof the crop,oneobtainstheamountof
moisture available for evaporation, which isgiven in table 5.
TABLE 5. Amount of moisture (mm) available for evaporation in periods of 30, 60, 90 and
120daysinrelation to depth ofgroundwater table,when thelower limit of thematric pressure
in the root zone is allowed to be —0.4bar (pF = 2.6)
Groundwater depth m below surface
Profile

Period
0.60 0.75 0.90 1.05

1.20

1.35

1.50

1.65

Clay
30days

60
90
120

—
—
—
—

235
430
625
820

96
153
210
267

63
88
112
137

50
64
77
91

44
52
60
68

38
44
49
54

35
38
42
46

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

168
282
396
510

87 62
125 77
162 90
200 104

53
61
67
73

48
53
57
60

44
49
53
55

138
242
348
452

75
120
164
208

54
78
101
124

36
42
47
52

32
37
40
44

30
34
36
38

Sandyloam
30days

60
90
120
Clayonsandyloam
30days

60
90
120

28

45
58
72
85

39
48
57
65
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B.TRANSPORTTOTHEATMOSPHERE
1. INTRODUCTION
There islittle need to emphasize the importance of a reliable method for the
determination of both actual as well as potential evaporation from different
surfaces, under varying conditions of climate, soil profile and plant cover.
For example, agriculturists who are concerned with optimum crop production arelikelyto wishinformation ontheeffects ofwater supplyon production,
i.e. the specific water requirements of a crop, and whether these requirements
under the prevailing environmental conditions are met or not. When from
regularlytakenevaporation estimatesitappearsthatwatershortages frequently
occur,technical measurescan betaken to establish better irrigation treatments.
Another group dealing with evaporation that can be mentioned is that of
hydrologists concerned with the water balance of catchment areas, who when
for example dealing with streamflowand groundwater recharge want to know
how much water islost by means of evaporation.
An estimation method which isofvalueinboth agriculturaland hydrological
problems and which is based on rather easily measurable meteorological as
wellassoilandcropfactors, isthecombinationmethodtreatedinsection3ofthis
Chapter. This method has been used on agricultural crops, but little is known
about its applicability to vegetable crop production. It is the purpose of this
part ofthepresent paper to assessthis.In thiscontextattention isalsogiven to
theestimation of net radiation and reflection. Thecalculations by meansofthe
various equations involved will be verified experimentally with data obtained
from four vegetable crops, namely spinach, red cabbage, dwarf French beans
and celery.

2. FIELD EXPERIMENTS
During the years 1967to 1970the following main crops were grown on the
experimentalfield:
Spinach (Spinacia oleracea L., cv. VitalR.)
April-May 1967
Red cabbage (Brassica oleracea L., cv.RodeHerfst)
June-Nov. 1967
Dwarf French beans(Phaseolus vulgaris L.,cv. Centrum) May-Sept. 1968
Spinach (Spinacia oleracea L., cv. Vital R.)
Sept.-Nov. 1968
Celery (Apium graveolens L., cv. Mariner Kogel)
April-Oct. 1969
Growth and development of these crops were analyzed at regular times. In
the main, measurements of crop height, soil cover, and leaf area were made
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twice a week. Dependent on their development stage the crops were periodically harvested. The fraction of soil covered wasestimated with aid of a frame
of 1 m2. The leaf area was determined by measuring length and width of all
leaves of some individual plants.
Dependent on crop type, fresh and dry weight were determined either per
plant or per unit surface (1m2).The groundwater table depths at the different
plotsweremeasured in plasticpipes(innerdiameter 16mm)placed in regularly
spaced augerholes.Thepipeswereperforated and wrapped innylonfiltercloth
at the bottom ends. The measurements were taken with a thin metallic tape
fitted with a bell sounding device. In the 0.90 and 1.20 m groundwater plots
(havinglysimeters) the water levels weremeasured everyday, in the other plots
biweekly.
The necessary meteorological data were obtained from a weather station
locatedattheopenwesternedgeoftheexperimentalfield(fig. 1).InaStevenson
screen continuous records of air temperature (Tz) and relative humidity
(100ez/e>z*) were obtained using two bimetallic thermographs* and two hairhygrographs respectively. Daily (24hours) mean values were estimated by
using an Ott-integrimeter.Therecording devices werecalibrated each daywith
an unaspirated mercury-in-glass psychrometer consisting of a dry bulb and a
wet bulb ordinary thermometer. Maximum and minimum air temperatures at
2m and 0.10 m above soil surface were measured with Six's thermometers.
Detailsofthemeasurements ofsoiltemperatures aredescribedinChapter IV3.
Wind velocities («)weremeasured at a height of 2mabove soil surface with
a totalizing cup anemometer, which was provided with three conical beadededge cups and a mechanical counter mechanism. In a few cases single values
of (w)were derived from data of the meteorological station in Den Helder.
Radiation was measured with the following instruments. The duration of
bright sunshine (n) was measured with a heliograph, i.e. a Campbell-Stokes
sunshine recorder. Incident direct and diffuse short wave (0.3-ca. 2 \im)
radiation flux (Rs) was measured with a pyranometer known as the MollGorczynski solarimeter, manufactured by Kipp. It consists of a Moll thermopile of 14elements of constantan-manganin (resistance: 9.6Q; sensitivity:
1.3 x 10 - s V/W.m -2 ) mounted under two concentric hemispherical glass
domes of sufficient diameter (> 50mm) to satisfy the cosine law. Two domes
are used to prevent convection caused by atmospheric influences. A white
lacquered screen (diameter 0.30 m) parallel to and slightly above the plane of
the sensing surface prevented the housing to be heated by radiation.
The solar radiation reflected by the surface (Rrse) was measured by a second
* Unless stated otherwise, instruments were obtained from Casella, London.
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pyranometer of the same type (resistance: 11.5£2; sensitivity: 1.2 x 10" 5
V/W.rn -2 ) mounted in an inverted position at a height of 2.25 m above the
ground surface on a movable 'sulky' type installation. To obtain information
on the reflection of different soils and different vegetable crops at different percentages of covered soil, measurements were carried out above 36 rectangular
clay and sandy loam plots (each 6 x 6m) under the following crops: broad
beans, dwarf French beans, garden beet, red cabbage, carrots (summer and
winter), cauliflower, celeriac, celery, endive, lettuce, spinach, brussels sprouts
and onion.
Net radiation (/?„) was measured at 1.10 m above each of the 4 main crops
mentioned at the beginning of this Chapter. Measurements were performed
with a miniaturized unaspirated net radiometer developed by FUNK (1962) and
manufactured by CSIRO (model CN 6). The ribbon thermopile consists of
250 elements of cropper-constantan (125 facing upwards ,125 downwards) and
has an internal resistance of 87ii and a sensitivity of 0.83 x 10"5 V/W.m -2 .
The thermopiles were protected by thin polyethylene hemispheres which were
continuously kept inflated and free of internal condensation by supplying dry
nitrogen from a gas cylinder. The outputs of the two pyranometers and the net
radiometer were recorded on three points of a 12-point Honeywell (Brown)
stripchart recorder, which was calibrated in °C by a built-in cold-junction
compensation. To make these three points suitable for radiation measurement,
a constant reference temperature is necessary for which the temperature of the
groundwater at a depth of 1.20 m below the surface was taken. A system of
resistances was wired between the radiation instruments and the recorder. This
made 1 cm on the recorder represent 94.6 W.ITT 2 for the upward facing pyranometer, 45.3 W.m - 2 for the downward facing pyranometer and 61.6 W.m~ 2 for
the net radiometer. The two pyranometers were calibrated (accuracy ± 2%)
against a pyrheliometer at the Department of Physics and Meteorology of the
Agricultural University at Wageningen, for the net radiometer the manufacturer's calibration (accuracy ± 5%) was accepted. The accuracy of determining
the daily totals of Rs, Rrse and Rn by means of the Ott-integrimeter from the
charts, depends on the shape of the recorded curves. It was estimated to be
about 3to 5% on the average. Hence the degree of accuracy of individual values
of Rs and R™ was, as far as determined by random errors, about 5% and of R„
about 8%.
Precipitation was measured with two collecting rain gauges of the type used
by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (cross-sectional area:
0.04 m 2 ) with height of the rims at 0.40 m above soil surface, as well as with a
recording rain gauge (Van Doorne, De Bilt) of the same cross-sectional area
placed with the rim at soil surface.
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Theamount ofwaterintercepted bythecabbage crop wasmeasured at 6different sites bycovering theground around a number of individual plants with
plastic sheets (areas about 3m2). The amounts of water reaching thesecovers,
i.e.thethroughfall, werecollected incylinders(diameterO.395m,length 1.20m).
The thus collected data werecompared with the rainfall measurements.
To relate the evaporation of bare soil and cropped surfaces to a standard
surface like water, two circular shaped tanks (diameter 0.50m, depth 0.25m)
were installed in the ground keeping the rim at the surface and the water level
at25mmbelowtherim. Each daythechangesinwaterlevelsweremeasured by
meansof hookgauges,after whichthelevelswerebrought backtotheiroriginal
position. Heat exchange with the surrounding soil was avoided as much as
possible by insulating the outside of the pan with a layer of gravel.

3. EVAPORATION
a. THEORY

In this paper the term evaporation will be used to indicate the change of
liquid water into vapour, whether it is evaporation from water, soil or plant
surfaces.
The process of evaporation has three basic physical requirements. There
must be:A.acontinuous supply of water; B.energy available to change liquid
water into vapour and C.avapour gradient to maintain afluxfrom theevaporatingsurfacetotheatmosphere.Thevariousmethodstodetermine evaporation
arebased on oneor moreoftheserequirements.Thewater balanceapproach is
based on A, the energy balance approach on B, the aerodynamic or profile
method on Cand thecombination method on parts of B and C. In the present
context afull description ofallthesemethodscannot begiven. Reference canbe
made, however, to for example ROSE (1966), PENMAN et al. (1967), SLATYER
(1967),TANNER(1967, 1968),ROSENBERGetal.(1968).Here,onlyashortoutline
of the two methods used in theinvestigations will begiven.Thefirstmethod is
the water balance approach, the second the combination method based on the
use of the energy balance and a Dalton-type transport formula.
Whenexpressingfor thesoilsurface thevarioustermsofthewaterbalanceor
conservation equation asdepth rateequivalents,theequation maybewrittenas:
E = X~Xi + <lu(0,t)-qA0,t)32

| *^d:
Jo dt

(14a)
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whereE,xand /, arethefluxes(m.s -1 ) ofevaporation, precipitation and intercepted precipitation at the soil surface (zs) respectively, and qa(0,t)andqd(0,t)
the upward and downward fluxes through the phreatic surface at a constant
water depth (z = 0),0isthe volumetric moisture percentage and t the period
considered (s).The integral of eq. (14a)over the time interval (t2-ti)
ll

X- Xi + *
<l

(2

-i:

'1 .

— dzdt
o ct

(m)

(146)

has been used to check and to calibrate the combination method.
The vertical energy balance equates all the incoming and outgoing energy
fluxes at theearth'ssurface. Neglectingthepart ofenergyinvolved in metabolic
processes, onecan write this equation as:
R„ = LE + H + G

(W.nT 2 )

(16)

where R„ represents the energyfluxof net incoming radiation, LE thefluxof
latent heat into theair, Hthefluxofsensibleheat into theair and Gthefluxof
heat into the soil. Eq. (16)can also be written as a transport equation:
R. - G= - (Lpae/pa) K^e - pacpKhVT

(16a)

where pa is density of the air (kg.m -3 ), cp is specific heat of air at constant
pressure (J.kg - 1 .K - 1 ), Khand Kv are eddy transfer coefficients for heat and
vapour(m 2 .s"'),eistimeaveragedvapourpressure(bar),Eisratioofmolecular
weight of water vapour to dry air (= 0.622), pa is atmospheric pressure (bar)
and Tistimeaveraged temperature(K)andziselevation aboveground surface.
Byusing theso-called Bowen ratio H/LE,the measured net energy (Rn-G) can
bepartitioned inLEand H.Assumingequality ofKvand Kh and expressingthe
Bowen ratio infiniteform onegets:
p = H/LE = yAT/Ae

(17)

where AT - T2-Tu Ae = e2-ex (both measured over Az = z2-z^) and
7 = CPPJLE (bar.K -1 ) is the psychrometer constant. Combination of eq. (16)
and (17)yields:
LE = ( R „ - G ) / ( 1 + /D

(W.m"2)
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In order to compute evaporation from water surfaces
bined eq. (18) with the empirical formula of Dalton:

PENMAN

(1948) com-

LE = l(u) (e*o ~ O

(19)

where f(w)isan empirically determined function of mean horizontal wind speed,
e*Q isthe saturated vapour pressure at the water surface and ez the vapour pressure in the air at height z. In order to know e% the surface temperature must be
determined. To avoid the difficulties involved in measuring surface temperature
Penman introduced an auxiliary value £„so that e% in eq. (19) isreplaced by e*,
the saturated vapour pressure at air temperature Tz,hence:
LEa = r(D)(e* -e2)

(19a)

The variables eg and T0can be eliminated by introducing the slope of the
saturation vapour pressurecurve6e*/dTor 8(bar.K. - ') at the mean temperature
(T0 + Tz)j2 or at Tz,provided (T0 —Tz) is small. Combination of eqs. (18),
(19) and (19a) gives the formula of PENMAN (1948):

(W.m-2)

LE= W L I _ £ L ± J ! ^ -

(20)

8+y
Nomographs and tables to compute LE can be found in RIJKOORT (1954),
(1960) and KOOPMANS (1969). CHIDLEY and PIKE (1970) developed
a computer programme.
In eq. (20) the term Ea is empirically expressed as:
WESSELING

Ea = 4.67 x 10" 4 (0.5 + 0.54 St)(e* - ez)

(mm.day - 1 )

(19b)

where uz is average wind speed (m.s - 1 ).
The Dalton formula can be improved by using turbulent transport theories,
from which follows that under neutral conditions (temperature lapse rates
between isothermal and dry adiabatic) when all the turbulence is caused by
frictional effects, the wind profile above a surface can be represented by:
«/«, = ( l / K ) l n [ ( z - i / ) / z 0 ]

(21)

where uM is the friction velocity (m.s - 1 ), K is Von Karman's constant, z is
elevation above the ground surface, z0 is roughness length (m) and d the displacement of the zero plane of wind speed. Due to the logarithmic form of eq.
(21), z0 is the extrapolated height at u = 0 when plotting uversus In z. To find
the height at which turbulent exchange commences, one can extrapolate the
actual wind profile (fig. 13), yielding at u = 0 an intercept equal to (z0 -I- d).
MONTEITH (1963) refers to this height as the effective crop surface. Both factors
34
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FIG. 13.Example ofthe relation between windvelocity profile above a rough surface and the natural
logarithm of height z above the soil surface (after

in z

GATES, 1962;.

i , ^ V

dti0
»0

*

'

s
s s

/'
wind velocity (u)

z0 and d depend on it(e.g. TANI, 1960). Assuming under neutral conditions
similarity of the transfer coefficients for momentum, vapour andheat (RIDER,
1954), theprofiles ofu,eand Tin theairlayer above theevaporating surface
are geometrically similar. Hence plotting ofmeasurements of Tand etaken at
several heights above the surface on a logarithmic scale against w,will give
straight linesfrom which T= T0 ande = e0canberead atu = 0.The transfer
coefficients for momentum found from the wind profile can then be used to
calculate thefluxesofsensible andlatent heat.
Under non-neutral conditions, part of the turbulence iscaused by thermal
buoyancy, andthelogarithmic wind profile does notexist: during stable conditions it becomes concave downward andduring unstable conditions concave
upward. However,theassumption ofsimilarity oftransfer coefficients may still
be used byintroducing stability corrections, such asfor example proposed by
MONIN and OBUKHOV (1954) and SELLERS(1965). Fora survey ofwind profile
formulae see RIJKOORT (1968). Under neutral conditions it was shown (e.g.
LETTAU, 1952)that theturbulent transfer coefficients (Kh andKv)must increase
linearly with height. STERK (1956) found from experiments some 100km from
the coast during theyears 1948-1954 that this wasvalid both for periods ofa
dayandayear. Hencewiththestronger windsprevailing inthecoastal regions
it wasassumed that for the circumstances at the experimental field thelogarithmic wind profile could beused.
Assuming nowconstancy of verticalfluxeswith height, PENMAN and LONG
(1960) expressed theevaporation flux for a crop in an improved Dalton type
formula as:
E = UK2 (C0 - Ct)I{In[(z - d)lz0-]}2

(kg.m-'.s" 1 )

(22)

where C0 and Czare the vapour concentrations (kg.m -3 ) at height (z0 + d)
and z respectively.
Whenevaporation islimited bywatersupplyitisoften writteninthe formof
a diffusion resistance model in analogy with Ohm's law (PENMAN and SCHOFIELD, 1951; MONTEITH, 1963):
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£ = ^°

^z

C-o

^o

C*

(kg.m- 2 .s- ! )

(23)

r 4- T
'a

' '«

whereC% is thesaturated vapour concentration (kg.m -3 ) andra andrs(s.m -1 )
aretheexterna!atmosphericoraerodynamic resistanceandtheinternal canopy
resistance respectively. (Forconversion ofconcentrations Cinto pressures e,
a conversion factor ofepjpa = 7.40x 10"6 m~2.s2 canbeused). Comparing
eqs. (22) and(23) MONTEITH (1963) arrived attheexpression:
ra={In[(z- d)lz0-]}2juK2

(s.m"1)

(24)

from which functions ofraat various z0 andu were derived. RIJTEMA(1965),
following thesame procedure, expressed eq.(24) as:
(s.m"1)

= ^f ff(z0, J) «1 '

(24a)

where f(zQ,d) isaroughness function (m -2 .s 2 ), whichisassumed tobetheproductofafunction ofcrop heightfj (/)(m~2.s2)andadimensionlessfunction of
wind speed u,f2(«):

= —[ f . C O f ^ l '

{24b)

Thefunction f,(/) originally derived forgrass butrecommended andusedfor
other crops, hasbeen tested under conditions of optimum water supply for
arable crops bySLABBERS(1969),whose results arepresented infig.14.As can
beseen thedata agreefairly well with thoseforgrass.The deviating pointsfor
sunflower have been explained asresulting from maturation ofthe crop at the
end ofthegrowing season, givingareduction ofevaporation caused byalesser
coveringofthe soilandahighertransport resistanceinthecrop.Thepointsfor
FIG. 14.Dependence of the function ft( I),see eq.
(24b), on crop height I (after SLABBERS, 1969;
the curve for grass after RIJTEMA, 1965).

f,UMl6 7 mV)
'1

1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8

-Aft-

0.6

•*"

sunflower 1966
alfalfo196B
sugarbeet1967
Sugarbeet1966-wneat 1967,1968
— jross

0.4
0.2;

<0.20
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wheat under winter conditions fit the line, whereas under summer conditions
both high potential evaporation fluxes and high transport resistances are
reducing evaporation (see also RIJTEMA and RYHINER, 1966).
BRUTSAERT (1965) using a model based on evaporation as a molecular diffusion process into a turbulent atmosphere, found that evaporation (£) is
proportional to w* 0,75 . Using his data, an alternative expression for racan be
derived by substitution of the relationship f2(«)w = 1.15 w ° - 7 5 in eq. 24b (see
also RIJTEMA, 1966) yielding:

f^r^C/) 1.15 w°75"| '

(s.m-1)

(24c)

Usingeq. (24c),values ofrafor various crop heights (/) and wind velocities («)
were calculated (table 6).
The factor rs (eq. 23) is regarded by MONTEITH (1963; 1965) to be a factor
mainly reflecting changes in stomatal resistance. He assumes from a number of
experiments that the fraction of net heat available for evaporation is closely
related to rsas LEj(R„ — G) = log (25/r s ) o s (see also COWAN and MILTHORPE,
1968; SZEICZ et al., 1969). Rijtema, taking into account the geometry of the
evaporating surfaces, calls r s a diffusion resistance built up by a stomatal resistance (r,), a resistance dependent on fraction of soil covered (rc) and one dependent on availability of soil moisture and on liquid flow in theplant (rh). Hence
r, = rl + rc + r„

(s.m - 1 )

(25)

To describe evaporation from a canopy, from a leaf or from another surface
as a diffusion process has been strongly criticized by TANNER (1963) and FUCHS
and TANNER (1967), because a diffusion model does not include the spatial
distribution of sensible and latent heat sources and sinks, and neither the difference in transfer coefficients. However, it has been pointed out by SLATYER
(1967) that for practical purposes this approach has a number of advantages
above such laborious and complicated methods as for example the profile
method.
With the substitution of eq. (23) into eq. (20)the evaporation of surfaces with
either optimum or limited water supply can be computed (MONTEITH, 1965;
RIJTEMA, 1965). For a wet surface with ample water supply the equation of
Penman (20) can be modified into:
LE* =HK-G)

+ Pacp(e*z-e>)tr*

(W.m

-2}

(2fi)

S+y
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TABLE 6. Valuesofr„ (s.m"') calculated witheq.(24c)for various crop heights/(m)and wind
velocities u (m.s~')
um . s - 1

/m
0.3

0.5

0.7

1.0

1.5

0.001020
0.01 962
0.02 793
0.03 590
0.04 468

693
656
541
402
319

539
509
420
312
248

412
390
322
239
190

304
288
237
176
140

0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09

389
338
305
281
261

265
231
208
192
178

206
179
161
149
138

158
137
123
114
106

116
101

0.10
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18

247
226
210
199
190

168
154
143
135
130

131
120
111
105
101

100

0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40

183
171
163
156
150

125
116
111
106
102

0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65

144 98.1
138 94.4
135 92.3
133 90.9
130 89.0

0.70 129
0.80 124
0.90 122

87.7
84.8
83.1

2.0
245
232
191
142
113

2.5
207
196
162
120

3.0
181
171
141
105

3.5
161
152
126

4.0
146
138
114

5.0
123
117

6.0 7.0
108
102

84.5
67.1

96.283.9
71.562.4
56.749.5

95.8
90.6
74.7
55.6
44.1

95.4

83.2

93.4
74.1

91.1
84.1
78.1

93.7
81.5
73.4
67.8
62.9

79.3
69.0
62.1
57.4
53.2

69.2
60.2
54.2
50.0
46.4

61.6
53.6
48.2
44.6
41.3

55.7
48.5
43.6
40.3
37.4

47.1 41.1
41.035.8
36.932.2
34.1 29.7
31.627.6

36.6
31.9
28.7
26.5
24.6

91.5
85.2
80.5
77.1

73.8
67.5
62.9
59.4
56.9

59.5
54.4
50.7
47.9
45.9

50.3
46.0
42.9
40.5
38.8

43.9
40.1
37.4
35.3
33.8

39.1
35.8
33.3
31.5
30.1

35.4
32.3
30.1
28.5
27.3

29.926.1
27.423.9
25.522.2
24.1 21.0
23.1 20.1

23.2
21.3
19.8
18.7
17.9

96.8
90.5
86.5
82.7
79.4

74.1
69.2
66.2
63.3
60.7

54.7
51.1
48.8
46.7
44.8

44.1
41.2
39.3
37.6
36.1

37.3
34.8
33.3
31.8
30.5

32.5
30.4
29.0
27.8
26.6

29.0
27.1
25.9
24.7
23.7

26.2
24.5
23.4
22.4
21.5

22.2
20.7
19.8
18.9
18.2

19.3
18.1
17.3
16.5
15.8

17.2
16.1
15.4
14.7
14.1

76.2
73.3
71.7
70.6
69.1

58.3
56.1
54.9
54.1
52.9

43.0
41.4
40.5
39.9
39.0

34.7
33.4
32.6
32.1
31.5

29.3
28.2
27.6
27.2
26.6

25.6
24.6
24.1
23.7
23.2

22.8
21.9
21.4
21.1
20.7

20.6
19.8
19.4
19.1
18.7

17.4
16.8
16.4
16.2
15.8

15.2
14.6
14.3
14.1
13.8

13.6
13.0
12.8
12.6
12.3

68.2
65.9
64.6

52.2
50.4
49.4

38.5
37.2
36.4

31.0
30.0
29.4

26.2
25.4
24.8

22.9
22.1
21.7

20.4
19.7
19.3

18.4
17.8
17.5

15.6 13.6
15.1 13.1
14.8 12.9

12.1
11.7
11.5

where Ea = epa{e* —ez)/para, and £* the evaporation of a wet surface.
For surfaces with limited water supply rshas to be included. Thus by combining eq. (26) with eq. (23), onegets:

LE=HK-G)

+ PacM

-p/r.

2

S + y(l + rJra)
It isclear that ifrsiszero, E becomes equal to £*. If rsconsists only of the
sum of r, and/or rc(see eq.25), eq. (27) yields the potential evaporation flux
38
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(E„) under the prevailing meteorological conditions and surface structure.
Thereduction inevaporation can befound astheratio ofeq.(27)toeq.(26).
E/E* = (8 + y)ll5 + y(l + rJra)2

(28)

During periods with precipitation, evaporation will increase due to evaporation of intercepted water. Evaporation may then be approximated as (see
RIJTEMA, 1965):
E=

*+ y
(£* - £,) + E,
S+ y(l + rjrj

(kg.m- 2 .s-')

(29)

where E, is denoting the evaporation flux of the intercepted water. RUTTER
(1968)developed another formula being an alternative expression of the same
concepts. Because £* is the maximum possible evaporation of a cropped
surface, E* > E,holds.
Eqs. (26), (27) and (29), together with table 6 were used to calculate and
analyze evaporation fluxes for various vegetable crops grown under different
meteorological conditions, on different soil profiles with different depths of
groundwater tables. The calculated data were compared with those obtained
from water balance studies, and the significance of various relationships were
derived and tested (see IIIB-3d and IIIB-4).

b. RADIATION

As can be seen from eqs. (26) and (27), one of the most important terms
determining evaporation flux from a surface is the net radiation flux (Rn) absorbed by that surface. In case no direct measurements of R„are available,
which uptonowistherulerather than theexception, R„ hasto bederived from
empirical formulae. Theseare based on physical considerations and need other
meteorological data and locally adjusted constants. Some of these formulae
were used and the calculation results were compared, by means of linear regression techniques, with measured values of Rn and with data known from
literature.
From apractical pointofviewitisimportantthat R„canbedetermined from
relationships which are not locally determined, but more universally applicable
and moreeasierinuse.Therefore afewempiricalexpressionsbased onthe often
noted high correlationship between net and shortwave radiation, were derived
and analyzed by linear regression.
Becauseasinthepresentpaperevaporation isusuallycalculated onaweekly
basis, weekly mean data were mainly used. The weekly means were calculated
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from datacovering24hours (0800-0800localstandard time)duringthe period
ofinterestfor plantgrowthwhichrangesfrom aboutmid MarchtillendOctober.
For radiation totals data both on a 24-hour basisaswell ason adaylight basis
were used. The main results are shown in table 7.
Net radiationflux(/?„) can be written as:
Rn = (l

-X)RS-R,

(W.m~2)

(30)

whereRs isthefluxofincidentshortwave(about 0.3to2u,m)radiation, R, isthe
flux of net outgoing thermal or longwave(about 4to 100\im)radiation and ais
the surface reflection coefficient of shortwave radiation. According to this
sequence the various terms will be discussed.

TABLE 7. Results of linear regression analysis of radiation data (/?,, R„in W.m 2 ; n in min.) for
from stat. on exp. field

Object

1

WEEKLY MEAN DATA (24 HOURS)
-

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
10'
11'
12'
13
14
15
16
16'

40

-

Derivation
of y with

x
measured

Line

R,
n**

R,
R.*
Red cabbage on sandy loam
R,
Red cabbage on sandy loam
R„
Celery on clay
R„
line (6) and (7)
R„
DAILY DATA (24 HOURS: 0800-0800 LOCAL
Red cabbage on sandy loam
R,
Bare sandy loam
R,
Celery on clay
R,
line (9), (10) and (11)
R,
DAYLIGHT DATA (SUNRISE - SUNSET)
Bare sandy loam
R,
Celery on clay
R,
line (10') and (11')
R,
WEEKLY MEAN DATA (24 HOURS)
Red cabbage on sandy loam
Rs
Red cabbage on sandy loam
R,*
Celery on clay
Rs*
line(14)and (15)
R,*
Transformation of line (16) with aid
of line (4)
R,

Period of measurement

R,
31a
April 13-October 31,1967
n
meas.
March 13-December 26, 1967
R,
32
April 20-October 31, 1967
R,
meas.
April 13-October 31,1967
R,
31a
June 21-October 31, 1967
R,
31a, 33a June 21-October 31,1967
R„
31a, 33a June 24-October 31,1969
Rn
31a, 33a
STANDARD TIME)
R„
meas.
June 21-October 31,1967
R„
meas.
April 4-May 25,1969
Rn
meas.
June 26-October 21,1969
R„ meas.
Rn
R„
Rn

meas
meas
meas

March 27-June 11, 1969
June 26-October 22, 1969

Rn
Rn
Rn
Rn

meas
meas
meas
meas

June 21-October 31,1967
June 21-October 31,1967
June 24-October 21, 1969

R,
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1. Shortwave radiation
An empirical expression frequently used for the calculation of shortwave
radiationflux(Rs) isthe one proposed by ANGSTROM (1924):
(W.m-2)

Rs = a + bfi/N = [c + (1 - c) «/JV] Rcs

(3D

wherecisalocalconstant,nisthe mean numberofminutesofbrightsunshine
in a mean day-length of N minutes (the maximum n can reach on clear days)
and Rcs isthe mean valueof Rs underclearskyconditions.ThevaluesofNand
Rcsaredependingonthelatitudeand thetimeofthe year.Ncanbefound inthe
SMITHSONIAN METEOROLOGICAL TABLES (1951) table 171. From a linear regression of mean monthly day-values during the years 1938 to 1953of Rs on
n/N, DE VRIES (1955) estimated a and b for Wageningen, after which c was

y = ax + b. Data with *from meteor, stat. Den Helder, with **from local stat. Castricum, other data

dumber
x
of data W.m" 2

y
W.m" 2

„.
b

pe

"

Intercept b
W.m" 2

Correlation
coefficient r

21
33
21
21
15
15
8
23

150
274
148
165
130
60
97
73

150
316
142
150
44
55
87
66

0.976
1.110
0.932
0.917
0.142
0.827
1.034
0.875

3
12.6
5
-2
26
5
-14
2

0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.70
0.99
0.96
0.98

115
11
19
145

134
139
177
140

64
75
87
68

0.692
0.489
0.552
0.649

-29
7

21
40
61

191
157
168

110
87
95

15
15
8
23
23

130
144
189
159
144

60
60
97
73
73

Standard deviation from
regression

11
7
10
7
12
9

0.036
0.027
0.041
0.022
0.041
0.038
0.121
0.042

6
8.6
6
4
6
3
12
4

-11
-23

0.96
0.95
0.96
0.96

14
13
15
15

0.018
0.053
0.038
0.016

3
8
8
3

0.476
0.591
0.547

19
-5
3

0.97
0.97
0.96

12
12
13

0.028
0.024
0.020

6
4
4

0.753
0.694
0.634
0.693
0.755

-38
-40
-22
-37
-36

0.99
0.99
0.97
0.98
0.98

7
7
10
9
9

0.029
0.028
0.066
0.027
0.030

4
4
13
5
5
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found to be a\(a + b). The factor cvaried during the year, but an average value
of 0.29 was found for Wageningen, which was adopted for the present author's
experimental field. So eq. (31) becomes:
R,= (0.29 + 0.71 njN)Rcs

(31a)

From lines drawn through the points (Rs, n/N) for each mean monthly dayvalue, Rc„ values are found, which can be plotted against time, from which
finally smoothed daily Rcs values are obtained. Application of eq. (31a) and Rcs
data given by De Vries gave rather good results, as can be seen from a comparison between measured and calculated mean weekly data of Rs at the experimental field (see line 1, table 7).
To avoid tedious determination of n, a very good correlation with values ofn
from a neighbouring meteorological station can sometimes be obtained, as in
the present case from the relevant 33 mean weekly day-values from Castricum
(see line 2, table 7). Another empirical equation easier to use, is that first proposed by KIMBALL (1927):
Kt= (p + qnlN)%"

(W.m" 2 )

(32)

where R'f is the extra-terrestrial radiation flux at the top of the atmosphere
which can be found in the SMITHS. METEOROL. TABL. (1951), table 132.
The value ofp for a latitude of q> < 60°, isfound asp = 0.29 cos <p = 0.18
and for qthe value of 0.54 was taken (SCHOLTE UBING, 1959). A comparison of
measured data and data calculated with Kimball's equation also shows a rather
good correlation (see line 3,table 7). HELDAL (1970) obtained for As in Norway
even better results with eq. (32) than with eq. (31). LINACRE (1967) presented
values for p and q from 39 different stations, mostly near the means 0.25 and
0.50 respectively. Generally it isstated that the eqs.(31)and (32) are superior to
those empirical formulae which contain values of fraction of sky covered by
clouds instead of values of n/N (e.g. SCHOLTE UBING, 1959; VAN WIJK, 1966;
HELDAL, 1970).
Comparison of measured Rs values at the experimental field and at Den
Helder yielded a high correlation coefficient (r = 0.99, see line 4, table 7),
emphasizing the fact that in this situation it is allowable to derive Rs from a
relatively distant (about 30 km) meteorological station.

2. T h e r m a l r a d i a t i o n
A review on a number ofempirical formulae approximating thermal radiation
flux (/?,) has been given by SCHOLTE UBING (1959). Probably the most applied
42
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equation is a Brunt-type formula as used by PENMAN (1948):
R, = eea<jTtll - (a + bv '*,)] [1 - J (1 - ij/ff)]

(W.nT 2 )

(33)

where eea is the longwave emissivity of the earth (about 1), a is the StefanBoltzmann constant (5.67 x 1 0 - 8 W.m" 2 .K~ 4 ), ez is mean vapour pressure
(mbar), (1 — n/N) is the mean fractional cloudiness, Tz is the mean air temperature (K) at screen height and a, b and d are empirically determined constants.
Following PENMAN (1948) the values a = 0.44 and b = 0.080 were used. For d,
which depends on the type and the height of the clouds, the maximum value of
0.9 was taken (SCHOLTE UBING, 1959; GEIGER, 1961), so:
R, = 5.67 x 10~ 8 T?(0.56 - 0.080v 'e x ) (0.10 + 0.90 n/N)

(33a)

Because R, was not measured directly, no comparison of measured and calculated data could be made. However, the data of Rs and R, can be correlated
because both increase with decreasing cloudiness, and vice versa. The correlation is rather poor (see line 5, table 7, r is about 0.70), chiefly due to the influence of the term (0.10 + 0.90 n/JV),which changes too much in periods with
alternating cloud cover and does not take into account the differences in cloud
cover between day and night.
It is obvious that eq. (33a) only holds for periods with constant cloud conditions, be it overcast or clear sky. Besides that, eq. (33a) is subject to the assumption that Tz ~ To, which is only a good approximation in the case of
well-watered crops. If T0 exceeds Tz,R, increases roughly with 5 W . m - 2 . K _ 1
(SCHOLTE UBING, 1959; LINACRE, 1968).
Because over short periods the results of eq. (33a) are liable to strong deviations other approaches have come in use. These will be discussed now.

3. N e t r a d i a t i o n
If the reflection coefficient a is known (for data see fig. 21) estimation of net
radiation flux (R„) using semi-empirical eqs. as (31a), (33a) seems to yield
rather good results (see lines 6, 7and 8of table 7). Despite the low accuracy of
the estimation of R„ the sample standard deviation from regression (Sy%x) for
both red cabbage on sandy loam, and celery on clay as well as for the pooled
objects, is about 10W . m - 2 . This is approximately 10% of the net radiation
fluxreceived on an average day. The random errors in measuring R„,as quoted
by LINACRE (1968), are in the same order of magnitude. Even measurements of
two net radiometers exposed side by side above pasture land, as reported by
HOLMES and WATSON (1967), showed differences of 10%. From own measureMeded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12 (1971)
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ments it was found that on days with alternating cloud cover, errors in the area
determination of the radiation curves with an integrimeter also amounted 5 to
10%. The latter deviation can be reduced by using an electronic integrator. For
well-watered surfaces (Tz x T0), LINACRE (1968) developed a number of approximate expressions for R„with decreasing accuracy but increasing simplicity of
estimation, involving only the three terms n, A'and R'°". Still the incorporation
of locally determined values of/7 and qin the Kimball equation (32) seems to be
desirable, however.
Instead of using empirical formulae such as (31a) and (33a), R„ is often
derived from Rs data only, by considering the correlation:
K = a R, - b

(34)

Comparison of the eqs. (30) and (34) shows that the slope a of Rn mainly
depends on the reflection coefficient a, and the intercept b will be a function of
the other terms in eq. (33), i.e. of cloud cover and air temperature.
As mentioned earlier, bwill be aconstant for days with clear or overcast skies.
SCHOLTE UBING (1959) for example reports for clear24-hour days (n/N > 0.65)
b m 80W.m- 2 and for overcast 24-hour days (n/N < 0.10) b * 20 W . m - 2 .
For athevalues found by the latter author are 0.86 and 0.80 respectively, which
means that data for clear days show a larger slope than those for overcast days.
From a practical point of view a separation in clear and overcast conditions
seems to be less attractive because all kind of sky conditions occur in the period
of plant growth. For evaporation calculations one uses mean values of n/N
over a balance period. For weekly periods during 1967 (April 13-October 31)
the gross of n/N values was in the range of 0.4 to 0.6 with extremes ranging
from 0.14 to 0.77, indicating that the extreme conditions reported by Scholte
Ubing are seldom reached.
In table 7the results of regression analyses of Rn on Rs of measured 24-hour
data are listed for red cabbage on sandy loam in line 9, for bare sandy loam in
line 10, for celery on clay in line 11 and for the pooled objects in line 12. The
correlation coefficients r are exceeding 0.95 and the standard deviations from
regression Syx are ranging from 13 to 15W . m - 2 , which is about 10% of the
shortwave flux received on an average day. In fig. 15Athe regression line of the
pooled objects, with equation
R„ = 0.649 R, - 23

(W.m - 2 )

(34a)

together with the 145individual data are shown. In thisgraph alsothe regression
line (R„ = 0.66 Rs — 25) as found by FITZPATRICK and STERN (1970) from
309 radiation data above irrigated cotton in Kununurra in Western Australia
(lat. 15°42' S, long. 128°36' E) is drawn. The results compare strikingly well.
The standard deviation from regression of the Australian data was as twice as
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high (26W.m -2 ) asthe present data. The previous mentioned authors reduced
this by the introduction of atmospheric transmissivities (RSIR'°P) into eq.(34),
getting a standard error of estimation of about 18 W.m -2 . Analyses by the
same authors of 249 radiation data collected above non-irrigated grass at
Centerton in the USA (Iat.39°30'N, long.75°10'W) yielded the regression
equation Rn = 0.50Rs — 3.4.According to theauthors thedifferences inslope
between the regression linesof Kununurra and Centerton are probably due to
differences in reflection coefficient (0.18 and 0.22 respectively) and in temperature.
Theradiation dataondaylight basisareshown intable7for baresandyloam
inline 10',for celeryonclayinline 11'andforthetwopooledobjectsinline12'.
The regression equation for the latter is:
Rn = 0.547 R, + 3

(W.m -2 )

(346)

which isshown in fig. 15Btogether with the 61individual data. The standard
deviation Syx is about 13 W.m -2 , which compares favourably with data of
-2
FRITSCHEN (1967) who found for clear days a standard error of 16.5W.m .
For varying cloud conditions relatively few expressions are known. DAVIES
(1967) developed the relation: R„= 0.617 Rs — 11.6, also drawn infig.15B,
for 14stations throughout the world.
The differences in R„data obtained with eq. (34b) versus the equation of
Daviesareabout 5%at high valuesof Rs, and about 25%atverylowvaluesof
Rs. The latter are of minor importance when estimating evaporation, however.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12 (1971)
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The criticism of IDSO et al. (1969) that the slope of the line obtained by Davies
is inaccurate as a result of a lack of points in the region close to the origin, is
exaggerated. Idso et al., by combining data of Fritschen, which were obtained
at high radiation intensities, with data of Van Bavel, obtained at low radiation
intensities, found a slope of about 0.80, which istrue for conditions of clear sky
only, whereas the results of Davies were obtained under varying conditions of
cloud cover. Recently DAVIES and BUTTIMOR (1969) published another relationship as being valid for various crops, namely: R„ = 0.556 Rs — 16, which is
shown in fig. 15B and which has a standard deviation of 19W . m - 2 . The slope
of this line is practically the same as that found for the experimental field (eq.
34b), but the intercepts of the two lines with the ordinate differ. This may be
partly due to differences in standard error, because the last mentioned authors
extrapolated the intercept which was obtained on a minute basis, to a daytime
basis by multiplying the intercept with an approximate 11-hour average, the
period the Rn values were positive.
An incorporation of net shortwave radiation by using instead ofR„= aRs —b
the expression R„ = a' (1 —a) Rs — b does not improve the results (e.g.
FRITSCHEN, 1967; DAVIES and BUTTIMOR, 1969), which is in agreement with
findings of the present author.
MONTEITH and SZEICZ (1961, 1962) developed for clear days with a relatively
constant incoming flux of thermal radiation, the expression R„ = [(1 —a)/
(1 + /?)] Rs — b, where the so-called heating coefficient /?is defined as —dR,/
dR„ = (1 — a')/a'. The value of bisequal to Rn when Rs = 0 and can be found
bycorrelating R„ and (1 —a)Rs. The authors report constant /?values of0.1 for
well-watered crops completely covering the soil, of 0.1to 0.2 for incomplete soil
cover and of0.3 to 0.4 for a very dry bare soil. Ifan average reflection coefficient
a of say 0.20 is adopted, /?values can be computed with the a values given in
table 7 in lines 10' and 11',and the relationship a = (1 — <x)/(l + /?), yielding
P = 0.68 for bare sandy loam and /? = 0.35 for celery on clay. DAVIES and
BUTTIMOR (1969) found /} values ranging from 0.17 to 0.51, but no significant
differences in /?between the various crops could be shown, nor a trend with increasing soil cover during the growing season. From these findings the conclusion can be drawn that neither a, nor /? have to be necessarily included in regressions of R„ on Rs.
It is obvious that regression equations can be computed either on an hourly,
a daylight or on a 24-hour day basis. For weekly mean day-data (table7,lines 13,
14, 15, 16and 16'),the standard deviation isabout half that of the 24-hour data.
Since the number of available weekly mean day-data of Rs was not sufficient,
Rs data were derived from Den Helder, after which a linear transformation was
carried out with the aid of line 4 of table 7. As a result of the lack of data, the
slope of the pooled regression line may be somewhat in error. Therefore pre46
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ference should be given to the regression equation based on 24hours (eq.34a),
from which weekly means can be derived. However, it still seems that R„data
at the experimental field can with sufficient accuracy be derived directly from Rs
data of Den Helder (see lines 13and 14 of table 7).

4. Reflected s h o r t w a v e r a d i a t i o n
A determination of the reflection coefficient of shortwave radiation (a) by
means of computation is hardly possible, because a depends on a number of
factors as for example the spectral reflectivity of the soil, which varies with its
moisture content, and the amount of cover by a leaf canopy. The spectral
reflectivity of the soil itself also depends upon the solar altitude which causes
changes in spectral composition during the day and accordingly changes in a.
Because thedirect and diffuse components of shortwave radiation have different
wave lengths, a is also dependent on their ratio. The influence of solar altitude
and ratio of radiation types implies that similar surfaces at different latitudes
may have different values of a. Therefore care should be taken in transferring
the results found at one latitude to another one. In general there isa decrease in
a from the higher to the lower latitudes (see OGUNTOYINBO, 1970).The structure
ofthe surface isalso of importance, asfor example differences between ploughed
or smooth soils, or differences in leaf angles of different types of vegetation.
That all these factors have influence, as is shown by the variation in reflection
data presented in the literature, is pointing to the necessity of measuring a
directly. It must be noted that existing data mostly refer to either bare soilsor to
situations of crops fully covering the soil. Relatively few data exist on reflection
under circumstances of increasing soil cover, especially for vegetable crops.
Usually aincreases with wavelength; bare soils showa moregradual increase,
whereas vegetal coversgenerally show a small increase within the range of wave
lengths of 0.4 ;xm to about 0.5 to 0.6 u,m, a very sharp increase within the infrared region (0.6 — 0.7 pun) and a more or less constant course beyond the
infrared region (IOFFE and REVUT, 1966). Therefore the visual reflection coefficient isgenerally smaller than the total reflection coefficient, which wasa reason
for MONTEITH (1959) to reserve the term albedo strictly to the visible range
(about 0.4 — 0.7 u.m) of the spectrum.
The reflection coefficient of thevarious plotswasdetermined from continuous
measurements taken on all kind of days throughout the growing season. With
respect to the way of measuring a it has to be noted (BROWN etal., 1969)that the
shading of the pyranometer by shields should not restrict the view angle (from
the center of the sensing surface) to angles less than 160°, because otherwise an
underestimation as well as a distortion of the diurnal pattern of a might occur.
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The quantitive value of a can bedefined as:
a=

R'/dt / Rsdt

(35)

where Rrf isthereflected shortwave radiationflux.Aproper wayofobtaininga
is to determine during a certain period with a planimeter or integrimeter the
respective areas under the recorded curves for Rrs'and Rs and take their ratio.
Another method often being applied is to take readings of Rrseand Rs at fixed
intervals and average their ratios (see e.g. DAVJES and BUTTIMOR, 1969). This
method willgenerally result in too high values,becauseat lowsolar altitudesin
the morning and evening thehighest ratios occur at periods of lowest radiation
fluxes. Therefore STANHILL et al. (1966) determined a. from the slope of the
regression line between Rrf and R,,, which method according to the authors assignsequal weightto periodsoflowand highradiationfluxes.Thismaybeonly
partly true because the slope of the regression line is more sensible for high
radiation values than for small ones. To get out of this dilemma and to avoid
the time-consuming area determination with an integrimeter, hourly values of
Rs and R™ wereread from the charts of the recorder and the areas were determined by means of thetrapezoidal rule. If the interval isdivided in equal parts
of 2A: by the divisional points, so
y0 = 0. >\> < .Vi, < yi <

< ^2* = '»

the trapezoidal rule can be expressed as:

f'f(x) dx ~ A ^ 0 + y2k +2" s ' y^j

(36)

with which the trapezia are summarized with parallel sides of length y„and
y„+l and height hj2k.To check the accuracy obtained with this rather simple
method,thecalculated daylighttotalswerecompared withtheintegrimeterdaylight data, separately for clear days, for overcast days as well as for days with
alternating clouds (fig. 16). For 71 daily totals, the results were compared by
means of linear regression, yielding ameas = 0.175, acalc = 0.177, a = 0.962,
b = 0.0085,r = 0.99,Syx = 0.0057,Sa = 0.018 and Sb = 0.0032. Inthegraph
the 99%confidence limit (t69 = ± 2.654) isdrawn, showing that the accuracy
obtained withthiscalculation method ishigh.HeavyovercastdayswithaRr' of
about 5W.m -2 wereleft out ofthecalculations, becauseatlowradiation fluxes
the reading reliability of the recorder charts was too low. Due to the various
random errors previously mentioned, it can be said that data on a are roughly
within an accuracy of 0.01.
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Fie;. 16. Comparison of the surfacereflectioncoefficient afor various typesof
daysobtainedbyintegrimeterandbycalculationwith thetrapezoidalrule.
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In fig. 17the variation of a with solar altitude and with solar time isshown for
a dry clay, a wet clay and a dry sandy loam. The altitude of the sun (a) for the
time of the day (/?)is given by:
sin a = sin (j) sin 8 + cos </> cos 8cos h

(37)

where <f> islatitude ofthe location ofthe observer, 8isseasonal declination of the
sun (SMITHS. METEOROL. TABL., 1951,table 169) and h is the hour angle of the
sun.The solar time is calculated from the equation
true solar time = local mean solar time + 4(/ - /,) +
+ equation of time

(38)

r e f l e c t i o n coefficient 0.
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FIG. 17.Diurnal variationofthereflection coefficient with solaraltitudeandwith solar timeduringa numberof daysfor dry clay, wetclayanddry sandyloam.
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where / and /s are the degree of longitude of the site of the observer and the
standard meridian respectively (see NAUTICAL ALMANAC of the AMERICAN
EPHEMERIS, 1970). From fig. 17 it can be seen that a is higher at lower solar
altitudes. From area determinations it was found that above about 20 degrees,
a remains nearly constant around an average value of 0.14 to 0.15.This givesan
indication for the period of the day over which measurements of a will yield the
daily average. Both from fig. 17A and calculations of a for consecutive 3- and
4-hour periods, it appeared that in summer a few measurements between say
0900-1600 hours L.S.T. will represent a good daily average, in spring and autumn with lower solar altitudes one has to measure within a more restricted
period of time,say between 1200-1400 hours L.S.T., to find representative daily
averages.
Fig. 17shows that wetting the soil reduces the reflection coefficient. For dry
claya is0.14-0.15and for wetclay a is0.08-0,09. Sandy loam showsan average
a of 0.17-0.18 if dry and an a of about 0.10-0.11 if wet. Due to the specific
nature of clay sharp distinctions in a for dry and wet circumstances could be
made. The sandy loam showed irregular variations between dry and wet. This
caused the attempts which were made to relate changes in soil moisture content
of the upper soil layer of the sandy loam to changes in a, to fail.
Fig. 18 gives the results of measured a values at increasing fractions of soil
covered for a number of vegetable crops both for clay and sandy loam. The
graphs refer to dry situations. The lines for the various crops were obtained by
drawing by hand a fitting line through the points. The results of the measurements on theclay soil are more reliable than those on the sandy loam because of
the reason mentioned above. Analogous to bare soil a wet vegetation has a
lower reflection coefficient than a dry vegetation. Wet vegetations on the sandy
loam show at soil cover fractions below about 0.5, a values similar to those of
dry vegetations on the clay soil. The decrease in a for a wet vegetation is on
sandy loam roughly 10to 20% and on clay 5to 10%of that for dry vegetations.
The differences in reflection of bare soil (S c = 0) in fig. 18 are due to random
differences between the plots.
As the values for bare clay soil are low, the increase in a with increasing soil
cover is more pronounced on clay than on sandy loam. Except for spinach the
a values of the crops grown on sandy loam (fig. 18) show all a more or less
similar pattern within a small band of a values. The a values at full soil cover
seem to be slightly higher on sandy loam than on clay, which isprobably caused
by the better development and different leaf angles of the crops grown on sandy
loam. It has been shown (ANGSTROM, 1925; DAVIES and BUTTIMOR, 1969) that
the a of single leaves increased with time as they loose their turgidity. As crop
structure, leaf arrangement and incomplete soil coverage weaken this trend, the
a of a wholecrop is lower than that of a leaf.The low avalue for spinach at low
50
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FIG. 18. Dependence of the reflection coefficient onfraction of soil covered for various vegetable
crops grown on clay and sandy loam.

Sc values is probably due to the vertical habit of the young spinach leaves
shading each other, so radiant energy istrapped. This may bethe reason for the
low a values of sugar beets found by MONTEITH (1959). Later on the leaves are
growing more horizontally, resulting in a higher a value (see also FRITSCHEN,
1967). It appears that red cabbage shows a pattern not very different from the
other investigated crops. This again affirms the earlier statement that total
reflection is hardly influenced by reflection in the visible range.

c. E V A P O R A T I O N FROM BARE SOIL

Before dealing with evaporation from cropped surfaces, brief attention will
be given to evaporation from bare soils.
As stated before, evaporation from any surface is determined by the amount
of energy available, the vapour gradient and the supply of water. This implies
that evaporation from bare soil can be studied either from the 'demand' or
from the 'supply' point of view.
The first approach is based on the external atmospheric conditions which
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involves a detailed study of the energy balance at the surface. The second
approach is based on the flux of water in the soil which involves a study of the
physical transport properties of the soil.
For the choice of the method to be used, the various stages of desiccation
which occur during the evaporation process of an initially saturated soil can
be considered (e.g. WIEGAND and TAYLOR, 1960). During the first stage when
the soil iswet the evaporation flux isindependent of the moisture content of the
soil, but dependent on the external meteorological conditions. In the second
stage the evaporation flux decreases rapidly and is mainly determined by the
limiting transport capacity of the (unsaturated) soil for liquid water. In the third
stage the evaporation flux is small, falling slowly, and depending on the vapour
diffusion through the surface layer which iscontrolled by the vapour diffusivity
of and the vapour concentration in that layer.
Under natural conditions in the field, evaporation generally passes through
all three stages, hence evaporation should preferably be studied considering
both atmospheric and soil conditions. This has the advantage that the processes
above as well as below the soil surface can be linked together. In the present
research the approach based on transport in the soil was of necessity given less
attention than the energy balance approach.
To obtain information on evaporation from bare soils with different groundwater tables, a detailed study was made of two clear days evaporation from the
clay and sandy loam profiles of the 0.45 and 1.65 m groundwater plots. One of
the clear days (March 28, 1968) belonged to a rather wet, the other clear day to
a rather dry period (June 14, 1969).The transfer of heat in the soils during these
days was also studied (see Chapter IV).
In the energy balance approach the study of evaporation is started with the
energy balance equation:
Rn = LE + H + G

(W.m - 2 )

(16)

The transport equations for LE and H are now written in a form somewhat
different from those appearing in eq. (16a), where they did apply over a height
increment iz at height z. Considering the transport from the surface z = 0 to a
height z (here 2 m), the transport equations can be written as:
LE = - (Lpa elp.) (e2 - e0)/ra
H = - (PaCP)(T2- T0)lr0

(W.m" 2 )
(W.m" 2 )

(39)
(40)

where rais assumed to be the same both for heat (/„ = \/Kh) and water vapour
(ra = l/Kv). The soil heat flux Gcan be obtained with the temperature gradient
method (see Chapter IV). Using temperature measurements at depths z = 0
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and z = 0.01 m, and the mean thermal conductivity Aover these depths the
expression for G is:
C = - / , = 0.005 (7-0.0, - r 0 )/0.01

(W.m~2)

(41)

The various terms appearing in eqs.(16) and (39) to (41)were obtained in the
following way.
Net radiation (/?„) was measured with the net radiometer above the sandy
loam of the 1.65 m groundwater plot. From these measurements, Rn data of the
other objects were derived by taking into account the 5%difference in reflection
between clay and sandy loam. No corrections were applied for mutual differences in thermal radiation caused by differences in soil surface temperatures
(about 1 to 2 K.over one day, see Chapter IV), because for energy balances
applied at hourly basis such corrections are roughly within the accuracy of the
method.
The transport resistance values to the air (/•„) were obtained by means of
table 6, taking for fj(/) the value at / = 0. Individual values of wind velocity (u)
were derived from data of Den Helder. The fluctuations occurring at Den
Helder were reduced by the ratio w2 (the experimental field)/«10 (Den Helder).
It has to be emphasized that under these circumstances a high accuracy in rais
not essential, because in the climate of the Netherlands the (radiation) term
(R„ — G) in eq. (27) is usually large during the day as compared with the (sensible heat) term [pacp(e? — ej/r„] ( D E VRIES and VAN DUIN, 1953;TANNER and
FUCHS, 1968).

The temperatures at the soil surface of the various objects were obtained by
extrapolation of the Fourier coefficients of the measured soil temperature waves
at the depths of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.05 m, while the thermal conductivities
were obtained both from measurements with the transient needle method and
from an analysis with an electric analog (see Chapter IV).The temperatures (T2)
and vapour pressures (<?2)were derived from data recorded within the screen.
The mentioned procedures resulted in measured R„data from which calculated H and Gdata could besubtracted, finally givingLE. The differences in the
various components of the energy balance at the different objects will be discussedfirst. After that therest term (e0)willbediscussed,which can finally beobtained with the aid of eq. (39). It must be remarked here that it is also possible
to obtain e0 from extrapolation when the Bowen ratio is measured at various
heights above the ground (e.g. FRITSCHEN, 1965; FUCHS and TANNER, 1967).
In fig. 19 an example of the hourly distribution of the energy balance components over the clay soil of the 0.45 m groundwater plot for June 14, 1969 is
given, as also the hourly distribution of the vapour pressure at the surface of
this object. In order to obtain daily totals of the different fluxes involved, the
trapezoidal rule (eq. 36) was applied. The main results are shown in table 8.
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TABLE 8. Energy balance results on a 24-hour basis of the clay and sandy loam soilsof the 0.45 rr
(in rather dry period), with some meteorological conditions
0.45 m sandy loam

Components

H
G
LE (24 hours)

E(24hours)
LE (nocturnal)
E(nocturnal)
LE* (24 hours) eq. 26
£* (24hours)
e0
\ji„ (calculated)
y/m (soil sampling)
'o.oo

'o.oi
e*

_°

W.m- 2
W.m- 2
W.m" 2
W.m" 2
mm H 2 0
W.m" 2
mm H^O
W.m" 2
mm H 2 0
mbar
bar
PF
bar
pF
°C
C
mbar
W.m" 1 . K" 1

March 28

June 14

43
-12
24
31
1.09
-10
- 0.35
31
1.09
11.6
80
4.91

134
29
2
104
3.66
- 13
- 0.45
97
3.43
26.4
143
5.16
874
5.25
22.5
22.4
27.2
0.21

—
—
8.5
8.0
11.1
0.481

^0.005

Tz"

r2
°c

1.0
12.1

10.4
18.0

Meteorological conditions:
March 28, 1968
June 14, 1969

18.4
22.6

Fromthistableitisseenthatexceptfortheclaysoiloftheplotwithagroundwatertable at 1.65 mbelowsoil surface (1.65mclay),thesensibleheatflux(//)
on March 28isnegativeon allobjects,thisbeingmost pronounced ontherelativelycoldestobject (0.45msandyloam).Thismeansthatenergyfrom theairis
used to warm up the soil. Because of the high surface temperature on June 14
the loss of sensible heat to the air, is for 0.45 mclay twice that of the 0.45m
sandy loam. Due tothe highthermal conductivity ofthe0.45 msandy loam on
March 28,thesoil heatflux(G) for this object is2to 3timesaslargeasfor the
0.45 mclay.The very low Gvalues on June 14for the 0.45 msandy loam and
1.65 m clay are probably caused by temperature measurements at incorrect
depths (subsidence) near the surface as well as to the mentioned extrapolation
procedure. All the estimation errors made in determining Rn, H and G are
finally reflected in LE. To check the results obtained, the maximum possible
evaporation (LE*)wascalculated with aid ofeq.(26). It isseen that on March
28for theobjects with shallow groundwater levelsno reduction in evaporation
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m groundwater plots respectively, for March 28, 1968(in rather wet period) and June 14, 1969
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March 28
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ispresent asdistinct from the deepgroundwater plots.Theestimated LE value
on this day for the 0.45 mclay seems to be somewhat high. As a result of the
earliermentioned lowGvalues,thisalsoholdsforthe0.45msandyloamandthe
1.65 mclay on June 14. Except for the 0.45 msandy loam with its favourable
water supply conditions, evaporation during this day is reduced on all plots.
Duringthe nightsofbothdaysLE wasnegativeonallobjects,indicating that
dew formation by condensation of water vapour occurred. The order of magnitude (about 0.5 mm) agrees with observations of MONTEITH (1957, 1963b).
This indicates the necessity of using 24-hour data in evaporation studies, since
by using only daylight data evaporation might be overestimated. Dew might
promote germination of shallowly sown seeds. Water vapour may also be
directly adsorbed by the soil when the relative humidity of the air exceeds the
relative humidity of the soil.The last situation isof minor importance because
wateristhen heldat waterpressuresbelow —15 bar(pF4.2),sofar belowthose
that are optimum for germination (see Chapter V).
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TABLE 8. Energy balance results on a 24-hour basis of the clay and sandy loam soils of the 0.45 m
(in rather dry period), with some meteorological conditions
0.45 m sandy loam
Components

Units
March 28

H
G

LE (24 hours)
E(24hours)
LE (nocturnal)
£ (nocturnal)
LE* (24 hours) eq. 26
E*(24 hours)
e0
<//„ (calculated)
<//„ (soil sampling)
To.oo
'o.oi

W.m- 1
W.m" 2
W.m" 2
W.m- 2
mm H^O
W.m" 2
mm H 2 0
W.m" 2
mm H 2 0
mbar
bar
PF
bar
PF
"C
"C
mbar
W.m-'.K." 1

June 14

43
-12
24
31
1.09
-10
- 0.35
31
1.09
11.6
80
4.91

—
—
8.5
8.0
11.1
0.481

*O.OOS

Meteorological conditions:
March 28, 1968
June 14, 1969

"T* max

T mln

°c

°c

18.4
22.6

1.0
12.1

C
10.4
18.0

Fromthistableitisseenthatexceptfor theclaysoiloftheplotwithagroundwater tableat 1.65 mbelow soil surface (1.65mclay),thesensible heatflux(//)
on March 28isnegativeon all objects,thisbeingmostpronounced on therelativelycoldest object (0.45msandyloam).Thismeansthatenergyfrom theairis
used to warm up the soil. Because of the high surface temperature on June 14
the loss of sensible heat to the air, isfor 0.45 mclay twice that of the 0.45m
sandy loam. Dueto the high thermal conductivity ofthe0.45 msandy loam on
March 28,thesoilheatflux(G) for this object is2to 3timesaslargeasfor the
0.45 mclay. The very low Gvalues on June 14for the0.45 msandy loam and
1.65 m clay are probably caused by temperature measurements at incorrect
depths (subsidence) near the surface as well as to the mentioned extrapolation
procedure. All the estimation errors made in determining R„, H and G are
finallyreflected in LE. To check the results obtained, the maximum possible
evaporation (LE*)wascalculated with aid ofeq.(26).It isseen that on March
28for the objects with shallow groundwater levels no reduction in evaporation
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m groundwater plots respectively, for March 28, 1968 (in rather wet period) and June 14, 1969
1.65m sandy loam

0.45 m clay
March 28

June 14

52
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1.53
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849
5.95
816
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0.138
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0.197
f mln
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March 28
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June 14
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2
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0.88
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- 0.42
33
1.15
10.7
308
5.50

134
37
10
72
2.54
- 24
- 0.85
91
3.22
25.0
393
5.60
619
5.80
23.5
22.8
28.9
0.159

52
11
19
21
0.74
- 16
- 0.56
38
1.34
10.5
649
5.82

149
42
4
103
3.63
- 13
- 0.46
105
3.70
26.5
375
5.58
1207
6.09
24.4
24.1
30.6
0.134

-

10.0
9.6
12.2
0.619

12.0
10.6
14.0
0.142
F

w,, „,,

mbar

e2
mbar

e2f?S
-

u2
m.s" 1

~r„
s.m" 1

mmH 2 0

-

5.8
14.1

7.8
17.4

0.66
0.88

2.8
2.5

190
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1.5
5.2

NE

s

ispresent asdistinct from thedeepgroundwater plots.The estimated LE value
on this day for the 0.45 mclay seems to be somewhat high. As a result of the
earliermentioned lowGvalues,thisalsoholdsforthe0.45msandyloamandthe
1.65 mclay on June 14. Except for the 0.45 msandy loam with its favourable
water supply conditions, evaporation during this day isreduced on all plots.
DuringthenightsofbothdaysLE wasnegativeon allobjects,indicating that
dew formation by condensation of water vapour occurred. The order of magnitude (about 0.5 mm) agrees with observations of MONTEITH (1957, 1963b).
This indicates the necessity of using 24-hour data in evaporation studies, since
by using only daylight data evaporation might be overestimated. Dew might
promote germination of shallowly sown seeds. Water vapour may also be
directly adsorbed by the soil when the relative humidity of the air exceeds the
relative humidity of the soil.The last situation isof minor importance because
wateristhen heldatwaterpressuresbelow —15 bar(pF4.2),sofar belowthose
that are optimum for germination (see Chapter V).
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FIG. 19.Hourlydistributionoftheenergybalancecomponentsoverandthevapourpressureatthe
surfaceofclaywith0.45mgroundwaterdepth,onJune14,1969.R„ = netradiation;LE =latent
heat; H —sensible heat; G = soilheat;e0* = saturatedvapour; e0 —unsaturated vapour.

By means of eq. (39) the vapour pressure at the surface (e0) was calculated
and compared (table 8)with data obtained from sampling of the surface layer
(asindicated in Chapter III).Asthereexistsalogarithmic relationship between
relative humidity(e0/e*)ar>d matricpressure [ij/m = (pRT/M) In(e0le*)] a t h'gh
humiditiessmallerrorsine0willresult inlargeerrorsofi//m(seefor examplethe
0.45msandy loam and clay plots on March 28). For drier circumstances there
isarather good agreement between calculation and sampling(seethe\j/m values
intable8).Theheightofthesamplesvariedfrom about 5-15mm,sothevapour
pressure found by sampling refers to a depth lying slightly below surface.
It isto be noted that any energy balance approach needsveryprecisemeasurements of the various fluxes involved. Because in the present study part of
the data had to be derived instead of measured (e.g. R„,ra,T0, e0), it must be
emphasized that here only general differences could be shown. The lack of
precise data on soil moisture content was also the reason that detailed studies
on water transport through the soil could not be carried out for the days in56
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volved.However,from successiveweeklydeterminationsofsoilmoisturecontent
it indirectly appeared that theorder of magnitude of theevaporation data were
estimated reasonably well. For example, the 0.45 m sandy loam proved to be
in the equilibrium situation on June 3, 1969. From comparison with June 14,
1969 it was found that up to and inclusive that day 31.6 mm water was lost
from theprofile which givesamean valueof 3.2mm.day -1 .Theenergy balance
approach for the 0.45 msandy loam on June 14, resulted in evaporation data
rangingfrom 3.4-3.7 mm.day"'. Calculationsoncapillary risefurthermore did
show that on June 14 for the layers 0.05 to 0.20 m fluxes between 0.3 and
0.4 mm.day -1 had to be accounted for.
Part of the data were used to quantify the importance of thermally induced
moistureflowascomparedwithflowinducedbypotentialgradients(ChapterIV).

d. EVAPORATION FROM CROPPED SURFACES

1. Crop development
Thetwoimportant quantitiestobemeasured tocharacterizethedevelopment
pattern ofacrop,arecrop height and thefraction ofsoilcovered.Theheightof
the crop (/) and the wind velocity («)determine the roughness length (z„)and
zero plane displacement (d), and finally the aerodynamic resistance (ra)(see
table 6). The fraction of soil covered (Sc) is directly related to the vapour
diffusion resistance rs(eq.25).
Thecropheightcanbemeasuredeasily.Estimation offraction ofsoilcovered
ismorecomplicated. It can bedone bytaking photographs at regular intervals
from a point above the crop surface, and determining the relevant parts of the
photographs afterwards either by means of an integrimeter or by weighing.
However, this tedious and awkward procedure may be avoided by making
frequent eyeview estimations of soil cover with the aid of a horizontal frame,
andfinallysmoothingacurvethroughtheestimateddata.Usecanbemadeofthe
rather good relationship which exists between the easy measurable crop height
and thefraction ofsoilcovered,sothat possiblewrong estimationsofsoilcover
can be corrected afterwards. As an example the relationship for spinach and
redcabbagegrownondifferent soilprofiles isgiveninfig.20.Manyinvestigators
useasameasureofthephotosyntheticsizeofthecrop,theleafareaindex(LAI)
which is the total area of leaves per unit area of soil surface. This index was
obtained bytotalizingthearea ofallindividual leavesofafewindividual plants.
It appeared that, except for the maturing stage of the crop, there is a close
relationship between fraction of soil covered and leaf area index as shown for
red cabbage infig.20.
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FIG. 20.Relationofcropheightandleafarea
index withfraction of soil coveredfor red
cabbageandspinachgrown onclayandsandy loam.
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2. Diffusion resistances
Resistance(r,).Itisknown from literature(e.g. GAASTRA, 1963; SLATYER,1967)
that stomatal aperture, which isofimportance forevaporation aswell as for
photosynthesis, ispredominantly affected bythe visible part ofthe radiation
(0.4- 0.7\xm)flux(/?'), C0 2 concentration inthe intercellular spaces ofthe
leaves, water pressure in the leaves and temperature. Under conditions of
optimum water and nutrient supply, and normal outdoor COz concentrations
(about 300 ppm), stomatal aperture ismainly determined byR'.The value of
R' isabout 0.4-0.5 ofthe shortwave radiation flux (Rs). KUIPER (1961) performing experiments onbean leaves at temperatures above 10°C found a Sshaped dependency ofstomatal aperture on R'with the stomata nearly closed
at darkness and with their widest aperture ataR'value of about 80W.m -2 .
Stomatal apertures can berelated with stomatal diffusion resistances. Hence
RIJTEMA(1965)derivedahyperbolic expression, based on Kuiper's data, for the
relationship between stomatal diffusion resistance andR', which expression
agreeswithvaluesmeasuredinfieldexperimentsonmaize,sorghumandtobacco
by TURNER (1970) and oncorn bySHAWCROFT and LEMON (1970). The latter
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authors,paying attention totheinfluence ofwater potential intheleavesofthe
crop, also show that thestomata donotrespond until some critical waterpotential hasbeen reached.
Theintegrated parameter ofthesediffusion resistancesoftheseparateleaves,
i.e. thediffusion resistance ofthecrop (/-,),canalsoberelated toR'.Forpractical evaporation purposes,however,assumingthat R'isabout0.4 Rs, thesolar
radiation flux canbeused asa measure of R'bytaking themean shortwave
radiation flux [Rs= (I//Vf£ Rs d/V)]during a balance period asthefactorcontrolling stomatal opening,fig.21(RIJTEMA, 1965).Thecritical value foracrop
appearstobe265W.m -2 , whileinsingle leavesstomata already begin toclose
ataradiationfluxof174W.m -2 . Thisdifference isprobably caused bymutual
shadingofthe leavesinaleafcanopy.Thereduction ofevaporation dueto the
resistance valuer,isimportant intheearly morning, evening and night. Over
the year theinfluence ofr, islargest inspring andautumn andduring cloudy
periods insummer, ingeneral inallperiods with lowradiation fluxes inwhich
evaporation isusuallylow.
Resistance (rc). Inthe section onevaporation from bare soil ithasbeen shown
that atincreasing desiccation ofthe soil,evaporation isreduced bytherestriction ofvapour diffusion asimposed bythe drytoplayer. This means thatespecially intheinitial stages ofplant development, this resistance to diffusion
hastobetaken into account under drysoil conditions.
For spinach andcabbage, values ofrc were computed from eq.(27)fora
numberofperiodsundervaryingfractions ofsoilcovered,withtheevaporation
flux (£)taken from water balance studies. Theresults arepresented infig. 22.
Included aresomedataonwheatascomputed byRIJTEMAandRYHINER(1966).
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FIG. 21.Dependence of diffusion resistance r,
on pholosymhelic active shortwave radiation
flux R' (after RIJTEMA, 1965).

FIG. 22.Dependence of diffusion resistance rc
on fraction of soil covered for redcabbage and
spinach (data of spring wheat after RIJTEMA
and RYHINER, 1966).
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The scatter in the data follows from the influence of small amounts of precipitation in some balance periods. It appears from this graph, that the soil must
be covered to about 70 to 80% before rcdecreases to approximately zero. The
resultsagree with experiments of MILTHORPE(1960)who found littlevariation in
evaporation from different crops with leaf area indexes larger than 2 (compare
fig. 20, where fractions of soil covered for cabbage of 0.7-0.8 correspond with
leaf area indexeslarger than 2). MONTEITH (1965)reports a constant evaporation
rate for broad-leaved crops with a leaf area index larger than 3 grown on dry
soils and for more upright standing leaves a constant rate when the leaf area
index is about 6. MARLATT (1961) found constant evaporation from mowed
orchard-grass if the soil covered was above 50%. STANHILL (1958) obtained
constant evaporation rates for irrigated carrots when the crop covered more
than 40% of the soil. TANNER (1967) reports for irrigated dwarf French beans
and potatoes that 55%of the row spacing had to be covered before evaporation
rates became constant. SWAN et al. (1963)found for the samecrops a percentage
of 50. COWAN and MILTHORPE (1968), commenting on the differences found by
the various authors for the same kind of crop, state that small leaf area indexes
resulting from wide spacing (in combination with a more extensive root system)
give lower evaporation rates than with close spacing.
To the present author's opinion an important part of the mentioned differences can be explained by considering the soil conditions in the various experiments. The evaporation from a wet soil generally encounters small diffusion
resistances and hence variation in the area of soil covered has not much effect.
Due to irrigation treatments in most of the experiments mentioned in literature
it can be expected that the critical fractions of soil covered under these circumstances will be lower than under drier conditions.
It should be mentioned that for soils which have good transmissivities from
lower to upper layers, one has to be careful when using fig. 22 for evaporation
calculations, as will be shown in the section specially dealing with the evaporation of celery (section IIIB-4).
Resistance rh.If water in the soil becomes limiting, an internal water deficit in
the plant develops, the potential in the leaves decreases and the stomata begin
to close, which results in an increase of r„. For a full discussion on this subject,
the reader isreferred to SLATYER (1967,1970) and CRAFTS(1968).This resistance
can be derived from eq. (27) when the other terms are known. For an investigation on the significance of rh, dry meteorological conditions as well as soils
sensible for drought are required. In the three years of the experiments there
were only very few dry periods. On the average a 'dry year' in the Netherlands
occurs only once in ten years, and for example the rh investigations of RIJTEMA
(1965) on grass covered soils pertain therefore mainly to the very dry conditions
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in 1959.Thedryperiod inthefirstgrowingstageofredcabbagewasusedfor an
analysis of the transport resistance for liquidflowin theplant aswellasfor an
investigation on the geometry factor of the root system. When knowing these
factors, more can be said about rh.For a more complete discussion on this
subject, the reader isreferred to section IIIB-3c-4.

3. Interception
Theamount ofwater whichcan adheretothesurfaces oftheleavesofacrop
depends on factors like intensity, amount and distribution of precipitation,
evaporationflux,and shape, stand, size and nature of the leaves. Becausecabbageisabroad-leaved cropitwasexpected that somedifferences ininterception
with that of a crop like spinach might occur.
The resultsofthemeasurements ofinterception ofred cabbagearepresented
infig.23.Thedata represent meansof5measurements at5 different placeswith
fractions of soil covered varying from 0.70 to 0.95. The scatter of the data is
large dueto thevariation inthedifferent environmental factors. Asmooth line
wasdrawn through the points and it appears from fig. 23that at precipitation
amounts smaller than 1 mmfrom one rain shower, 50to 100%adhered to the
leaves. At higher amounts (> 5mm), only 15% remained on the leaves. In
fig. 23theinterception curvefor grass,whichcropiscomparable withforexampleavegetablecroplikespinach, asderived from data of RIJTEMA(1965)isalso
drawn. Taking the scatter in the various data into account, the curves do not
show many differences. The slightly lower interception values of cabbage are
probably dueto the lower fraction of soil covered and to the specific nature of
the surface ofcabbage leaves.Asawaxlayer ispresent upon thesurface of the
leaves the water layer is not spread all over the surface but big droplets are
formed For calculation purposes the curve of cabbage was used for broadleaved crops, and that of grass for small-leaved crops.
Interception is especially important in periods of reduced evaporation [i.e.
interception ( % )
1 0 0 | - - r - - T-- - T
80

• red cabbage
grass

60
40

FIG. 23. Dependence of interception on rainfall
depth for red cabbage grown on three different
profiles (the curvefor grass derivedfrom data of

20 \

RIJTEMA, 1965).
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when rs is large, see eq. (29)]. The interception increases the total evaporation
but reduces the evaporation of the crop, because part of the energy is used for
the evaporation of intercepted water (£,). It isto be noted that when a relatively
largeerror ismade inestimating £, a relativelysmallerror inthe final calculation
of evaporation is made. This may be illustrated with an example, which concerns the evaporation of cabbage during the period August 9 to August 16,
1967. The results are presented in table 9.
TABLE 9. Influence of the interception term (£,) on the calculation of evaporation (eq. 29)
at various reductions in evaporation; E* = 4.04, real E, = 0.64 (mm. day" ')
£ mm.day '
(S + y)/[<5+ y(1 + rjr.)]
£, = 0.64

£, = 1.28

£, = 0

3.70
3.36
3.02
2.68
2.34

3.76
3.49
3.21
2.94
2.66

3.64
3.23
2.83
2.42
2.02

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

At a 100% error in the estimation of £, (£, = 1.28 instead of £, = 0.64) a
relative small error in E ismade, the error being larger the larger the reductions
in evaporation are. Neglecting interception completely (£, = 0) will result in
an underestimate of E, the more so the more the surface is dry.
For balance periods with precipitation, £, was determined daily with the aid
of fig. 23, after which a mean value of Et was obtained for the whole balance
period.

4. W a t e r w i t h d r a w a l by p l a n t r o o t s
Any reasonably accurate mathematical description of water uptake by crops
with a non-uniform root system, is complicated. Therefore it has been become
customary to describe water flow through the entire soil-plant-atmosphere
system with an electric analog (VAN DEN HONERT, 1948). This model assumes
that the water flux q (m 3 .m~ 2 .s - 1 ) through the rooted soil zone and the rootstem-leaf-stomata path is proportional to the total water head difference AA,„Ia/
(m) and inversely proportional to the total resistance r (expressed in seconds)
met in the system. Thus, considering a one dimensional steady state flow in a
series parallel network, the liquid flow equation is:
_ *

A at
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(42)

' I"plant

It should be noted, that the resistance r (expressed in seconds) to liquid flow
in the soil-plant system is a function of water head gradients and must not be
confused with the earlier mentioned diffusion resistances r (s.m""1) which are
functions of water vapour concentrations. A full discussion on the various plant
factors involved has been given by SLATYER (1967) and KRAMER (1969).
Water flow to the roots has been described by models as developed for example by PHILIP (1957), GARDNER (1960), VISSER (1964), COWAN (1965),
WHISLER et al. (1968), MOLZ and REMSON (1970). In the model of Gardner a
single root is taken to be a hollow infinitively long cylinder of uniform radius
v(m) with uniform water absorbing properties. From a soil which is initially at
uniform equilibrium water content, the rate of water uptake q'r per unit length
of root ( m 3 . m _ 1 . s - 1 ) can becalculated ifwater under a head gradient is flowing
radially toward the root. Under steady state conditions (cO/dt = 0) and in
analogy of heat flowing from a distance v2 (m) toward a linear sink of infinite
length, one can write
q'r=

A(vi)
_A(v 2 )
- j ^ ^ L
"•""'
[In (v22/v,2)]/47rfc

(m 2 .s- 1 )

(43)

where k, the hydraulic conductivity (m.s - 1 ), is a function of the matric head hm
(m).
A daily fluctuation in q'r will exist and GARDNER (1968) therefore extended
his model by assuming a sinusoidal variation of evaporation flux with time. In
the present study a constant mean weekly q'Thas been taken. COWAN and
MILTHORPE (1968) are of the opinion that in drying soil which shrinks there is
water transport to the roots in the vapour state when the air gaps around the
roots are not larger than the radius of the root. In this study any possible vapour
transport has been left out of consideration.
The model ofa single root can beextended toanentireroot system (GARDNER,
1960; GARDNER and EHLIG, 1962). If/r is the length of root per unit volume of
soil (m.m - 3 ) and zr is the rooting depth (m), the flux qr (m.s - 1 ) can be written
as:
qr=lrzrq'r

(m.s"')

(44)

Combination of the third term of eq. (42) with eqs. (43) and (44) gives:
qr = - (Kocsurf. - Kou)l(blk)

(m.s"1)
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whereb(m)isaconstant with whichthelength andgeometryoftherootsystem
are accorded for:
6 = [ln(v 2 2 /v 1 2 )]/47tU

(m)

(46)

In eq.(46) itisassumed that themutual distance between theroots is sufficiently large toavoid interference.
The final equation expressing thewater flux through theroots totheatmosphere isobtained by combiningthe fifth term ofeq.(42)with eq.(45)yielding:
<i = cir= ~ (h,„f - hsoil)l(blk + r„)

(m.s- 1 )

(47)

A detailed analysis of the importance of the effects of rsoil(= bjk) andrpt
withtheaidofmeasured headsand fluxes willbenecessary, becauseareduction
in evaporation flux maycause a serious reduction intheproduction rate ofa
crop. Forsuch ananalysis oneneedsto beinformed onthewater withdrawal
patterns from the soil bythe roots, both with depth and time. Fora certain
period these patterns may be obtained by applying the water conservation
equation(14b)onagivenvolumeofsoil(RIJTEMA, 1965;ROSEand STERN,1967).
Theflowthrough therootsiscalculated asthemeasured totalflow both through
roots andsoil, diminished with thecalculatedflowthrough thesoil. Usingthe
subscripts r,u,dand sfor roots, upward, downward andsoil respectively,eq.
(14b)canfor every depth z bewrittenas:

f\(z,0d* =P U„(0,0- qd(0,t)\dt

I

- I qs(z,t)dt

r2

' SO
, , +
—dzdt
<i at

(m)

(48)

To simplify calculations, it will beconvenient tousetime averaged valuesat
depthsz:
qJLz) ** 1
[\r{z)dt
(t2 ~ *i)J«.

(m.s"1)

(49)

For the water uptake bytherootsYr = dqjdz (s~'),thefollowing expression
isalways valid:

I

\Xz,t)=

\ | 2TXz,t)dzdt

'•

Jojf,

(m)

(50)

For thefirst threetermsontheright hand sideofeq.(48),seesection IIIB-3a.
The vertical flux through thesoil <7s(z,f)canbecalculated from eq. (14).
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In table 10anexample of the calculation of water extraction byroots at
depthszisgiven for red cabbageonclay for theperiod July 18through July25,
1967. Themean matricheadinthisperiod isgiveninfig.24A,thetimeaveraged
cumulative withdrawal patternsofboth crop and soil (q,0,al), soil only(qs)and
crop only (qr)arepresented in fig. 24B,whilethe timeaveraged extraction rate
atdepthsz, Yr(z), isgiven infig.24C.Fromfigs.24Band 24Citfollows that the
effective rooting depths can befound asthe depths where thecumulative with-

TABLE 10.Calculation ofthe water withdrawal pattern of red cabbage onclay forz = Oat 1m belov!

z

/»•(/.)

P*('i)

P*

P*0i)-P*(h)

</rol.l(-,' )

h„ •

Ar
m
1.000
0.975
0.950
0.925
0.900
0.875
0.850
0.825
0.800
0.775
0.750
0.725
0.700
0.675
0.650
0.625
0.600
0.575
0.550
0.525
0.500
0.475
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.50
0.00

kg.m-3

kg.m-3

kg.m" 3

mm

mm.week-1

16.2
1514

1515

1514

-0.1

1546

1559

2.7

1534

1554

1508

1531

4.6

1610

1618

1.7

1708

1698

1703

1.0

1706

1704

1705

0.2

2.4
2.2
1659

1660

0.3
1.9

1605

1602

1604

0.3
1.6

1558

1554

1556

2.33

1.95

1.36

0.73
0.60

3.4

1662

2.45

0.97
5.1

1627

223.90'
205.05
186.20
163.75
141.30
121.80
102.30
79.27(
56.23.
42.21'
28.18
21.84
15.49
10.90
6.31
4.85
3.39
2.74
2.09
1.73
1.38
1.24
0.96
0.74

1.67

3.9
9.7

1554

2.48

2.15
13.6

1573

m

2.41
16.3

1573

mm.day"1

0.4

0.50
0.39
0.35
0.33
0.30
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.17

* allvalues inthis column fromfig.27A
** allvalues inthis column fromfig.9
f\fk

\.f„J~A

f „..,/A......,/..—-—L~~l U/

..,;

• - 7 / !•> / / 0 7 I I

0.33
0.20
0.10

drawal function of total flow and soilflowintercept. In this paper the maximum
rooting depth (z*ax) is taken to be the effective rooting depth z*ff plus 50 mm.
From fig. 24C it can be seen that for the period in question the maximum extraction rate occurs at a depth of 0.30 to 0.35 m below surface.
As said before, the extraction patterns of the various periods (fig. 24B and
24D) will be used to give a quantitative analysis of the magnitude and variation
of the resistances rmil and rpl with time. For this purpose one can divide for

iL

"face </(0,t) = 1.2mm. week - ' , f, - July 18and tz = July 25, 1967
A?

~hm)

£
mm.day- 1

7 ?

4.65 x 10-5**

4 9

-0

9

°0

6

°6

8

-°6

269
9,8
293

'• 3 o
°' 71
042

{

Az

m
-0

^-U

6.3 X 10"5
9.5 X 10- 5
1.72 x 10" 4
4.25 X 10" 4
1.05 x 10" 3
2.70 X 10- 3
8.20 X 10-*
1.90 x 10- 2
3.60 x 10- 2
5.40 x lO" 2

753
897
779
920
560
253
183
57
25
13
7

?„„(*,0
,
mm.day- 1

«„„(::, 0
,
mm.day- 1

4r«,r.U. ')

mm.day- 1

0.02

2.46

0.05

2.40

0.07

2.34

0.12

2.21

0.20

1.95

0.30

1.65

0.40

1.27

0.47

0.89

0.49

0.48

0.50

0.23

0.51

0.09

0.50

0.00

0.03
0.06
0.08
0.18
0.28
0.30
0.49
0.47
0.48
0.47
0.54

drools

n.day~'
mm.day

- = y;
Az
day - 1

0.06

0.0012

0.06

0.0012

0.13

0.0026

0.26

0.0052

0.30

0.0060

0.38

0.0076

0.38

0.0076

0.41

0.0082

0.25

0.0050

0.14

0.0028

0.09

0.0018

each period the root zone in a number of layers, say of 50 mm thickness and
apply eq.(47)to each layer separately. In thiswayfor each period a number of
equations can beevaluated with known valuesof gr(z), fis{z) and l//c(z), from
which the three unknown variables hieaf, b(z)and r„,(z) have to be solved.
For acropasgrass witha root system whichdoes not change too muchwith
time, it can be assumed that b(z) and rpl(z) are constant with time (RUTEMA,
1965).This does not hold, however, for a cabbage crop where the root system
changeswith depth and time(seealso RAWITZ, 1970).Therefore onecanexpect
that for each period there must be a functional relationship of b and rpl with
depth. Asafirstapproach,for eachperiod anexponential variation ofb,rpland
the root mass Wwith depth wasadopted. With the depth below soil surface z*
(m) taken positive downwards, it follows that:
5(z*) = 5(0)exp(az*)

(51)

rpl(z*) = K0)exp(az*)

(52)

W(z*)= W'(0)exp(- az*)

(53)

To determine a it is assumed that W(z*ax) = 0.01 H^O) and, as stated
earlier, zmax = zeff +0.05.Thevalueofzmax isobtainedbothfrom measurements
of rooting depth in thefieldand from figs. 24Band 24D. This procedure was
taken,becauseadetermination ofroot massinclaysoilishardly possible.Now,
substitution of eq. (51) and (52) in eq. (47) leads for every depth z* to:
- / *x '
qp(z ) =

h, — hiz*)
—
5(0)exp(*z*)/t(z*) + r„(0)exp(az*)

,._ .
(47a)

Rearranging it to a simpler form gives:
- [/is(z*)A7r(z*)]exp(- az*) = - [/i,A7,(z*)]exp( - « • ) +
- E(0)/E(2*) - r„(0)
y

«i

+ a2

*i

x2 + a0

(47b)
+

(47c)

Application ofeq.(47c)tothreeormoredepthsz*,with incrementsof0.05 m
leads to a solution of the variables /»„5(0)and r„,(0). Becauseofuncertaintyof
matric heads andfluxesin the top layer, calculations were started at 0.125m
below surface.
Withthisprocedureafirstimpression wasobtained oftheorderof magnitude
of h~h 5(0) and rp[(0), as well as of the valuesofbandrp,atvariousdepthsz*.It
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soon appeared that according to the assumed exponential variation of rplwith
depth, r„i increased too fast at thegreaterdepths.Atthesedepthstheroot mass
decreases but young roots arealso formed, givinga relatively largeactivity and
permeability. Dueto high k valuesinthese regions,thesoil resistance(b/k)will
be low and possibly incorrect estimates of bwill be of minor importance. Soil
resistance isrelatively lowascompared with plant resistance.Thereverse holds
for the top layers. When thesoil isdry,k will besmall and incomparison with
rpl, the soil resistance (b/k) becomes relatively large. This is the reason that
wrongestimatesofrp, havefor drytoplayersonlyaslight influence on thetotal
resistance of the soil-plant system.
Keepingthisinmind,inasecondattempt aniterativeprocedurewasfollowed,
taking the Fi, values and b values obtained with the first approach as a basis.
This yielded r„, values through which smooth curves were drawn. From the
curves,corrected rplvalues were read and used to determine new bvalues and
vice versa. This procedure was repeated several times.
The variation ofrpland bwith depth during the various periods isshown in
fig. 25. It isseen that during thefirstthree weeks of growth there isan almost
exponential relationship of r„,with depth. After this period, the r„,data below
0.25 mincrease lessfast asa result ofthedevelopment of new roots.Thedepth
and extent of branching of the roots is nicely marked by the bcurves. In the
first 3to 4weeksrootdevelopment wasrather poor.After thisperiod, however,
the distance to which roots wereextending changed in less than a month from
0.35 to 0.80m.
effective r o o t length b(z)« (m)

plant resistance r p |(z) (days)
105
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FIG. 25. Variation inplant resistance and effective root length withdepth for a number of consecutive periods.

With aid ofthecurvesfor rp, and binfig.25root extraction ratesat different
depthswerecalculated forthevariousperiodsandcompared withdata obtained
from the water balance studies. The results for the last 4 weeks are shown in
fig. 26. Except for the upper soil layer, thecalculated valuescompare wellwith
the experimental data. It has already been pointed out that the 'experimental'
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FIG. 26. Comparison of lime averaged root extract ion rates for red cabbage calculated with the
rp, and b curves of fig. 25 with rates obtained from water balance studies overfour consecutive
weeks.

data in the top layer were obtained by means of extrapolation. Due to small
amountsofrain,thematricheadsinthetoplayermaybechangingfrom timeto
time,probably resultinginerrors.Fig.26showsthat water uptake bythe roots
in a top layer of about 0.05-0.10 misabout neglectible.
Theoverall resistancecan becomputed whentaking into account the various
resistances in each part of the pathway by means of the following expressions:
11

r„, =

r,n' pl,n

ZJ

n=J

(54)

n =n

in..
a= 1

r

(55)

soil —

The results of the calculations for rpi (eq. 54),fsoil (eq. 55)and B are presented
in table 11.
In literature thepotential isoften expressed per unit volume,then r„,hasthe
dimension of for example bar.day.cm~1 (equivalent with 1019days) and bthe
dimension of bar (equivalent with about 10.19m). GARDNER and EHLIG (1963)
report from pot experiments with Birdsfoot Trefoil arplof 11,200daysand ab
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TABLE 11. Results of the calculations on the mean plant resistance (rpt\ mean soil resistance
food = b/k) and mean effective root length (b)
Line
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Period
June 21 to 27
June 27 to July 4
July 4 to 11
July 11 to 18
July 18 to 25
July 25 to Aug. 2
Aug. 2 to 9

~r„i days

r,„u days

b mm

27,160
18,290
31,860
31,410
41,220
37,490
36,340

37,240
33,210
33,420
21,430
10,150
7,920
5,490

24.2
19.8
13.0
5.4
2.7
1.6
1.2

of 0.4 mm. RIJTEMA (1965) gives for grass grown on clay a rpl value of 10,618
days and a b value of 3.8 mm. RIJTEMA and RYHINER (1966) found for summer
wheat grown on sand, values of 30,570 days and 2.2 mm respectively. For potatoes on sand rpl was equal to 10,322 days and b was 3.1 mm (ENDRODI and
RIJTEMA, 1969).
The rp, data for cabbage (table 11) are in reasonable agreement with the
mentioned data. The b data of the initial growing stage (lines 1, 2, 3, table 11)
differ a factor ten from thebvalues reported above. This ismainly caused by the
non-homogeneous and poor root development in the early stages of growth.
When root development increases with depth, b values (lines 4 - 7 , table 11)
decrease to values also reported for other crops. The given data for red cabbage
demonstrate that possible effects of low matric heads in the soil on the evaporation flux in the early stages ofgrowth, will start at a lower matric head than in
the later stages of growth.
The accuracy of the calculation of the overall resistances of plant and soil is
largely dependent on the accuracy of the determination of Yr (eqs. 54and 55).
Moreover the distribution in )*rwith depth is important in thedetermination of
the final resistances. For example in consecutive dry periods the water uptake
in the top layers is about zero, but this may be quite different in a dry period
occurring shortly after a rainy one.This may cause relatively important changes
in rp, and minor changes in b.
RIJTEMA (1965) derived the following expression for the effect of soil moisture
conditions, overall resistance of the soil plant system and climatological conditions on the diffusion resistance r»:

rh= f(/i,) = f[£,(/=„ + BIU) + U

(56)

From substitutions of the various data mentioned, it appears that r„ can
range from 0 to 600 s.m-«. The high rpl value of summer wheat may be the
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reason that even under agood supply of water evaporation of thecrop at high
E„ values can beseverely reduced, as shown infig.14.

5. Calculated and measured evaporation
Theevaporation resultsobtained withfour cropsduringthethreeyearsofthe
experiments will now be discussed briefly.
Spinach. The first experiments with spinach were performed in the spring of
1967onthe0.90 mgroundwater plotonly.Theproblem immediately metduring
thedry period theexperiment started wasthepoor germination and emergence
on theclayand on theclayon sandy loam,insharpcontrast withthegood and
rapid development on the sandy loam. During the growing period this last
profile showed potential evaporation rates amounting from 1.4mm.day -1
duringtheperiodofApril28toMay 11,toabout 3mm.day"' duringtheperiod
of May 11to May 31. The average matric pressure in the root zone was about
—0.3 bar (pF2.5) which is to be regarded as optimum for the production of
spinach (FEDDES, 1969b).The average matric pressureonthetop0.10mofclay
soilswas below —3.1bar (pF 3.5) which isfar too low for agood germination
(see Chapter V).
The experiments with spinach were repeated in the autumn of 1968 on the
profile ofthe0.45,0.90and 1.20 mgroundwater plots.Thecropstarted wellon
all the plots after 20mm precipitation falling soon after sowing. After seedling
emergence, however, frequent rain storms totally destroyed the crop on the
0.45m groundwater plot (fraction of soil covered at the end of the growing
season about 0.04). On the sandy loam profiles of both the 0.90 and 1.20m
groundwater plot the crop reached a Sc value of about 0.50. The same values
occurred on the clay soils of the 0.90 mplot. On the 1.20 mplot on the other
hand thesoilcovered reached 100%on theclayindicating thefavourable behaviour of the deeply drained clay soil in autumn as compared with sandy loam
soils and the shallowly drained clay soils. Evaporation on the various plots
varied between 0.5 to 1.5 mm.day -1 .
Redcabbage. Anexampleoftheevaporation calculationsfor redcabbageonthe
clay and on the clay on sandy loam profile is presented infig.27A and B. It
appears that calculations of realevaporation (eq.29)for clayon aweekly basis
comparereasonably wellwiththevaluesobtained bymeansofthewaterbalance.
Thecalculations wereperformed including the resistance rh.For clayon sandy
loam, however, not enough information about this resistance was available as
therootingdepth wastoosmall.Fromcomparison withthecalculated potential
72
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FIG. 27. Variation with time of calculated evaporation of a wet surface E*, calculated potential evaporation Ep, calculated actual evaporation E and measured
evaporation £"»„,„ b„ia*c,for red cabbage
on clay (A) and on clay on sandy loam
(B); C, comparison of measured evaporation £"«,(,and calculated potential evaporation Ep for red cabbage on sandy
loam.

evaporation (£„)itisseenthat alsoonthisprofile actualevaporation isreduced
intheinitialstagesofgrowth.From thediscussion presented insection B3-d4of
thisChapter,itisclearthatthismustbeduetotherestricted root growth onthe
clay on sandy loam which apparently causes high plant (rp() and soil (b/k)
resistances.
There are some deviations between calculated and measured evaporation
from both profiles, occurring in the same periods. In the periods of September
12 to 19,October 10to 17 and October24to 31, heavyrainfall caused a riseof
thewatertablesevenabovesomeofthetensiometers. From inspection after the
experiments it appeared that leakage along the tensiometers had taken place,
whichdisturbed thewater balancemeasurements. In theperiod ofAugust 23to
29the measured evaporation (Ewh) increased to above the wet evaporation
(£*). This was probably due to the extraordinary meteorological conditions of
relatively high solar radiation (178W.m -2 ) in combination with low wind
velocities (w= 1.38 m.s -1 ) and high humidities (0.91),causing wrong readings
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12 (1971)
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FIG. 29. Fraction of soil covered by dwarf
French beans on the sandy loam profiles of
lite lysimeters and of the fields at groundwater depths of 0.70 m and 1.20 m below surface.
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FIG. 30. Measured cumulative evaporation Ewb (1 = gamma tubes in lysimeter; 2 = tubes in
field) and calculated cumulative potential evaporation Ep of dwarf French beans grown on the lysimeters and fields of the sandy loam profiles of the 0.70 m and 1.20 m groundwater plots.
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Similar resultswereobtained on theclayand on theclay on sandyloam profiles of the0.70 and 1.20 mgroundwater plots.
Celery.Becausecelery makes high demands upon structure, water content and
nitrogen content of thesoil,thiscrop waschosen for thelast year (1969)of the
experiments.
OnApril 9celerywassown onthefieldbymachine inrectangular patternsof
0.22 x 0.22 m at a shallow depth of about 10mm. In the lysimeters and
between the gamma tubes the seed was sown by hand. About 4 weeks after
sowingthe seedlingsemerged. It soon appeared that the bestemergence occurred in the tracks made by the tractor wheels. Although the precipitation conditionswerefavourable,thefactthattheseedwaslyingdeeperinthelooserupper
soil layer between these tracks and in the lysimeters finally resulted in poor
emergence. On June3celeryplantstakenfrom thefieldweretransplanted inthe
lysimeters and between thegamma tubes. Because of the partial failure of the
transplants settled in the rather dry month of May,transplanting wasrepeated
on June 25.Additional water wassupplied. Asatotal failure ofthecrop bythe
very dry conditions in the top soil threatened to occur, it wasdecided asalast
measure to sprinkle the entire experimental field on July 1. Because the crop
(especially on the sandy loam soils) showed a yellow colour which pointed to
nitrogen deficiency, anadditional amount ofnitrogen wasapplied togetherwith
the irrigation treatment. Probably the earlier applied amount of nitrogen did
not becomeavailable totheplants owingtothedryconditions.One week after
irrigation thecrop started to grow very rapidly and height of and soil coverage
bythe crop quickly increased. After thefirstharvest, a second irrigation treatment was carried out on July 28 in combination with an additional gift of
nitrogen.
Thevarioustreatments arereflected inthecurvesoffig.31, wheretheevaporation results of the sandy loam objects are shown. During 1969one set of the
gamma tubes wasinstalled insidethelysimeter,theother set remaining outside
the lysimeter. Because soil coverage on the lysimeter and between the gamma
tubes in the field was almost equal and evaporation data obtained with the
different tubes did show only small differences, the evaporation data obtained
with these tubes were averaged. Both calculated potential evaporation and
measured evaporation on the0.70 msandy loam plot were higher than on the
sandy loam of the 1.20 mgroundwater plot. This was due to considerable capillary rise on the0.70mplot, 39mm between April 29and June 23asagainst
11mminthe 1.20 m groundwater plot.After thecropafter 45dayshadreached
a soilcoverageof40to 50%not much difference remained between Epand Ewb
of the lysimeter, the curves running almost parallel. It now was taken that £„
calculated forthefieldwasalsocorrect.Asthefieldhadamuchlowerpercentage
Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12 (1971)
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F I G . 31.Cumulative evaporation data of celery on the sandy loam and clay profiles of the 0.70 m
and 1.20m groundwater plots. E, = potential evaporation; twb (lys.,field-y) is the mean evaporation obtained from the set of the gamma tubes installed in the lysimeter and the set of gamma
tubes installed in the field (see also text).
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ofsoilcovered,water useonthefieldwasfar belowthatonthelysimeter(fig.31).
It isstrikingthat the0.70and 1.20 mclay soilsand clayon sandyloamsoils,
did not showdifferences inevaporation, neitherfor thedifferent profiles nor for
thedifferent water table depths (fig. 31).The reason for thisisthe shallow root
system ofcelery,onallobjectsgoingto only0.25m belowsurface.Thisexplains
that ontheseheavyprofilesthegroundwater tableswerestillnot highenough to
ensureanoptimum watersupplyfrom thegroundwater. Italsoexplainswhythe
celery could not readily compete with weeds, why nitrogen did not become
available in sufficient amounts in dry periods and why the top soil had to be
abundantlysupplied with waterandnutrients.Thenecessitytosupplyadditional
water was clearly illustrated in the middle of August when, owing to the very
humidmeteorologicalconditions,atremendousamountofnewrootswasformed
at the surface of the soil all over the field.
From theevaporation data for celery additional information on evaporation
from baresoilcan beobtained. Infig.32thewetevaporation (£*)ofthe0.70m
sandy loam, the potential evaporation (£p) of all the other objects, the precipitation (x),and the measured data of thewater balance of thedifferent plots are
shown. It appears that in times of precipitation the evaporation of the 0.70m
and 1.20 msandy loam soilsfollow theevaporation (£*) ofan almost barewet
soil.In periodsoflittleprecipitation, evaporation ofthe0.70 msandyloamstill
follows the£*. Apparently thecapillary risefrom the0.70mgroundwater table
isstillsufficient for thissoiltohaveitbehaveasawetsoil.Inperiodsofdrought
this does not hold for the 1.20 msandy loam, where evaporation follows the
potential evaporation (E„) ofadrysoil.Theclaysoilsbehaved asdrysoils both
in dry and in rather wetperiods,obviously becausethe rain did not completely
moisten the cultivated top layer but percolated mostly to the subsoil. Summarizing, it can bestated that evaporation from bare soil both for clay soils and
deeplydrained sandyloamsoilscan becomputed from eq.(27),with additional
useoffig.22to estimaterc.For bare sandyloam soilswitha highgroundwater
table and also for deeply drained (mm)
sandy loam soils in wetperiods,eva180
w b 0- 0
cloy
sandy l o a m
poration (£*) should be computed
clay on sandy l o a m
150
E
1.20
m
clay
i
with the aid of eq.(26).
sandy l o a m
E

7

m

;

w 0

120

Flo. 32. Cumulative evaporation data of
celeryonthethreeprofilesofboththe0.70m
and 1.20 mgroundwaterplots. £»»= measuredevaporation;E* = evaporationofa wet
surface; / = precipitation; E, = potential
evaporation.
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IV. HEAT

1. INTRODUCTION
Soil temperature isoneofthe most important factors for vegetablecropproduction,asitinfluences germination,seedlingemergence,earlygrowth ofplants,
maturation and yield.
Thethermalregimethatexistswithinasoilprofileinsituistheresultoftheenergy
balance at the surface and the thermal properties of the soil, e.g. the thermal
conductivity and thethermal capacity. Measures likechanging thedepth ofthe
watertableand improvingthesoilwillchangethethermalpropertiesandtherefore influence thethermal regime.Toevaluate theconsequencesthese measures
will have, and to create the most favourable environmental conditions for the
crop in this regard, a detailed knowledge of heat transfer in soil is required,
with whichthethermal regimeatanydepth and timeundergivenclimatological
conditions can be described.

2. HEAT CONDUCTION IN SOIL
Toalargeextent heattransfer inverticaldirection insoilcan beconsidered as
consisting of a molecular conduction of heat, the transport of heat byconvection, bydistillation and by radiation being generally of minor importance. The
magnitude oftheheatfluxinahomogeneous soilisproportional tothetemperature gradient and the thermal conductivity:
qh(z,t) = - /.\T(z,t)

(57)

where:
qH= heat flux(W.m-2)
2 = depth (m)
/ = time (s)
T = temperature (K.)
A = thermal conductivity of the soil (W.m~ I .K _1 )
The negative sign was introduced because the heat flux (qh)is positive in the
direction of falling temperatures and ^T is negative. Eq. (57) is known as the
one-dimensional form of Fourier's law of heat conduction.
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The principle ofcontinuity requires that the difference inheat flux into and
out ofan elementary soil element with thickness dzequals therate ofstorage:
- V7/.U.') = PC - 4 ^
vt

(58)

where:
p = specific mass ( k g . m - 3 )

c = specific heat perunit mass (J.kg.K"')
pc = heat capacity ofthe soil perunit volume (J.m~ 3 .K -1 )
Applying eq. (58) requires that no heat exchange in other than vertical(z)
direction andnoheat generation takes place. Substitution ofeq. (57) intoeq.
(58)gives:

|;. v r(z,r)l=

pc— —
ot

(59)

3. FIELD AND LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
Soil temperatures inthefieldwere measured with parallel circuits ofcopperconstantan couples at depths of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.30and 1.20 m,
the output ofwhich was written down bytwo multipoint recorders. The accuracy oftemperature readings was within 0.1 to0.2°C. The measurements were
taken ontheclay andsandy loam; inspring onthe0.45 and 1.65 m groundwater plot, insummer and autumn onthe 1.20 mplot.
On someclear days both inwet and dryperiods, the variation with depthof
the thermal conductivity ofthe soil in situ was determined with theso-called
transient needle method, which will bediscussed below. Forthis purpose line
probes were inserted horizontally, at depths of 0.01, 0.02,0.03, 0.04,0.05,
0.075,0.10,0.15,0.20and 0.30 m,into thewall ofasmalltrench.Themeasurementsinthe top soil wererepeated several times,until only small deviationsin
theindividual data remained. Theapplied current was0.1-0.2A, the measuring
time did not last longer than 100seconds andthedifference in temperature
between theneedle anditssurroundings was always smaller than 2°C. Simultaneously, moisture content and dry bulk density were obtained by taking
samplesofknown volume atdepths of0.05, 0.15,0.25,0.35 and 0.45m.
Theobtained variationsofthethermal propertieswithdepth werecheckedin
the laboratory with anelectric analog,thedetails and theory ofwhich are discussed insection 5 ofthis Chapter.
Undisturbed soil samples of both profiles were taken inplastic cylindersof
MedeJ. Laiidbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12 (1971)
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0.10 m diameter and 0.50 m length, following the method of WIJNSMA and WIT
(1970). These cylinders were cut into pieces of 0.10 m length. Measurements of
thermal conductivity were carried out with the needle method on each separate
sample at successive stages of desiccation. With the data obtained, a number of
calibration curves of conductivity versus moisture content were constructed for
various dry bulk densities. With the aid of these calibration curves, it was
thought that the course of conductivity with depth could be determined indirectly from core samplings.

4. THERMAL PROPERTIES OF SOIL
As can be seen from eq. (59) heat transfer in soil is completely governed by
two independent thermal parameters, the thermal conductivity and the volumetric heat capacity. They depend mainly on the mineral composition, the dry
density and the moisture content of the soil will therefore vary with depth and
time. The methods of determination of these properties will be briefly discussed.

a. THERMAL CAPACITY

For a non-homogeneous material such as soil, the heat capacity per unit
volume of soil (pc) equals the sum of the volumetric heat capacities of the
different components. Denoting the volume fractions of the solid material, of
the water and of the air as xs, xw and xa respectively, and the volumetric heat
capacities of these components as pscs, pwcw and paca, one can write:
pc = xspsc, + xwpwcw + xapaca

(60)

According to measurements of KERSTEN (1949),as quoted by DE VRIES(1966),
ps is for mineral soils about 2700 kg.m - 3 , while cs varies linearly from 670
± 4 0 J . k g - 1 . K - 1 at 255 K ( - 1 8 C C ) to 790 ± 40 J . k g - ' . K " 1 at 333 K(60°C).
This results in an average value of pscs for mineral soils of 1.92 x 106 J . m - 3 .
K-'.
For organic soils ps is as an average 1500 kg.m" 3 , while for c> a value of
1.92 x 103J . k g - 1 . K _ 1 can be used [DE VRIES(1966) referring to measurements
of Lang, Ulrich, Bracht and DE VRIESand DE WIT (1954)].Thus for organic soils
pscs = 2.88 x l O ' J . n r M t - 1 .
The volumetric heat capacity for water pwcw = 4.18 x 106J . m " 3 . K _ l . As
paca is in the order of magnitude of 1255J . m " 3 . K - 1 , it usually can be ignored.
So, denoting the volume fractions of soil minerals by xsm and of organic matter
by Arso,one can write:
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pc = (1.92xsm + 2.88 xso + 4.18 xH.) IO6

am^.K"1)

(61)

where .vsm + .v,„ + xw + xa = 1.
From mechanical and chemical analyses the particle size distribution and
organicmattercontent ofthesoilcan beobtained.Thevariousvolumefractions of
the soil can be obtained from sampling at various depths, and pc can be calculated with the aid of eq.(61),according to DE VRIES(1966) giving an accuracy
varying from 5 to 10%. In this way the variation of volumetric heat capacity
with depth can be found. In fig. 33an example of the linear variation ofpc with
moisture content is given for two dry bulk densities of the sandy loam.
Measurements of pc are based on calorimetric methods. Lang, Ulrich,
Patten and KERSTEN (1949) used the method of'mixtures', which consists of
mixing a given mass of soil with known temperature and a given mass of liquid
with known temperature and specific heat. By measuring the resulting temperature, the specific heat of the soil can be computed. BOWERS and HANKS (1962)
as well as DE VRIESand DE WIT (1954)quoting this method, prefer an alternative
method based on Newton's law of cooling. This law states, that the rate at
which a body with an initial uniform temperature cools is directly proportional
to the temperature difference between the body and its surroundings, provided
this difference is small. WIERENGA (1968) deduced the heat capacity from the
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temperature rise of a known mass of soil and water in a calorimeter, as caused
by a known electric power.
Methods of measurement of pc in the field are discussed in the next section.

b. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

An estimation of thermal conductivity of the soil from its structure, in the
same way as heat capacity, by considering the conductivity as a function of
volume fractions and specific conductivities of the various components, is
difficult. There are theoretical and empirical solutions, however. D E VRIES
(1952a) has given a survey of the theoretical work, and developed an approximate solution based on theories of Maxwell, Burger and Eucken in analogy
to the calculation of the dielectric constant of granular material, as a function
of the electric conductivities and the volume fractions of the components. With
this model, one can estimate the thermal conductivity of a soil, if kind, shape
and arrangement of the particles and moisture content are known (see also VAN
WIJK, 1966).It seems that theerrors in De Vries'calculations were not exceeding
10%
Measurements of A in the field or in the laboratory are based on specific solutions of eq. (59), depending on the method used, thegeometry and the boundary conditions.
The heat flux is mostly initiated by heating (electrically or byother means e.g.
water) a probe (of flat, spherical or cylindrical shape) situated in the soil.
Measurements are made either of the power consumption, the rate of heating or
cooling of the probe, or the rise in temperature of the surrounding soil.
The surface oftheprobe may bekept for a short or for a longtimeat a temperature different from that of the surrounding soil. Long heating of the probe is
undesirable because it provokes migration of soil moisture away from the
heated body and therefore causes a loss in latent heat. Such a heat loss will also
occur if the temperature of the probe relative to that of the surrounding soil is
too high. Therefore, the shortly applied temperature differences between probe
and soil should not reach more than 2 K.
The shape of the probe is also important. Flat probes have for example the
disadvantage of sideway heat losses. CHLDNOVSKII (1948) gave an extensive
review on determining thermal properties of soils with plane, cylindrical and
other types of probes, both with steady and unsteady state methods, including
the often laborious mathematical treatments. With most of the methods the
thermal diffusivity ).\pc is obtained, which in combination with a separate
determination of pc .yields / , see for example KRISCHER and ESDORN (1955).
For a simultaneous determination of pc and Ain the top layer of the soil,
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CHUDNOVSKII (1948) used an icebox instrument

which is placed on the surface
of the soil. Based on the same principle, VAN WUK and BRUUN (1964) made use
of a heatfluxplatealsoplacedonthetopofthesoiland thermocouples inthesoil.
From a heat impulse of known intensity which causes a temperature increase in
the surface layer, A and pc can be found, VAN WUK (1964, 1967) developed the
'contact'-method, by which a block of Perspex of known temperature is brought
into contact with the soil surface (see SCHNEIDER, 1969). This method is in
principle the same as the junction method of CHUDNOVSKII (1948) who brings a
soil sample in contact with a standard material of paraffin. STIGTER (1969),
discussing the method of Van Wijk, concludes that accurate results could only
be obtained on dry sandy soils and homogeneous solids.
In the present study, the direct measurement of A in the field as well as in the
laboratory was realized with a line source heater in the form of a needle, first
used by Stalhane and Pyk in 1931 as quoted by DE VRIES (1952a). The device
consists of an electrically transient heated probe with a temperature measuring
device and isconstructed in such a way that it represents as much as possible an
infinite line source of heat (e.g. CHUDNOVSKII, 1948; DE VRIES, 1952a, b; VAN
DRUNEN, 1949; JANSE and BOREL, 1965; HAARMAN, 1969; MOENCH and EVANS,

1970).
GOLOVANOV (1969) showed that, in order to prevent convection of heat, the
time of measurement on soil samples should not exceed 100 seconds with soil
samples of a diameter of 40 mm.
An example of the results of laboratory measurements of Xfor sandy loam
at different moisture contents for two dry bulk densities ispresented in fig. 34A.
In fig. 34B a comparison between measurements and calculations according to
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FIG. 34. A, variation of measured thermal conductivity i.of sandy loam with the volume fraction
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of sandy loam calculated by the De Vries' method (a, b) with those measured with the transient
needle method (a, b') for two volume fractions of solid material.
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DE VRILS (1952a,b) is given. It isseenthat ingeneral thecalculations result in too

large k values. Such type of calculations are among other things based on the
assumption that the (randomly oriented) granules are ellipsoids of revolution,
i.e. that the soil particles can be considered as spheroids. In agreement with DE
VRIES(1966), for the depolarization factor of the ellipsoid in the direction of the
a axis (ga) the value 0.144 for quartz sand was adopted. Part of the deviation
between measured and calculated k values may beexplained byapossible wrong
choice of this depolarization factor. For example, calculations for clay using
ga = 0.125 resulted ink curves more similar to the measured curves of the sandy
loam. Therefore it may be necessary to derive from diffusion experiments actual
ga values for a soil, as was done by De Vries. There is little doubt, however,
that the theory describes the shape and orientation of the particles of these sedimented soils in a sufficient way.
Because clay soil is suspect to shrinking at desiccation and to swelling at
wetting, dry bulk density changes during these processes. In relatively small soil
columns neither calculations nor measurements in the laboratory will give
reliable results unless corrections for changes in pd are applied. The scatter in
the laboratory k data on clay was that large, that preference wasgiven to measure k in the soil in situ with the transient needle method.
Soil temperature also influences the value of k. For dry soils an increase in
temperature from 273-323 K.(0'-50 C) gives an increase in k of about 20%.
For moist soils the dependency is much less and can be neglected for practical
purposes (CHUDNOVSKII, 1948; IOFFE and REVUT, 1959).
There are three known methods to find the heat flux qh(z,t) in the soil. A
quantity which isof importance in the determination of evaporation via energy
balance and combination methods.
The first method is known as the temperature gradient method. If k is known
and measurements of soil temperature at several depths are available, the heat
flux can be computed according to eq. (57)astheproduct ofk and the vertical
temperature gradient \T. In wet soils too low values are found when additional
transport of heat via the vapour phase occurs (e.g. WIERENGA, 1968).
A second method of determining qh{z,t) is the measurement by means of heat
flux plates buried horizontally just below soil surface. Heat flux plates are thin
plates usually of plastic material, having a k which is approximately equal to
that of soil. The temperature is measured at both sides of the plate, and the
temperature gradient is obtained by dividing the temperature differences by the
thickness of the plate. The heat flux is again obtained with eq. (57). Careful
calibration of the heat flux plates in situ is necessary. Errors aredue to disturbance of the soil and in wet soils to interference of moisture flow (e.g. FUCHS
and TANNER, 1968).
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The third method, known as the integral method, requires knowledge of
temperature aswell asvolumetric heat capacities with depth. From thechange
in heat content during a certain time interval a mean value for qh is obtained
(e.g. SLATYER and MC.ILROY, 1961).
The above mentioned methods are more deeply discussed by for example
CARSON (1961), VAN WIJK and SCHNEIDER (1967).

c. THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY

The rate oftemperature equalization inthesoil isdetermined bythe thermal
diffusivity a = Xjpc.Thedimension of aism 2 . s " ' which isthesame dimension
as that of a diffusion coefficient. A large diffusivity causes rapid changes in
temperature and a quick and deep penetration of the heat wave into the soil.
An exampleofthethermal diffusivities oftheinvestigated sandy loam inrelation
to porosity and soil moisture content isshown infig. 35.Itisseen that maximum
values ofa occur roughly at moisture fractions xw of0.25 to0.30 for.vs =0.50,
and at xw of0.30 to0.40for xs =0.46.
Besides determinations ofI, with thecylindrical probe method adirect measurement of a is also possible by measuring the temperature of the soil at the
probe-soil interface or more radially distant from the probe. Because ofthe
contact resistance between probe andmedium, ahigh degreeofaccuracy cannot
be expected (DE VRIES and PECK, 1958a) especially when measuring insoils (DE
VRiEsand PECK, 1958b).

Determination of a in the field from the analysis of temperature measurements at various depths ispractised frequently, by assuming constancy ofthe
thermal parameters with depth. Due tothe periodic heatingofthe surface ofthe
t h e r m a l diffusivitya
(10"7m2s')

Xs * 0 4 6

' i /

*
FIG. 35.Thermaldiffusivityofsandyloam versus
volumefraction of waterxwfor twovolumefractionsof solidmaterialx„ asderivedfrom figs.
33and34(a = Xjpc).
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soil by incident radiation, the surface temperature during days or periods of
dayswithout cloud cover can be approximated bya sinusoidal periodic function
of time. Assuming that period and amplitude of the heat flux before and during
the period considered isconstant, the temperature atthesurfacecan beexpressed
as:
T(0,t) = Ta + A0 sin tot

(62)

where:
A0 = amplitude at the surface (K)
to = angular frequency (rad.s - 1 )
If J(z,0) = T„, then eq. (59) can according to CARSLAW and JAEGER (1959) be
solved as:
T(z,t\

= Ta + A0 exp ( - - j sin (tot - 1 J

(63)

where:
D = 1/—— = 1/— is called the damping depth (m)
' pco)
' to
Comparison of eqs. (62) and (63) shows that at any depth z the amplitude
Az = A0 exp (—z/D) and the phase shift q>z = —z/D.
The values of D and therefore of a, may be found by plotting log Az against
depth, or phase shift (for example of the maxima) against depth. Usually different results are obtained from these two methods, indicating that the thermal
properties vary with depth.
If the temperature at the soil surface is a more general function of time, the
sine term can be replaced by a Fourier series (e.g. CHUDNOVSKII, 1948;CARSON,
1961, 1963; BROOKS et al., 1966; VAN WIJK, 1966) and the theory holds for the
identical terms of these series. For non-periodicity of the temperature wave,
(linear) corrections can be applied. A further discussion of eq. (63) is given in
section IV5-b.
Van Wijk proposes another solution of eq. (59) by expressing the Laplace
transform of the temperature as a function of depth. The present author applied
this theory to temperature measurements in the field. The results showed that
thismethod isverysensibleforthecondition ofahomogeneous initial temperature
of the soil. Deviations from this condition of 0.1 K had a large influence on the
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results of the calculations. HADAS (1968) compared these two methods when
determining a under laboratory conditions. Foradrysoil hefound lower values
with thesine wave solution than with the Laplace solution. Fora wetsoil he
found higher values with thesine wave solution ifthe period ofthe applied heat
wave lasted at least 16min.

5. SOLUTION OF THE HEAT CONDUCTION EQUATION
a. GENERAL

The temperaturefieldinthesoil isdetermined bythe variation oftemperature
at thesoil surface andthevariation of the thermal parameters with depth and
time [eq. (59)].
Classical theories often assume a vertical uniform soil and independency of
the thermal properties with depth and time. Aswasshown Xandpc are functions of mineral composition, density and moisture content of the soil (figs.34
and 35), however, andthese usually vary considerably with time anddepth, so
X and pc are also functions of time and depth. LETTAU (1954) proposed a
formula where thediffusivity istaken astheproduct ofa depth function anda
periodic function oftime. Fortunately, thedependency oftime can beneglected
for the daily temperature variation, as was shown by IOFFE and REVUT (1959).

The latter authors reported that for daily periods thevariation in the thermal
propertiesofsoilsdidnot exceed 10%.This implies that these properties maybe
regarded as constant when solving practical problems. This simplifies the
mathematical problem of solving eq. (59)for depth dependent thermal properties with the boundary condition of harmonic variation of surface temperature with time.
b. ANALYTICAL APPROACH

For cases with a special functional relationship of X and pc with depth,
analytical solutions exist. CHUDNOVSKII (1948), STERK (1956), D E VRIES (1956,
1957) and VAN WUK (1966) treated the case for a semi-infinite medium (air),
with pcconstant with height andXincreasing linearly with height. Eq. (59) then
takes the form:
\aQ (1 + /fir) V7~ =

ST

si

(64)

and thesolution isgiven interms of Bessel andHankel functions.
If X andpcareexponential functions of depth thefollowing form hastobe
solved:
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Vtf*. - V*> - ^o)e"" = ]V7"}= {(Pf). - [(Pf)» - ( p c ) 0 ] e - " - } ^ T (65)
For exponential variation of X and constancy of pc with depth, one has to
olve:
V ( 0 » - ( « . - «o)e - " 2 ] \T} = ^

(66)

In case of a layered soil with each layer having different thermal properties,
modifications of eqs. (64), (65) and (66) have to be applied to each layer
separately with the condition that there is equality of temperature as well as
heat flux at the boundaries of the various layers. An extensive treatment of eq.
(64) and eq. (65) has been given by CHUDNOVSKH (1948).
Analytical solutions are not possible when k and pc are arbitrary functions of
depth. Then, other solutions have to be applied (see section IV5-Cand d).
In order to evaluate the influence of groundwater depth and type of profile
on the thermal regime of the soil, the observational data taken on four individual, clear days were studied in more detail. Two of the selected days, April 17,
1968 and June 14, 1969 belonged to a rather dry period, the other two days,
March 28, 1968 and May 14, 1969 to a rather wet and a very wet period
respectively.
As a first approach the measured soil temperatures at the various depths
were subjected to a Fourier harmonic analysis. Expressing the temperatures at
each depth as a sum of cosine and sinecomponents, and taking 12 temperatures
at equidistant, fixed intervals of two hours, the following equation can be
evolved (e.g. WHITTAKER and ROBINSON, 1958):
T(z,f) = a0 + flj cos cot+ a2 cos 2ait + . . . + a5 cos 5at +
-f- a6 cos 6cot
+ bx sin at + b2 sin 2tot + . . . + b5 sin 5wf

(67)

wherea0 isthe mean temperature (K), akand bkthe amplitudes (K) of the cosine
and sine waves respectively and / time (s).
Using the property that in one period equal absolute values of cos kiot and
sin koit occur, the 12 unknown coefficients ak and bk can be determined by
applying schemes of successive sums and differences of the 12 temperature
values.
Instead of representing the temperature as a dual co-ordinate wave (eq. 67),
a more convenient expression in the form of a single sine wave can be found.
For that purpose the following auxiliary relationship, which is always valid,
can be introduced:
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akcos ktot + bksin kcot = (a2k+bl),,2\ _ _ ? * _ cos ktot +

L("l+b2k)'h

where A- isthe wave number of the harmonics.
Denoting the phase angle of the single sine wave as (pk (radians), it can be
calculated bywriting

"n*"(-2W'

(68a)

'

COS

*' = ( ^ T ^

(68 x

*

Ak = (a2k + b2k)'<> (68r)
where A is the amplitude of the single sine wave. Substitution of eqs. (68a),
(68b) and (68c) in eq. (68) yields the following expression:
55

T(z,t) = a0 + Y.Ak sin(kcot + (pk) + a6cos6cor

I

(69)

*= t

Because on the mentioned selected days the variation of temperatures with
time wasnot strictly periodic,an improvement in theapproximation wasmade
by considering a linear trend between the midnight temperature values. The
interpolated temperature T(z,t) isthen given by
T(z,t) - T(z,0)
1, - t0
v
'
' - '
°
T(z,2;r) - T(z,0) l2K - t0

or

T(z,t) = T(z,0) + [T(z,27r) - T(z,0)]2

(70)
t,~ to

°h* ~*o

{70a)

The procedure taken was to subtract from the 12 measured temperature
values the pertaining values of the right hand side of eq. (70a) and next to
subject the reduced temperatures to the Fourier analysis (eq. 69). The final
equation describing T(z,t) overtheperiod ofobservation isthen formulated as:
T(z,r) = T(z,0) + [T(z,2-) - T(z,0)]^ + a0 +
2TT
5

+ S Ak sin(kcot + <pk) + a6 cos6tot

(71)

»= i
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and
T = T(z,0) + j [T(z,27r) - T(z,0)] + a0

(7la)

An example of the results of Fourier analyses of soil temperature data at a
variety of discrete depths, isgiven in table 12.
Generally spoken, the accuracy of a Fourier analysis will be the higher, the
moreharmonicsaretaken. Theaccuracyofthetemperature measurementswas
in the range of 0.1to 0.2 K, which restricts the number of reliable harmonics.
It can be seen from table 12that for all depths but 0.01 m,/f4 and A5 can be
neglected. Forthedepthsof0.05,0.10and0.60m even A3 can beneglected. For
the clear days taken, the sum of the first three harmonics fitted the measured
temperature data reasonably well. An example is given infig.43.
As pointed out earlier, the thermal diffusivity of a homogeneous soil can be
derived via the constant decrease of the logarithm of amplitude with depth,
which should equal theretardation ofphase withdepth. Infig.36,Ai isplotted
on half-logarithmic paper and <p (radians)on normal graph paper, both against
depth for theclay and sandy loam ofthe0.45mgroundwater plot and for clay
on the 1.65 mplot, for April 17,1968.Thegraphsshowthat, except for the top
0.03 m, there isa distinct deviation from the above mentioned linear relationship.To a lesserextent thisalso holdsfor thecurvesconcerning May 14,1968,
whereitwasexpected that thewetcircumstances would maketheprofiles more
uniform in water content and therefore more uniform in thermal properties.
The uniformity ofthe0.03mtoplayerswill havebeen theresult oftheshallow
cultivation before starting the sowing experiments. This uniformity made it
possible to obtain the Fourier coefficients at the surface by extrapolation from
the values at the 0.03, 0.02 and 0.01 m depths, allowing the unmeasured
temperature wavesat the surfaces to be reconstructed.
Because the procedure to derive the thermal diffusivity of soils from the
amplitude and phase relationships with depth failed, two other lines of attack
werefollowed totrytoestablish functional relationships ofthermal diffusivities
with depth. Both methods are based on the principle that a discontinuous field
can approach thecontinuous thermalfieldbyexpanding thepartial differential
equation (59) into a set of finite difference equations. This expansion can be
realized by means of either an electric analog approach, or a mathematical,
i.e.numerical approach.
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a m p l i t u d e of the f i r s t harmonic A, (K)
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FIG. 36.Example of the variation of theamplitudeandphaseangleof thefirstharmonic of the
dailysoiltemperaturewaveasobtainedbyFourieranalysis withdepthfor theclayandsandyloam
of the0.45mgroundwaterplot andtheclayof the 1.65 mplot, April 17, 1968.

c. ELECTRICANALOG APPROACH

Theelectricanalog approach isbased upon theanalogy between the flow of
heat inathermalfieldand that ofelectricityin an electricalfield,whichcan be
illustrated by comparing the partial differential equations governing the two
flow systems. The one dimensional equation governing electrical flow in an
electrical resistance- capacitancecircuitcan bederived fromfig.37.
"4
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Flo. 37. A, one-dimensional electricalresistance - capacitancesystem; B, differentialelement
(after KARPLUS,1958).

According to Ohm's law, the current i (A) is proportional to the voltage
gradient v<A (V.m -1 ), and the reciprocal value of the resistivity R (ohm.m -1 )
, - - _

v

(72)

*

The principle of continuity requires that the difference of incoming and
outcoming current through the differential element equals the rate of storage:
(73)

where C is the capacitivity (farad.rrr1). Substitution of eq. (72) into eq. (73)
gives

<HHi

(74)

Comparison ofeqs.(72),(73)and (74)witheqs.(56),(57)and (58)showsthat
<>
/ playsa roleanalogous to T,ito qh, \/R to X and Cto pc.
Considering theabove mentioned equations,theelectricanalog equation for
the system shown infig.37,becomes
4>i ~ 4>o

R

<t>o -<t>2 _ r d ^ 0
df
R

(73a)

whereitisseenthat theleft sideofeq.(74)isdiscretized, whilethetimevariable
is kept in continuous form. Hence, the temperaturefieldcan be simulated by
means of a rectangular one-dimensional network of lumped resistance capacitance elements, where each parameter and variable at ajunction in the
electric analog, corresponds with the parameter and variable at a specific
location in the thermal field. This type of network is known as the model of
BEUKEN (1937). LIEBMANN (1956) developed another model containing only
resistors. In hismodel both placeand timederivatives are discretized.
Conversion constants(scalefactors) relatethecorresponding parametersand
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variables in the two systems. The corresponding waves were displayed on an
oscilloscopeasvoltageversustimeplots.Thetechnical realization oftheBeuken
model as used in thisstudy wascarried out by BOELS (1969).
The determination procedure of apparent thermal conductivities, can be
shortly summarized as follows:
- The volumetric heat capacities at different depths, obtained by means of
volumetric sampling and successive computation with eq. (61), are inserted
as electrical capacitors in themodel.
- The voltage and current excitations corresponding with the first harmonic
of thetemperature waveat 0.01 m,areapplied to the network entrance.
- The amplitudes and phase angles at discrete depths are known from the
Fourier analysis ofthe measured temperatures, and consequently theratesof
decrease in amplitude and increase in phase lag with respect tothe temperature waveat 0.01 mdepth.
- Then the resistors are adjusted by trial and error until at the points corresponding with each depth, the rates of decrease in amplitude and increasein
phase lag of the first harmonic correspond with the values obtained by the
Fourier analysis. The same procedureiscarriedoutforthesecondharmonic.
- Finally, the found resistances are converted into apparent thermal conductivities.
A few examples of the results obtained with this electric analog method for
April 17,1968arerepresented infig.38.Thescatter ofthedatacan beexplained
to someextent.
The mean volumetric heat capacities obtained maydiffer from actual values
because of heterogeneity of the soils and a probable underestimation inherent
to the computation method. WIERENGA(1968) found for a silt loam computed
pc values which were on the average 13% lower than the experimentally
determined heat capacities. Instrumental errors may also have had some
influence. The recording and reading errors from the temperature registrating
device were in the range of 0.1 to 0.2CC. The accuracy of an oscilloscope is
limited to approximately 3%of the full scale value (KARPLUS, 1958). Another
important reason introducing uncertainties in the electric analog method are
the relatively widely spaced temperature observations at the larger depths.The
consequences of this will bediscussed in moredetail in the next section.
It turned out that theapparent X valuesobtained from theadjustment of the
amplitude of each first harmonic, were significantly lower than those obtained
from adjustment of thephase shift of it (7-test;n = 78,T = 46;ifT > 24the
differences are significant at 1 per cent level). The differences were on the
average in the range of 0.29 to 0.79 W.m-'.K." 1 (Student's /-distribution;
n = 66,significancy at 1 percentlevel).For thesecond harmonic no significant
differences were found.
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FIG. 38. Values of thermal conductivity X obtained with the electric analog by adjustment on
amplitudes andphase angles of the first and second harmonic of the daily temperature waves
(Au Ai and yu q>irespectively), for the sandy
loam and the clay of the 0.45 mgroundwater plot
and the clay of the 1.65 m plot, April 17, 1968.

After dueconsideration it hasbeen assumed that the procedure of averaging
the X values obtained from the amplitude and phase relationships of the
firstharmonics will beacceptable and will at least givean indication about the
order of magnitude.
It is interesting to note that the same phenomenon of obtaining
different soil physical constants from amplitude and from phase relationships, also occurs in a quite different field of application, namely
thedeterminationofhydrologicalconstantsfromthetransmissionoftidal
waves in groundwater (STEGGEWENTZ, 1933). WESSELING (1960) considered the propagation of tidesin aquifers and found that the hydrological properties calculated for a non-compressible aquifer were significantly lower than when the elasticity of the aquifer was taken into
account. The similarity of these results and those obtained with the
analog method isthattheelasticityofsoiland waterinthe aquifer works
analogousbutinanoppositewayasacorrespondingadditional negative
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heat generation occurringinthesoilduringthetransmission ofheat.As
already mentioned, this latter process may be caused by a movement
of water inthevapour phase under action ofthermal gradients, tending
to yield higher thermal properties then when notconsidering this heat
loss.Theimportanceofsuchaprocesswill bediscussed inmoredetailin
section IV5-e.

d. NUMERICAL APPROACH

The numerical approach discretizes the partial differential equation (59) in
the following way. Letaco-ordinate netorgrid bedrawn overascalediagram
ofthe temperature field underconsideration, asshown infig.39.Inthisnetthe
index alongthespace ordinate isdenoted /',theindex alongthetimeabscissais
denoted/. Considering thenode point T,j, frequently used approximations for
the first derivative with respect to time in terms oftheadjacent nodetemperaturesare:
^f.j+i

Ttj

(75a)

At,
(ST

(fl
\Ct

~T,j

•i.j-l

(756)

Atj

/i.J-l;i.j

whereAtj isthe uniform timeinterval.Theforward timedifference eq.(75a)and
backward time difference eq. (75b)approximations can be considered torepresent thetemperature change midway between thenode points indicatedby
the indices, with the assumption that the change is constant between these
points.
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The approximation for thesecond derivative with respect to space,beingthe
rate of change of the first derivative to space, is obtained by subtracting the
backward space difference from the forward space difference and dividing
bythenet spacing:
(C:2T)
l

\Sz )u

~ LllzhLZ.T-J
Az\
Az (

T
- T>.J »LJ\
Tz,
/

(76)

where Az, is the uniform space interval and assuming that d2T/dz2 remains
constant between the net points (i-\J) and (i+l,j). The one-dimensional
difference equation is then obtained by combination of either eq. (75a) with
eq. (76), SCHMIDT(1942), or by combination of eq. (75b) with eq. (76), LJEBMANN (1955). The first combination is subject to the stability criterion o(A/)/
(Az)2 < 0.5. WIERENGA(1968)applied thismethod tocomputethetemperature
field from known boundary conditionsand known (constant) apparent thermal
diffusivity, as wellasestimated the latter from observed temperature variations
atvariousdepths.Exceptfordepthssmallerthan0.10m,hereceived fairlygood
results in predicting soil temperatures in a soil with approximately uniform
watercontent. CRANKand NICHOLSON(1947)giveamorestable approximation,
but their method involves more termsand requires an iterative procedure. The
combination method used byLiebmann,hasaverystable naturepermitting the
choice of relatively large time intervals. The disadvantage of this approach is,
however, that the solution requires a relaxation technique, using at each point
therelation between four unknown and oneknown temperaturevalue.
Another approximation can be used by assuming that the temperature
distribution over two line segmentsoftime islinear, sothefirstderivative with
respect to time may berepresented by the mean of eqs. (75a)and (75b). Combination of this with eq. (76) then gives:
T.
'i+l.j

T

+

<- L L ~ I<- l-J..= a
2Af,

^

. — 7. .
1

'.j

T. . — T
__<•)

- ^
Az^Az,..,

'i-l.j

(77)

(77)

where the thermal diffusivity (a)can be solved from a system of linear equations.
Calculations have been carried out using this method. As a first approach
forItj an interval of2hours wastaken. Later on intervalsof 1 hour wereused.
The space interval chosen was not uniform, but taken according to the depths
of thetemperature measurements.
It appeared from the output of this numerical method that sometimes
unrealisticavalues,asfor examplezero,wereobtained. Thismayhaveresulted
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from the already mentioned recording and reading errors of the temperature
data.Tocorrect for thistypeoferrors thetemperature data read from theslips
oftherecording devicewerereplaced byreconstructed, smoothed temperatures
computed from the Fourier analysis by taking the sum of the first three harmonics.
Even when the temperatures are exactly correct, another error may be
introduced, i.e. the error inherent in discretizing the continuous temperature
field to a discontinuousfield.To get more accurate interpolations between two
known points, approximations by polynomials of a power determined by the
net points available, can be used, interpolation of temperature values with
depth bymeansofsuchapolynominalresulted intemperaturesnearthegroundwater table approaching almost the boiling point of water. Moreover the use
of a polynomial through a great number of net points is a less attractive
method.
A more satisfactory interpolation technique can be found in applicating
spline functions. The term spline originates from long thin strips of wood
(splines)usedbydraftsmen tofair inasmoothed curvebetweenspecified points.
The mathematical spline approximates the draftsman's spline by a piecewise
different cubic polynomial between each pair of adjacent points. The spline is
continuous and hasboth acontinuousfirstand second derivative(e.g.AHLBERG
etal., 1967; REINSCH,1967).
If a function y is known at x0 < xv < x2 < x3, a polynomial of third
degree
y = a0 + b0x + c0x2 + d0x3

(78)

can be drawn through the points y0 and yt.
Asecond cubiccurvecan bedrawn through yx andy2. Then theequation for
their common point yy is:
a0 + M i + cox\ + do*\ = «i + M i + c,xj + M i

(79)

Applying the condition that in point y\ both the first and second derivative
must beequal, the relationships derived by differentiation of eq. (79) are:
b0 + 2c0X! + 3 M i
2c0x, + 6 M i

= bi + 2c t x, + 3 M i
= 2ci + 6 M i

(80)
(81)

From this set of equations the coefficients and the first and second derivatives
can bedetermined. Thus, from the interpolation of temperature data by spline
functions in /' andy direction, the related derivatives can be obtained.
Computations with the finite difference method (eq. 77) and with spline
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functions (eqs. 78-81) werecarried outonaCDC 3200digital computer with
FORTRAN IVprograms used forthedifference schemeandthespline functions
(thelatter accordingto REINSCH,1967).
From thelarge amount ofdata obtained, oneexample wastaken (table13),
which shows the results for theclay profile of the 1.65m groundwater plot,
during part ofthe dayofMarch 28, 1968.Tt appears from this table that
becauseoflargescatterinthecomputedavaluesthenumericalapproachesgive
rather poor results.Forlowerdepthsasimilarscatterinavalueswasobserved.
TABLE 13. Example ofthe computation results ofthe apparent thermal difTusivity o ( 1 0 - 7
m 2 .s~') by numerical analyses with thefinitedifference method (diff.) and with spline functions (spline), clay, 1.65 m groundwater plot, part ofthe dayofMarch 28, 1968,with tt2
hours respectively 1 hour, with measured temperatures (T„)andwith temperatures reconstructed from Fourier analysis (Tr). For thedetermination of a at i = 0.02 m, usewasmade of
temperatures measured at 0.01,0.02and0.03 m depth
z
m
0.02

Time hours
Method

diff. with Atj = 2and Tm
diff. with A/,= 1andT„
spline with A/,= 1 and Tm
diff. with A/y = 1and Tr
spline with A/, = 1andT,

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

0.12
0.05
0.08
0.09
0.03

1.58
1.84
1.39
5.59
0.42

0.71
0.75
0.56
0.64
0.97

0.23
0.24
0.17
0.25
0.20

0.06
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.02

0.08
0.24
0.15
0.32
0.17

1.97
2.31
1.37
2.38
11.97

Atype oferror that hastobetaken into account istheerror inreadingthe
temperature from thechart oftherecorder. Theorder of magnitude ofthis
errorcanbeshownbythefollowingexample.Consideringthesoiltemperatures
at the0.01 (M), 0.02(/)and0.03(/ + 1)mdepths at 15(j- 1),16(J)and17
(j + 1)hours for 1.65mclay, March 28, 1968,where 7 ^ . , =292.2K,Tu =
292.1K,T u + I = 290.3K,Ti+U =290.4Kand7*,_,j = 294.9K.Fromcomputation witheq. (77)itfollowsthatais0.24 x 10- 7 m 2 .s _ 1 (seetable 13).
Assumingareadingerrorof0.2Kandtakingvaluesof292.3Kand290.2K
for Tu andTi+lJrespectively,ana valueof0.53 x 10~7 m^s" 1 iscomputed,
showinganerrorofestimateofmorethan 100%.Thistypeoferror isthemost
dangerousat lowerdepthsastherechangesintemperaturewithtimeanddepth
aresmall.
Another error thatmayhavebeenintroducedistheerrorresultingfromsmall
deviationsinAz.Supposethat A2,_, is9mminstead of 10mm(thenAz,=11
mm),anavalueof0.17 x 10"7 m 2 .s _1 iscomputed,yieldingadifference with
the'real'a value(0.24 x 10 -7 ) ofabout 30%.AssumingAz,_, is8mminstead
of 10mm,an avalue of0.13 x 10 - 7 m 2 .s - 1 isfound, theerror being about
46%.
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An important reason for the scatter at the lower depths could be thewidely
spaced intervals of the temperature observations, which cause considerable
errors in the second space derivatives. For example at the 0.20 m depth,
d2J/dz2 values were computed from the 0.10 and 1.20 m depths, yielding a
values which were a factor 10 too high. Moving the temperatures from the
1.20 m depth to the 0.60 m depth (which is not unrealistic as between these
depths there is little difference in temperature) more acceptable avalues were
obtained, indicating that Az, had been chosen too large. Application of spline
functions inzdirection should improve thesecond spacederivatives. However,
itturned out that duetothelargez,'s,physically impossiblecurvesweredrawn
through the points. Therefore the temperature observations should be spaced
more closely to obtain realistic values. For the relatively close spaced observations in the top layers, interpolation by spline functions should be preferred
abovethefinitedifference method, becauseitgivesbetterapproximations ofthe
related derivatives.
The instrumental errors as also the reading and certain round off errors are
partly neutralized bythe useofsplinefunctions as wellasbythe use of the reconstructed temperatures by means of the Fourier analysis.
Another, already mentioned, reason for scatter of apparent avalues for the
drytop layer, isa possibledisturbing influence of watertransport inthevapour
phaseas induced bytemperature gradients.Thisisaccompanied bya transport
of, principally latent, heat which influences the temperature distribution and
will result in higher a values than could be expected from thermal conduction
alone. If this vapour transport plays an important role, a daily pattern should
occur in theavalues of the top layer, as a result of the daily variation in temperature and soil moisturecontent. From thedata such a pattern can hardly be
derived.Inthenextsection itwillbeillustrated that,atleast at the temperature
gradients measured in the present research, the influence of thermally induced
vapour transport can beneglected asapossibleexplanation ofthescatter inthe
data.
e. INFLUENCE OF THERMALLY INDUCED VAPOUR FLOW

Theflowof water through the soil occurs in the liquid phase, in thevapour
phase or in both.
Thegeneral equation describing liquidflowinthesoilasinduced bygradients
of water head, gravitational headand temperaturecanbewrittenas(PHILIPand
DE VRIES, 1957):
q,lp, = - Da,v0( - DTftT102

k

(m.s -1 )

(82)
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where / refers to the liquid phase, Dgl is the isothermal liquid diffusivity
(m 2 .s -1 ) and DTI isthethermalliquiddiffusivity (m 2 .s - l .K _ 1 ). ROSE(1967a,b)
showed from field experiments that liquid flow induced by thermal gradients
even under conditions of temperature gradients of I0°C.cm_1 was relatively
unimportant. Henceeq.(82)reducesforthesoilsunderinvestigation to
q = - W ' m + J)

(m-s -1 )

(8A)

The general molecular diffusion equation describing the flow of water
vapour in air free of convection, can be written as:
1„=-DlhoXC

(kg.m- 2 .s-')

(83)

where D„,0 isthemoleculardiffusion coefficient ofwatervapour inair(m2.s~•)
and Cisthe water vapour concentration (kg.m -3 ). Under equal conditions of
vapour gradient and temperature gradient, the water vapourflowin the soil is
less than in air because of the available cross-sectional area and increased
path length, hence instead of D„l0 a reduced diffusion coefficient (D„20) has
to be used. CURRIE (1960) found from diffusion experiments with dry porous
granular materials that the empirical equation Dlll0 = aebg DHlQ (where e„ is
the air filled porosity in m3 air.m" 3 soil) fitted all the tested materials well.
Taking for the dry top layers of the soils of the experimentalfieldthe average
total porosity 0.67, the equation of Currie for Woburn and Highfield soil
crumbs with a = 0.83 and b = 1.7 can be used. Hence isothermal diffusion of
water vapour in thetop layers of the investigated soilscan bedescribed as:
qv = - 0.83e,' 7 DHl0 (0.622pjp.) \e

(84)

Substitution of the appropriate values (see the list of used symbols) for
D„20, p„ andpa reduces this expression to:
q„= - 16.0 x 10- 6 £,*"7V

(kg.m- 2 .s-')

(84)

with vapour pressure e in bar. However, many investigators found from
experiments that the measured vapourfluxesgenerally exceedfluxescalculated
with a molecular diffusion typeofequation such aseq.(84),with sometimes up
toafactor 10.Thismeansthatflowmechanisms otherthan molecular diffusion
alsoplayarole.
PHILIP and DE VRIES(1957) have therefore extended the molecular diffusion
theory to account for these differences. The reader is also referred to the
elucidating papers of ROSE(1966, 1967a, 1967b).Philipand DeVriesseparated
the total vapour flow in isothermally and thermally induced vapour flow by
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considering the effect of relative humidity (hr = e/e*) as follows. For ye in
eq.(84)onemay write:
ye = y/ire* = e*y/ir + l\\e*

(bar.m -1 )

(85)

whereht isa function of moisture content (Oi) only and the saturated vapour
pressuree* isa function of temperature (7") only.Henceeq.(85)maybewritten
as:
ye = e*(ShJSO,) \0, + hr(de*jdT)yT

(85A)

Substitution ofeq.(85a) into eq. (84)givesthevapourflowequation
q. = - 16.0 x 1 0 - V ' 7 e*(c?/ir/£0,)y0, +
isothermally induced flux
1 1

- 16.0 x lO-'e, - htfe*ldT)vT
thermally induced flux

(86)
-1

(kg.nr'.s )

Now Philip and DeVries consider two factors whichmay explain the differences in vapourfluxesfound from measurementsandthosecalculated with the
molecular diffusion theory.
The first one is that the macroscopic temperature gradient in the medium
(yj) isgenerally exceeded by the microscopic temperature gradient across the
air-filled pores(yD„(seealso ROSE, 1966).Followingthesamesymbolsasused
by ROSE(1967a):
(VT). = CVT

(87)

The second reason isthat vapour diffusion in fairly dry soilsisnot restricted
to the gas-filled pores only (eg),but isaided by liquid islands which cause condensing on the upstream side and re-evaporation on the downstream side (see
ROSE, 1966)and therefore vapour diffusion isdependent onthetotal porespace
(e, + 0t).Thisholds not only for the isothermally induced flux, but also for
thethermally inducedflux (ROSE, 1967a). For thisenhancement of vapour flux
theexpression holds:
£g + 0i = i(a£gb)

(88)

Thecombined effect ofthetwofactors then givestheexpression with which the
molecular diffusion flux has to be multiplied to yield calculation results which
agree with measurements:
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The enhancement factor { was calculated by substitution of the relevant
values in eq. (88), while the enhancement factor f was derived from a combination of own data and those of table 2 of PHILIP and DE VRIES (1957).
Taking all the given considerations into account, the total vapour flux can be
found from eq. (86) and eq. (89), yielding
q»= - S (isoth. ind.flux) - <J f {therm, ind.flux)

(90)

Using the theory of irreversible thermodynamics, CARY (1966) showed that
when the vapour pressure gradient in soil isdetermined bytemperature only and
not by changes in moisture content, the thermally induced vapour flux under
steady state conditions can be described as:
q, = - /?[1.56 x l ( T 5 ( r - 2 7 3 ) 2 + 2.72 x 10" 3 ](dr/dz)

(mm-hr" 1 )

(91)

where /? is a dimensionless factor accounting for pore geometry and T is the
temperature of the soil.
Anotherpossibleintensification ofthevapourfluxascalculated with molecular
diffusion theories, isdueto the influence of air turbulence (FARRELLet al., 1965;
SCOTTER and RAATS, 1969). Theseauthors showthat wind induced atmospheric
pressures at the soil surface may induce massflowof vapour transport into and
out of the upper layers of the soil. This enhancement due to air turbulence can
be in the order of a factor 2 to 4 for soils with particle sizes of 4 to 6 mm
(SCOTTER and RAATS, 1969), to even a factor 100 for coarse mulches (FARRELL
ctal., 1965).
Because thermally induced vapour flow becomes most important under drier
soil conditions, the data obtained from the 0.45 m clay plot for June 14, 1969
(as presented in table 8) were used to calculate a numerical example which may
give an insight into the relative importance of the various factors involved. For
the top layer of the 0.45 m plot the following conditions did apply: eg = 0.628;
0, = 0.031; f"000 = 299.6 K, T0.01 = 297.7 K, T 0 . 02 = 297.0 K, T 0 0 3 ='
296.3 K;e0 = 22.9 x 10" 3 bar.
The enhancement factor { can be found from eq. (88) by
i = («. + 0 , ) / K ) = 0.659/[0.83 x (0.628) 17 ] = 1.75.
From table 2 of PHILIP and DE VRIES (1957) it follows that for the prevailing
porosity and moisture content the enhancement factor £ is about 1.37. For a
properevaluation oftheresultsofthecalculationswitheq.(90),oneneedstobeinformed aboutthedepthbelowsurface whereevaporation takesplace,i.e.the depth
where A, % 1.In general, the evaporation front will not move below a few centimeters into the soil(seeGARDNER and HANKS, 1966; ROSE, 1967a).Asthe depth
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of the evaporation zone was not exactly known, calculations were performed
assuming different depths of evaporation zone underthe sameexistingtemperature regime.The resultsof thesecalculations are presented intable 14.
TABLE 14. Calculation by eq. (90) of the order of magnitude of the isothermal vapour flux
and the thermally induced vapour flux, assuming different depths of the evaporation zone,
for the 0.45 m clay plot, June 14, 1969.
Depth evaporation
zone
mm

Isothermally induced
vapour flux
mm.day" 1

Thermally induced
vapour flux
mm.day" 1

Net vapour
flux
mm.day" 1

2.5
5.0
7.5
10.0
12.5
15.0
20.0

4.99
2.47
1.63
1.22
0.97
0.80
0.68

-0.98
-0.67
-0.52
-0.44
-0.38
-0.35
-0.32

4.01
1.80
1.11
0.78
0.59
0.45
0.36

In the calculations z was taken positive upwards. From eq. (86) it follows
that the direction of the isothermally induced vapour flux, as determined by
^h„ ispositive upwards for the24-hour period taken. During such a period the
direction of the thermally induced vapour flow will generally be upward at
night and mainlydownward duringthedayinaccordance with the temperature
profiles.
Because on June 14, 1969, there was an average thermal gradient from the
surface downwards, the direction of the thermally induced vapour flux for the
24-hour period, as determined by v^*, is also downwards. From the data in
table 14itcan beseen that thermally induced vapourflowbecomesa moreimportant component of net vapour flux when the evaporation zone is located
deeper. For example, ifthiszoneislocated at 2.5mmdepth, thermally induced
flow is about 20% of isothermal flow. With the zone at 20mm depth this
percentageisabout50.
Thermally induced vapour flow can also be calculated from eq. (91). The
magnitude of the empirical constant p should, however, be determined experimentally (CARY, 1965, 1966). For different moisture conditions and porosities
thelatter author found for vapour flow in moist soilsfivaluesranging from 1.7
to 5.Thethermally induced vapourfluxescalculated witha/? valueequal to the
product { C= 2.4 [see last term of eq. (90) and eq. (91)] amounted to values
about threetimesthoseascalculated witheq.(90).Moreover CARY(1966)states
that for Columbia loam soil, eq. (91) was only applicable when the moisture
content of this soil wasabove the 10to 12%level.Valuesof thermally induced
vapourfluxcomparable with those found with thetheoryofPhilipandDeVries
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could onlybeobtained with thetheoryofCarybytakingpequal to I Thisis in
full agreement with thefindingsfrom HANKSet al. (1967)in laboratory studies
on soilswith relative low moisture contents.
By means of sampling the surface layer (see section IIIA-2), as well as by
samplingthedeeperlayerswith Kopeckycores,thevariation inmatricheadwith
depth could befound. From interpolation betweenthedataobtaineditappeared
that thedepth whererelative humidity(h,) reached about unity (hr = 0.9885at
15.6barorpF4.2)wasabout 10mmbelowsurface.Atthisdepth thecalculated
isothermally induced and thermally induced vapourfluxwere 1.22 and —0 44
mm.day-1 respectively, soat thisdepth thermally inducedflowwasabout 36"/
of isothermal flow. For less extremely dry conditions, the contribution of
thermalflowwill be much less.
The calculations were carried out assuming steady state conditions and a
linear relationship over the dry top layer of hr and e* with depth. It is more
probable, however, that therelationship isfor example parabolic or exponential. Moreover, evaporation does not take place from a plane but over a depth
range(e.g. FUCHSand TANNER, 1967). Theperformed calculations willat least
givea reasonable impression of theorder of magnitude, however,and it isseen
that the calculated net vapour flux by means of molecular diffusion theories
(0.78 mm.day"1; see table 14)isabout one third of the evaporationflux(2.40
mm.day -1 ; see table 8) deduced from energy balance considerations. The
reason for the larger evaporation flux found is probably due to wind-induced
pressurefluctuationsat thesoil surface, transferring watervapour into and out
of the surface layer (FARRELL et al., 1965; CARY, 1966; SCOTTER and RAATS,
1969).Thisexplanation seemsto beacceptable at least for thecrumbled upper
clay top layer and at the wind velocities occurring at the experimentalfield
(about 3-4 m.s" 1 during daylight hours).
Under the prevailing conditions the temperature gradients for the lower soil
layers are generally less steep than for the upper soil layers. This means that
V?*for thedeeper layersisrelatively low,hencethermally induced vapour flow
in these regions will be of less importance.
Reviewing all the above mentioned considerations, it can be concluded that
for verydrysituations in thetoplayer ofasoil,thevaluesofthermally induced
vapourflowmay amount to about 35%of those of isothermal vapourflow.In
most other cases it will be far less. Moreover, the effect of thermally induced
downward vapour flow will be counteracted by matric head induced upward
liquidflow.The latter influence will bethe higher, the more vapour condenses
inthelowerlayers. HANKSetal.(1967)found that thermallyinduced downward
vapourflowforatopsoillayeroveraperiodof40daysamounted toabout 10%
ofthe net upward flow.
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As thermally induced liquid flow may also be considered as being relatively
unimportant, the conclusion can be reached that thermally induced vapour
transport can hardly beconsidered asoneofthe main reasons for thescatter in
the thermal diffusivity data as found from the numerical analysis.

6. TEMPERATURE REGIME OF SOIL
The most direct and probably best method to determine a, is to measure
pc by means of a calorimetric method, to measure X with the transient needle
method andfinallytoestimateaateachdepth byconsidering the ratio ofX and
pc. As pointed out earlier the pc values were obtained from duplicate samples
and computation with eq. (61), while the Xvalues were measured in situ by
means of the needle method.
Infig.40some results on the variation of thermal properties with depth for
the 0.45 and 1.65 m clay and sandy loam groundwater plots are presented.
March 28,and May 14,weredaysinrather wetperiods,June 14,1969adayina
rather dryperiod.Thedifferences intheduplicatesofthepcdataaremainlydue
to the natural inhomogeneity of the soil.Therefore it wasdecided to draw by
hand a smooth curve through the means of the data.
The Xmeasurements which did not accord with the theory of a linear relationship of temperature against logtime were ignored, as the scatter in these
casescould beascribedtopoorcontact betweentheneedleanditssurroundings.
The remaining measurements give a clear picture of the large heterogeneity of
thesoilandtherefore thesameprocedureasapplied tothepcvaluesbydrawing
smooth curvesthrough the meansofthedata wasfollowed. In theX graphsthe
meanXvalues,obtained from theelectricanalog usingtheamplitude and phase
relationships of thefirstharmonics, have been drawn infig.40A and E.
Thethermal diffusivity at each depth nowcould beobtained bydividingX by
pc.
Despite the various complications mentioned earlier, it can be seen from
fig.40that at higher groundwater levels thermal diffusivity isgenerally lower,
especially inthetop0.10to0.15 mlayer.Thiscan beexplained bythefact that
at highergroundwater levelsbecauseofhigher soilmoisturecontentsX tendsto
increase, but pceven more, which results in a decrease in a.Thus a shallower
FIG. 40. Variation of thermalcapacitypc, thermalconductivity X andthermaldiffusivity awith
depthfor theclayandsandyloamof the0.45mand1.65 mgroundwaterplots on March28 and
May 14,1968inaratherwetperiod, andfor June 14,1969inaratherdryperiod. Thermalcapacity wasobtainedfrom soilsamplingandconsecutivecomputation witheq.61. Thermalconductivity wasobtainedfrom measurements withthetransient needle methodandfrom averagingthe A
valuesobtainedfrom theamplitudeandphaserelationshipsof thefirstharmonics. Thermaldiffusivity was obtainedby considering the ratioofk andpc.
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groundwater table will generally causea lower soil temperature. The difference
in thermal diffusivity of the different groundwater plots is most sharply pronounced inadryperiod,e.g.onJune 14,1969(fig.40Dand E).The differences
tend to decrease in a wet period, asfor example for March 28, 1968(fig. 40A
and B)and for May 14, 1968(fig.40C),which makestheplotsmore uniform in
thermal properties.
Thehigherdiffusivity inthetop layerofthe0.45mclayonJune 14(fig.40D)
as compared with the 1.65 mclay is an exception to the rule, as on all other
selected days all objects with high groundwater levelshad lower diffusivities in
the top layers.Thecause may becomeclear byconsidering the curvesof X and
pc(fig.40D).ItisseenthatX(0.45m) > X(1.65m).However,despitethehigher
moisture content of the 0.45 m plot pc (0.45 m) < pc (1.65 m). On closer
inspection itappeared that thedry bulk densities ofthetoplayersofthe 1.65m
plot werehigher than those of the0.45 mplot (fig. 41).This had asfinalresult
higher pcvalues and loweravaluesfor the 1.65 mplot.

Or

Pd(kg m3)
800 9O0 1O001100 1200 13001400

---165mL>•--t— 4 ^ > \ ^ "I F l G > 4 1 • Vari<»ion of mean dry bulk density pt
—cusmcioy
j
J
| \
(obtained from the sampling data of the emer. . —I
i
i
!
1
J—1-1 gence trials) with depth for the clay profiles of
d e p t h z( m >
the0.45 mand1.65mgroundwaterplots.

It should benoted that differences inavaluesdo not givedirect information
on differences in the absolute temperature regimes of soils. Thefinaltemperature distribution inasoilwillbedetermined bythe initial and boundary conditionsofthesystem,i.e.thetemperaturedistribution inthesoilandtheamount
of available heat at the surface. Particularly the last term will be different for
plots with ahigh respectively alowgroundwater table,asaresult of differences
inevaporation between theplots(seetable 8),which mayresult in considerable
differences in the amounts of latent heat used.
In this respect it may be interesting to mention first thefindingsof other
investigators, before presenting the present author's results. VAN DUIN (1960,
1963) computed the annual temperature wave at the surface of a sandy soil
with groundwater tablesat depths of 1.50 and 0.50 mbelow surface. Assuming
the same amount of heat available at the surface, hecalculated a difference of
only 0.2CC due to differences in thermal properties. With the assumption of
differences in amounts of heat available, ascaused bya maximumdifference in
evaporation of 1 mm.day-\ hecame to a yearly mean temperature 2to 2.4=C
higher for the 1.50 m object under the assumption that shallow and deeply
drained soilshad thesameyearly minimum temperature.
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KOPECKY (1908) reports an increase in temperature in spring in the order of

1 to 2CC as caused by tile drainage. KUNTZE (1958) mentions differences in
temperatures of 7 r C between drained and undrained sticky clay soils, which
seems to be very high. HERLYN (1964), reporting on temperature measurements
in a peat soil covered with unripened mud, and groundwater tables varying from
0 to 0.50 m below the surface, found no statistically significant differences in
temperatures for plots which had a maximum difference of 0.45 m in groundwater table depth.
Horticultural crops in glasshouses have relatively high heat requirements.
VAN DER POST (1960) reviews the adaptation of growing methods of lettuce to
soil properties. Lettuce has a relatively low heat requirement and is grown in
spring in cold glasshouses on sandy and light sandy loam soils, which warm up
quickly and have good aeration and water supplying capacities. On the other
hand lettuce harvested in autumn and winter, isgrown in heated glasshouses on
clay soils which do not cool off as quickly as the previous mentioned soil types,
and have a slower growing rate, VAN DAM and VAN DER KNAAP (1968) showed
that on all kinds of soils the harvesting time of tomatoes grown in heated
glasshouseswasearlierwhen soiltemperatureswerehigher.Theycould not derive
a significant relationship between earliness and groundwater table depths for
depths varying from 0.50 to 1 m below surface, indicating that the growers
eliminate the harmful influence of high groundwater tables on soil temperature
by increasing artificial heating. VAN WIJK (1969)compared the rate of warming
up of a peat soil with a 0.50 m groundwater table and that of a clay soil with a
groundwater table at 1m below surface. From his data it can be derived that, if
the same air temperature ismaintained, the mean temperature of the peat soil to
a depth of 0.50 m is T C lower than the temperature of the clay soil.This means
that with the same amount of energy it takes on the average 4 days longer to
heat up the peat soil to the same temperature as the clay soil. KNOPPIEN and
HILLE (1967) reported from measurements in a heated glasshouse at about 0.15
m depth below surface that a sticky clay soil was 0.5CC warmer than a sandy
loam soil. Also included in their experiments was a clay soil mixed with some
sand to improve the structure. This soil type proved to be P C colder than the
pure clay soil, indicating the adverse effect of the sand mixture on soil temperature.
The results of the temperature measurements of the 0.45 and 1.65 m plots of
the groundwater experimental field over the observation period March 18 to
May 19,are listed in table 15.
From this table it can be seen that the mean daily temperatures of the plots
with the higher groundwater tables are 1to 2 C lower than the temperatures of
the plots with the deeper groundwater tables.This holds both for clay and sandy
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 71-12 (1971)
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loam.Generally,itcan alsobestated that withthesamegroundwater depththe
clay iswarmer than the sandy loam (see column 0.45clay- 0.45 sandy loam).
This does, however, not hold for the 1.65 clay and 1.65 loam at the depths ot
0.02and0.03m.Thisexception maybeduetosmallerrorsintheexactmeasurementdepths,asit wasnoted that when heavy rainstorms occurred some of the
topsoil of thesandyloam waseroded away. Furthermore cultivated toplayers
are liable to subsidence. Temperature measurements under a cover of red
cabbageinthe 1.20 mgroundwater plotovertheobservation period May 31to
November 11, 1968,showed that thetemperatures at depthsof0.10and0.20m
were on the average 1.1°C higher on the clay soil than on the sandy loam.
Similar resultswereobtained from measurements in 1969.
Infig.42thecourseofdailymeantemperaturesofthe0.10and0.03mdepths
during the spring of 1968 are plotted. From the measurements at the 0.10 m
depths it can be seen that there is little difference between the clay and sandy
loam profiles with the same groundwater level of 0.45 m and that on the investigated soils the difference in groundwater table depth plays a more important role than the differences in type of profile. The same holds for the
0.03 mdepths. Generally it can be said that the sequence of cold to warm is:
0.45sandyloam ->0.45clay-> 1.65 sandy loam -> 1.65clay.
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FIG. 42. Course of thedailymeansoiltemperature at 0.10m and0.03 m belowsurface during
spring of 1968for the indicatedsoilprofiles andgroundwater tabledepths.

The maximum and minimum temperatures of the various treatments can be
compared bylookingatfig.36,table 16andfig.43. Infig.43Athe temperature
differences in a (clay) profile ascaused by a difference in groundwater table is
shown.Thisholdsevenfor adayinawetperiod (May 14,1968).Fig.43Bgives
an ideaof thetemperature differences in adry period (June 14,1969)on aclay
and sandyloam plothavingthesamehighgroundwatertable.
It can beconcluded that inspringthemaxima and minima inthetopsoil are
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higher when the soil isdeeply drained and that the amplitudes decrease faster
with depth in soils with a deep groundwater table. This decrease is more
marked on theclaythan onthesandyloam(seefig.36).Inaccordancewiththis,
therisk of(night-)frost is larger on a deep than on shallowly drained soil.
The danger again being more pronounced on the clay than on the sandy loam
soil. Measurements during a night-frost period confirmed this. Later in this
period itappeared that thenight-frost penetrated deeper into theclay soil.The
temperatures of the plots with the high and with the low groundwater table
did not show much difference, however, obviously as a result of rainfall
antecedent to the frost period.
It is particularly interesting that the minimum temperatures of the shallowly
drained plotsare lower than the temperatures ofthedeeplydrained plots.This
is, however, generally true when, as in the cases under investigation, for the
temperature-time curves in equal soils at two different groundwater depths,
here 1.65 and 0.45mbelow surface, (T,.65 - T045 ) > (Alb5 - A0AS) holds.
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V. E F F E C T S OF WATER AND HEAT
ON S E E D L I N G E M E R G E N C E A N D
CROP P R O D U C T I O N

1. INTRODUCTION
The suitability of a soil for horticultural use depends to a large extent upon
its physical properties, asthey determine thefinaleffect of the external climatological conditions on crop growth. The Chapters III and IV dealt with
the determination of the basic physical properties and the related transport
processes of heat and water. These processes as occurring under different environmental conditions, were discussed for the three profiles each having its
own waterregime.
A study of physical processes is interesting from a scientific point of view,
but for practical purposes the observed differences in behaviour of soil profiles
will have to beexpressed in terms offinaleffects on growth and production of
crops.ItisthepurposeofthisChaptertoevaluatesomeofthementioned results
with regard to their effect on two stages of plant development: the stage of
germination to seedling emergence and the stage of seedling emergence to
maturity.
Inthefirststagethe most important process isrespiration, yieldingenergy to
change solids stored intheseedinto solublefoods whichcan be transported to
radicleand plumuletobeutilizedforcelldivision,elongation and differentiation.
One of the prerequisites is water absorption. In this stage there is virtually no
evaporation, nor dry matter production by photosynthesis. Growth chiefly
dependson moisturecontent and temperature ofthetopsurfacelayerofthesoil.
In the second stage (from seedling emergence to maturity), the leaf area
gradually increases. Owing to this, evaporation and photosynthesis are increasingtoo.Thewater uptakeoftheplant from thesoilisthen practicallycontrolled byevaporation. Inthisstage,growth not onlydependson moisturecontent and temperature of the soil, but also on the temperature of the air and
mainly on leaf area and net radiation.
There is little need to emphasizetheimportanceof aneffective germination.
Particularly in thecase ofvegetable crops,theestablishment of a uniform crop
stand and a uniform time of maturity isa strict economic necessity. Failure as
well as retardation in germination are detrimental to an economically efficient
production.
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It is well-known that limiting available water reduces plant production,
whichespecially holdstrue for vegetablecrops where production ismore aimed
at quality and fresh weight than at an increase indry matter. It isof interest to
knowthemaximum production tobeobtained undertheprevailingweatherconditions with an optimum water supply. Therefore attention will be paid to the
calculation of maximum as compared with measured production rates.Special
attention willbegiventotheinfluence ofgroundwater tabledepth.

2. FIELD AND LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
Emergence experiments were conducted in the spring of 1968 and 1969,on
the0.45 mand 1.65 mgroundwater plots, both on clay and sandy loam. Four
different kindsofseedswereused:radish (Raphanussativus L.,var.radicula, cv.
Cherry Bell), spinach (Spinaciaoleraeea L.,cv.Spinoza), broad bean(Viciafaba
L.,cv.Trio) andgarden beet(Betavulgaris L.,cv.Juweel). Theseparately determined germination percentages amounted to 94,94,99and 93respectively. In
1968aswell asin 1969theseedsweresown on seven successivedates. In 1968:
March 4, 18and 29,April 8, 16,22and 29;in 1969:March 11and 25,April 8,
22and 29,May7and 13.Ateach sowingdate200seedsofeachcropweresown
by hand at a depth of 3cm with a rowdistance of0.10 to 0.15 mon 4areasof
1.5 m2(sointotal 16objectspersowingdate).Soiltemperatures wereregistered
at the sowing depth of 3cm, according to the procedure described in section
IV3.Each weekthesoilmoisturecontent ofthevariousplotswasdetermined by
means of vertical soil sampling with Kopecky rings (height 5cm) at depths of
0.05 0.15, 0.25 and 0.30 m. Emergence was considered to have taken place
when the cotyledons had developed. The number of seeds that emerged were
picked and counted each day.
In order to check the results and conclusions obtained from the field experiments,another experiment with radish seeds undercontrolled soil moisture
and temperatureconditions wascarried out inthelaboratory. Forthat purpose
undisturbed soil samples weretaken from the surface of the two profiles in the
field inringsof 10cm diameter and 2.5cmheight.Thesesampleswere brought
in equilibrium with various matric pressures by means of the apparatuses and
methods used for the determination of soil moisture retention curves, already
described in section 1112. The matric pressures employed were: —0.0098,
- 0.031, - 0.098, - 0.196, - 0.49, - 0.98 and - 2.47 bar (pF 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
2.3, 2.7, 3.0 and 3.4 respectively). Of the 7pressure treatments, thefirst5were
carried out in duplicate for each of the two profiles. In a first experiment the
seedsweresown inthetop ofthesamples,in arepeat intheturned over underside of the same samples. The temperature of the samples was in the range of
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20to 21°Cand wasrecorded by means of ferro-constantan thermocouples.
In each sample 50radish seedsfor uniformity passed through a 2mm mesh,
(the batch tested for germination givinga germination percentage of 98), were
sownat adepth of0.25to0.50cm.Owingto thissmallersowingdepth ascompared with the3cmsowingdepth in thefield(necessary because the necessary
large diameters of the undisturbed samples entailed a small height of the
samples), it was to be expected that the heat sums necessary for a certain
emergence percentage would differ from the values obtained in the field experiments. As emergence criterion a normal development of both radicle and
cotyledons wastaken.
For production experiments crops like spinach, red cabbage, dwarf French
beansand celeryweregrown (detailshavebeengiveninsectionIIIB-2).Periodical measurements on fresh and dry weight production, crop height, soil cover
and rooting depth were carried out on the 0.30, 0.60, 0.90, 1.20 and 1.50 m
groundwater plots. In addition to this, also determinations of the distribution
ofdry matter between shoots and roots on someof thesandy loam plots.
On the 0.45,0.75, 1.35 and 1.65 mgroundwater plots, onlyfinalproduction
wasmeasured.
3. GERMINATION AND SEEDLING EMERGENCE
After reviewing known effects of soil temperature and soil moisture content
on germination and seedlingemergence, theresultsobtained from thefieldand
laboratory experiments willbediscussed.

a. EFFECT OF SOILTEMPERATURE

Ithasbeen knownfor alongtimethattemperaturehasaremarkableeffect on
the germination of seeds (see for example SACHS, 1860; HABERLANDT, 1874;
KOTOWSKI, 1926; EDWARDS, 1932). In general three cardinal temperatures for
germination have been defined: the minimum and maximum temperatures
below and above which no germination occurs,and the optimum temperature
givingthe highest germination rate.
Instead of definite cardinal points it is morecorrect to speak of temperature
ranges because the temperatures found are influenced by such external conditions as the stage of after-ripening in the seeds, the testing technique and the
germination criteria used. Moreover it is very difficult to determine the minimum and maximum temperatures, as they are reached asymptotically (fig. 44
after TALMA, 1918). For a review of these and similar considerations and the
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FIG. 44. Dependence of growth of roots
of pepper weed (Lepidium) at increasing
periods of exposure to various constant
temperatures (after TALMA, 1918).
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early literature on the effects of temperature on various kinds of crops, see
HAGAN (1952a, b).

Temperature investigations on the germination and emergence of six range
grasses were reported by MCGINNIES (I960), on nineteen native and cultivated
herbaceous species in Southern Alberta by DUBETZ et al. (1962), on thirteen
kinds ofvegetables by HARRINGTON (1962),on cauliflower by HEPTON (1957),on
celery by GUZMAN (1964) and on tomato to JAWORSKI and VALLI (1964).
For the relationship between temperature and growth the temperature
coefficient (Q)0\ defined as the factor by which the growth rate in a certain
temperature range is multiplied when the temperature is increased with 10°C,
is often used. From fig. 44 it follows that within the daily temperature range of
the soil a linear relationship between growth rate and temperature can be
used with good approximation for growth processes like germination, emergence and initial stem elongation. In the range between minimum and
optimum temperature the growth rate at any time is proportional to temperature and at a fixed temperature level growth rate is proportional to time. The
combined relationship for a definite emergence percentage can therefore be
represented by:

f-(r-L)x t

(92)

where Tand Tmln are the mean and minimum soil temperature (K), t is time
(seconds) and F(K.s) is a constant heat sum. In this way a rather simple
means to relate temperature and emergence has been obtained. In practice
these heat sums are often used to schedule plantings and to predict maturity,
to select crop varieties appropriate to different areasorto schedulework in fruit
orchards (DETHIER and VITTUM, 1963).Although applicable for early growth, it
has been shown (BIERHUIZEN and FEDDES, 1969) that predictions of yield and
harvest time have to be treated with great care since radiation then plays a predominant role. In such type of studies, the environmental air temperature is
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mostlyused.Inthecaseofemergenceofseedsitisadvisable,however,toregister
thetemperature in the directenvironmentoftheseed,c.q.tomeasureatsowing
depth. It isclear that temperatures at other depths will givedifferent heatsums
for a particular stage,especially asthetemperaturefluctuationsinthetop layer
are generally verylarge.
Underfieldconditions soil temperature will vary during the day, and Thas
to be found from the expression:
T(z)

!
('2

fV(2)df

(93)

-h)J<

wheret2— lt is24hours. One of the most correct methods of solving eq.(93)
isto use an integrimeter. Then, in cases when during part of the day the temperature is below Tmi„ or above Tmax, the integrated temperature sum below
Tmln and/or aboveTmax, which must bedisregarded, can beeasily omitted.
For days with soil temperatures continuously aboveTmln and belowTmax an
approximation of eq.(93)can begiven by:
r = ( T m „ + Tml.n)/2

(94)

which relationship will give particularly good results when the temperature
varies sinusoidally with time. For a few other analytic approximations of eq.
(93), see ARNOLD(1959).

b. EFFECT OFSOILMOISTURE

The other essential condition for germination and emergence, namely soil
moisture content, has also been early recognized. However, most studies were
dealing to only a slight extent with quantitative aspects (see DONEEN and
MACGILLAVRY, 1943).These authors, usingsoilasagermination medium, performed experimentswithseedsofdifferent vegetables.Theyfound that, withthe
exception ofceleryseeds,total emergencewasnot affected intherangebetween
fieldcapacity and permanent wilting percentage. However, they also reported
that the rate of emergence decreased with decreasing matric pressures. AYERS
(1952)working on the emergence of onion seedsin soil,found both a decrease
in rate and final percentage of emergence with decreasing matric pressures.
HUNTER and ERICKSON (1952) found for five soil types minimum values of
matric pressures of —12.7,—8.0, —6.7and —3.5bar necessary for emergence
of corn, rice, soybeans and sugar beet seeds respectively. MCGINNIES (1960)
used osmotic solutions of different concentrations in order to get various
(osmotic) pressures. Reviewing the results of various workers who used this
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type of method, and studying pressure effects on range grasses, he concluded
that increasing concentrations delayed the rate and reduced total germination
percentage. TAYLOR (1964) reports no statistical significant differences on
germination of radish seed at concentrations giving absolute osmotic pressures
below 15 bar.
Obviously many investigators assumed that osmotic pressures, which are
numerically equivalent with matric pressures, have a similar influence on
germination by lowering the free energy of water in the same quantitative way.
Germination experiments of a basic nature by COLLIS-GEORGE and SANDS
(1959, 1962) on sintered discs showed that this is only true if seeds have semipermeable membranes capable of preventing movement of solutes into the seed.
With permeable membranes, solutes enter the seeds by diffusion and when
equilibrium has been reached, the osmotic component is no longer effective in
decreasing the free energy of water. The last mentioned authors pointed out, as
they detected retardation of the germination rate already at matric pressures of
—0.238 bar, that the delay in germination rate which was found by various
authors at the very low osmotic pressures of —5.97 to —7.85 bar is not caused
bya physiological drought, but byafinaltoxidity of the solution. TAYLOR (1964)
reported that the same germination percentage of radish seed occurred at lower
pressures in solutions than in soil.
The interesting experiments of COLLIS-GEORGE and HECTOR (1966) and of
COLLIS-GEORGE and WILLIAMS (1968) did show that matric pressure influences
the germination of seeds in various ways.It influences the free energy of the soil
water, the mechanical strength of the solid matrix, the area of seed - liquid
contact, and the aeration and hydraulic conductivity of the soil. In the range
between 0 - 400 cm H 2 0 (0 to 0.393 bar), it is thought by them that the influence of matric pressure must be completely attributed to its contribution to
the effective stress in the solid framework surrounding the seed and not to its
influence on the free energy regime of the soil water. HADAS(1970) reports from
his experiments that there was no influence on germination at effective stresses
of the order of 107 dyne.cm - 2 (10 bar). The area of water contact between soil
and seed isregarded as being of lessimportance when matric pressure decreases
(SEDGLEY, 1963; COLLIS-GEORGE and HECTOR, 1966). This means that the area
of water contact would under field conditions be of only minor importance.
Considering aeration HACK (1963), who worked with tomato seeds in compost with high matric pressures, found good emergence at — 0.027 bar which
means an air filled pore space of 20vol %of air, but poor emergence at - 0 . 0 1 3
bar, corresponding with 8vol. % of air. DASBERG (1968) states that the bulk of
oxygen is taken up by the seed by means of diffusion. He found a decrease in
total emergence of wheat and of a range grass (Oryzopsis), when the oxygen
diffusion rate to Pt electrodes was below 20 x 1 0 - 8 g - c m - ^ m i n - 1 (1.33 x
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10" 9 kg.m" 2 ^" 1 ). HANKS and THORP (1956) observed reduction in seedling
emergence at oxygen diffusion rates below 75to 100x 10" 8 g.cm"2.min"1
(5.00— 6.67 x 10 - 9 kg.m- 2 .s-'). DASBERG(1968)didshowthatirrespectiveof
the medium, germination and emergence were dependent on the amount of
water taken upbytheseeds,which isdetermined bythematric pressure ofthe
soil.Itseems(HADAS, 1970)thatforgood germination andemergencearelative
water uptake around 100%of the initial seed weight is necessary. Dasberg
found thatwateratdistancesexceeding 10 mmwasnottakenupby2mmseeds,
which would mean that outside that range the hydraulic conductivity isofno
importance.

c. COMBINED EFFECT OF SOIL TEMPERATURE AND SOIL MOISTURE

The combined effect of temperature and soil moisture content on seedling
emergence wasstudied infieldexperiments. Foreachsowingtreatment oneach
plot graphs were made of percentage of emergence versus time in days after
sowing. Fig.45shows theemergence rates of radish sown on March 18, and
April 8, 1968,respectively. It appears that emergence ishighly correlated with
precipitation. Another common feature is that seeds emerge earlier in sandy
loamthan inclay.Theseed-soilcontactaswellasthecontact withthesubsoilis
much better inthesandy loam than inthecrumble-structured toplayer ofthe
structured clay soil.Obviously thewater uptake bytheseedlingsisfavoured in
the sandy loam, where a high hydraulic conductivity at high matric pressures
ensures anample water supply. These arereasons that onallsowing datesthe
sandyloamplotswiththehighgroundwatertableshowedthehighestemergence
rateaswellasthehighest total emergence percentage. From graphslikefig.45
the time indays for 50%emergence (/50) wasobtained.
emergence(%)
100

18/

p

6

18
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{4

sowing date

1968
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FIG. 45.Course of emergence of radish sown intheclay andsandy loam profiles of the 0.45and
1.65 mgroundwater plots on March 18, and April 8, 1968 respectively.
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As afirstapproach to determine the heat sum required for 50%emergence,
for each treatment heat sums were calculated by multiplying T with t50. It
appeared that in general all mean heat sumsto 50%emergence on sandy loam
were lower than those on clay, and that the heat sums of the 0.45 m groundwater plots were lower than those of the 1.65 m plots. Except for the 0.45m
sandy loam, extremely high heat sums were required during a rainless period
from the 5th till the 21st of April in the 4th and 5th emergence experiment,
resulting in a water shortage in the top 5 cm soil layer.
For a calculation of the minimum temperature for emergence (TmlH)only
those treatments were used in which no limitation of water could beexpected
to occur. According to the heat sum concept a linear relationship should be
present when the mean soil temperature (T) isplotted versus the reciprocal of
the period to emergence (l/ts0). In this way the intercept with the temperature
axis directly gives TmlH and the slope the heat sum (fig.46). The correlation
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FIG. 46. Themeansoiltemperaturef at 0.03m depthplotted versus the reciprocal of timerequiredfor 50% emergence(ti0) in order to derive the minimum temperature for emergence
Tm,.for thefour vegetable crops.F = heatsumin K.s; r = correlation coefficient.
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coefficient of Tand \/tso wasrelatively high,namely in theorder of0.9. Under
thecondition ofno water limitation, the minimum temperatures for emergence
of respectively radish, spinach, broad bean and garden beet were 3.8°, 2.6°,
3.3°and4.3°Cand the heatsums72,91, 130and 95degree.days.Theresultsof
the minimum temperatures for emergence agree with findings of KOTOWSKI
(1926)whomentionsaminimum of4°C for radish and spinach,and of4to8°C
for beet. In horticultural practise it is known that spinach emerges already at
fairly lowtemperatures. HARRINGTON(1962)reportsfor spinach adevelopment
of 83% normal seedlings after 63 days at a temperature of 0°C and of 96%
normal seedlings after 27 days at a temperature of 5°C. It is also generally
knownthat radishemergesquicklyand broad beansrather slowly,whichagrees
with the respective heat sums of 72and 130obtained by the present author.
Now Tm,„ was known, in a second approach the effect of soil moisture on
emergence could be evaluated by calculating the heat sums of all treatments,
taking intoaccount theminimum temperature for emergence,hence(T— Tmi„)
x / J0 . An average soil moisture content for thefirstfivedays after sowingwas
for each treatment calculated from the soil moisture data and the precipitation
records.Theperiodofthefirstfivedayswastakentobethemostimportant one
for swelling,initial wateruptakeand recommencingofmetabolism oftheseeds.
Thisisinaccordance with HUNTERand ERICKSON(1952)whoalsobelieved that
thefive-dayseed-soil contact is the best indicator for the minimum moisture
content required for emergence. As soon as the primary roots have developed
water from deeper layers will come within reach and the seed will become less
dependent on the water content of the top soil layer.
Soil moisture measurements were usually performed on the sowing date. It
wasassumed that precipitation amountswerestored inthetop 5 cmlayer upto
fieldcapacity and that evaporation losses were compensated for by upward
water flow.
In fig. 47 the heat sum required for 50% emergence in each treatment is
presented against calculated matric pressure. It isobviousthatbelow-0.49bar
(above pF 2.7) all seeds mentioned require a sharply increasing heat sum to
bring them to 50% emergence. This result is in accordance with the known
retardation of elongation at lower matric pressures. The variation in heat sum
needed for 50%emergence at matric pressures below —0.49bar islarge,which
maybeascribed tothelargefluctuationsinsoilmoisturecontent inthetop5 cm
layer, and the difficulties to obtain exact measurements of the soil moisture
content at this depth. The circled points are from the 5th sowingperiodwhich
wasvery dry. The broken circled points are belonging to the 3rd germination
experiment in which rainfall on the 5th day aftersowingdateobviouslydisturbed the calculation of the mean soil moisture content during thefirstfivedays,
resulting in a too high mean matric pressure value for this period.
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FIG. 47. Effect of matric pressure of the soil on the heat sum required for 50% emergence for four
vegetable crops sown in the clay and sandy loamprofiles of the 0.45 and 1.65mgroundwater plots.
Circled points arefrom the 5th sowing period which was very dry, broken circled points are from
the 3rd sowing period with rainfall on the 5th day after sowing.

Theresultsofthelaboratory experimentsaregiven infig.48A.It isclear that
at matric pressures between —0.0098and —0.031bar(pF 1.0and 1.5respectively),thesoilsaretoowetfor goodemergence.Theseedsstart to germinate, but
their development is too poor to yield normal seedlings. From —0.098 to
-0.49 bar(pF 2.0to 2.7)an emergencepercentage of90% or higher occurred.
At lower pressures —0.98 to —2.47 bar (pF 3.0 to 3.4) total emergence percentages again decreased. This confirms the results obtained from thefieldexperiments that —0.49bar(pF2.7) isthecritical valuefor emergence asregards
the dry side. From fig. 48A the mean total emergence percentage occurring
after 7 daysat thevariouspressuretreatmentswerederived, seefig.48B.In this
graph also the separate total emergence values of each experiment are given.
It appears that in the second experiment total emergence percentages were
generally lowerthan in thefirstexperiment. Thereason for thiscan bethat the
seeds in the repeats weresown in the turned over underside ofthe soil samples
and therefore indensersoillayers.Alsoaslightlylargersowingdepth mayhave
had some influence on the total emergence percentage. Byapplication of horizontal sectioning offig.48A at 50%emergence, the time needed to reach this
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sowingat the variouspressure treatmentsfor clayandsandyloam,asderivedby verticalsectioningoffig.48A; C,timerequiredfor 50%emergenceatthevariouspressuretreatments,asderived
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emergencestageatvariousmatricpressurescanbeobtained.Theresultisshown
in fig. 48C indicating that the time for emergence increases rapidly at matric
pressures above —0.098bar and below —0.49bar.
For thesandyloam, with pd = 1320kg.m -3 , BARKER(1971)determined the
oxygen diffusion rateasafunction ofwatercontent. At field capacity(—0.098
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bar, pF 2.0) the soil contains 37volume per cent water and showed an oxygen
diffusion rate of 1.33 x 10" 9 kg.m~ 2 .s -1 , which isjust the minimum value
necessary for emergence asfound by DASBERG(1968).Thissupports once more
the conclusion that for this soil —0.098 bar (pF 2.0) is the critical value for
emergence as regards the wet side.
It appears from thefield and laboratory experiments that heat sumscan give
a relatively accurate prediction for emergence, ifsoil moisturecontent istaken
into account.
For a fast and adequate seedling emergence both a high temperature and a
sufficient moisture content are necessary.
Under field conditions this combination isseldom reached: higher temperatures are generally related with lower moisture contents and deeper groundwatertables.Togetoutofthisdilemmaonecanmaintainarelativedeepgroundwater table, which gives a relatively high temperature, and keepsbymeans of
sprinkler irrigation the sowing bed at the desired moisture content between
-0.098 bar (pF 2.0) and -0.49 bar (pF 2.7).Thisoffers the additional advantageofkeepingthetemperatureoftheseedbedlowinperiodswhensoiltemperature would exceed the optimum temperature for germination and emergence.
Evenon theexperimentalfieldinthetemperateclimateoftheNetherlands near
the sea coast, temperatures of 40CC and higher were in mid summer no exception in the top layer of clay soils. Such temperatures are far too high for
germination andemergenceofseedsofforexamplecabbageand spinach,which
have optimum emergence temperatures of 8 to 11°C, beet and cauliflower
of 11 to 18CC as well as asparagus, carrot, celery, endive,lettuce,onion,pea,
radish and tomato all with optimum temperatures between 18to 25CC.
Afewimportant conclusionsontheeffects ofdrainageupon germination and
emergencecan bedrawn. It isknown that yieldsof springcrops decreasewhen
sowingdates arelater,the depressions increasing progressively with theshift in
sowing date (WIND, 1960).It is also known that owing to adequate drainage,
soilscan becultivated and sown approximately 5 to 14 daysearlier (WESSELING
and VAN WIJK, 1957; WIND, 1963).An additional advantage of drainage isthe
shortening of the germination and emergence period as a result of the higher
soil temperatures. This can be elucidated with the following example. For a
crop like spinach, which has a minimum emergence temperature of about 3CC
and an optimum temperature of 11CC,adifference in soiltemperature of 1.5ZC
means a shortening of the emergence period of say 19% [100/(11 - 3) x 1.5].
Thiscan beexpressed indaysas follows(seeeq.92).Ifaheatsumof 180degree,
days is necessary for 100% germination and emergence, this means that in a
shallowly drained soil with a mean temperature of 7.5°C a time t of 180/
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/(7.5 — 3) = 40days is needed. If due to drainage the temperatureisraised to
9.0°C the time will be 180/(9.0 - 3) = 30days, which gives a 10-day gain in
emergence as compared with theshallowly drained soil,assuming that enough
water for germination and emergence remains present.

4. CROP PRODUCTION
a. CALCULATION OF POTENTIAL PRODUCTION

Photosynthesis is the process with which radiant energy is converted into
chemical energy by the reduction of C0 2 (in the presence of H 2 0) to carbohydrates (CH 2 0). This process occurs in the chloroplasts of green plants. Because energy is needed for the maintainance of the structure and the living
faculties of theplants,someof the stored carbohydrates areoxidized todeliver
therequired energybytheprocessofrespiration.Thedifference between photosynthesisandrespiration iscallednetphotosynthesis.Ingeneralthreemaintypes
of processes are of importance for net photosynthesis, namely diffusion and
photochemical and biochemical processes (e.g. GAASTRA, 1963).
Thediffusion processestakecareofthetransportofC0 2 from theexternalair
through thestomataand then tothechloroplasts situated intheleafmesophyll.
Within the normal temperature range these processes mainly depend on the
difference inC0 2 concentration outsidetheleaf(Cz)and insidethechloroplasts
(C0). The C0 2 diffusion encounters the following resistances. First the aerodynamic resistance between bulk air and effective leaf surface (ra), which is
assumed to beequal for allgasesbecauseair exchange isgoverned by turbulent
mixing (MONTEITH, 1963). Secondly the resistance for molecular diffusion
transport through the stomata (r's). Finally the resistance (especially associated
with net photosynthesis) of the mesophyll cells (rm) for C0 2 diffusion,
which transport issupposed to take place in the liquid phase. Thus, except for
the last resistance, the same resistances are encountered for C0 2 as for water
vapour transport. The molecular diffusion resistances for gaseous C0 2 transport(r's) arerelatedtothediffusion resistancesfor watervapour(rs)bythe ratio
of their diffusion coefficients: r'Jr, x DH20/DCOl = 1.8. Hence under steady
state conditions the photosynthetic flux of C0 2 in anology to eq. (23) can be
written as
P = - (C0 - Cz)C0J(ra + 1.8r, + r'J

(kg.m-'.s" 1 )

(95)

As stated, in connection with eq. (25), rs represents for a single leaf the
stomatal resistance,for acrop surface, however, it representsthe resistancesof
both crop and soil surface.
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/(7.5 — 3) = 40days is needed. If due to drainage the temperatureisraisedto
9.0°C the time will be 180/(9.0 — 3) = 30days, which gives a 10-day gain in
emergence as compared with theshallowly drained soil,assuming that enough
water for germination and emergence remains present.
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Photosynthesis is the process with which radiant energy is converted into
chemical energy by the reduction of C0 2 (in the presence of H 2 0) to carbohydrates (CH 2 0). This process occurs in the chloroplasts of green plants. Because energy is needed for the maintainance of the structure and the living
faculties of theplants,someof thestored carbohydrates areoxidized to deliver
therequired energy bytheprocessofrespiration.Thedifference between photosynthesisandrespiration iscallednetphotosynthesis.Ingeneralthreemaintypes
of processes are of importance for net photosynthesis, namely diffusion and
photochemical and biochemical processes (e.g. GAASTRA, 1963).
Thediffusionprocessestakecareofthetransport ofC0 2 from theexternalair
through thestomataand then to thechloroplasts situated intheleafmesophyll.
Within the normal temperature range these processes mainly depend on the
difference inC0 2 concentration outsidetheleaf(Cz)and insidethechloroplasts
(C0). The C0 2 diffusion encounters the following resistances. First the aerodynamic resistance between bulk air and effective leaf surface (ra), which is
assumed to beequal for allgasesbecauseairexchange isgoverned by turbulent
mixing (MONTEITH, 1963). Secondly the resistance for molecular diffusion
transport through the stomata (r's). Finally the resistance (especially associated
with net photosynthesis) of the mesophyll cells (r'„)for C0 2 diffusion,
which transport issupposed to take place in the liquid phase. Thus,except for
the last resistance, the same resistances are encountered for C0 2 as for water
vapour transport. The molecular diffusion resistances for gaseous C0 2 transport (r's) arerelated tothediffusion resistancesfor watervapour (rs) bythe ratio
of their diffusion coefficients: r'jr, %DHlQIDCOl = 1.8. Hence under steady
state conditions the photosynthetic flux of C0 2 in anology to eq. (23) can be
written as
P = - (C0 - Cz)C0J(ra + 1.8r, + r'J

(kg.m^.s-')

(95)

As stated, in connection with eq. (25), r, represents for a single leaf the
stomatal resistance, for a crop surface, however, it represents the resistancesof
both crop and soil surface.
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Radiant energy may indirectly influence the diffusion process by closing of
stomata at low radiantfluxes,increasing the value of rs.
Thephotochemical processes involved in photosynthesis are responsible for
the reduction of C0 2 to CH 2 0 under influence of radiant energy. The solar
radiation active in these processes {R') lies within the spectral range of 0.40.7fim. The value of R' is about 0.5 of the shortwave radiation flux Rs.
Thebiochemicalprocessesresponsible for thechemical reduction of C0 2 are
strongly temperature dependent.
The three groups of processes can beillustrated withfig.49(after GAASTRA,
1963),wherephotosynthesis(P)ofasinglecucumber leafisshowninrelation to
photosynthetically active radiationflux(/?') and the temperature at a limiting
(0.03%) and at a non-limiting or 'saturated' (0.13%)C0 2 concentration. From
thisgraph it isseen that at lowvaluesof /?', photosyntheticfluxPislimited by
the photochemical process (curve A). At normal C0 2 concentrations (0.03%)
and highvaluesof R',Pincreasesrapidly whentheexternal C0 2 concentration
israised (curve B).This means that under the conditions of curve A, COz diffusion islimitingphotosynthesis.Achangeoftemperature from 293Kto303 K
hashardly anyeffect (curveA).Athighvaluesof R' and COa thesametemperature increase hasa strong effect (curveC) because biochemical processesthen
were limiting.
GAASTRA (1963) also showed that in principle photosynthesis can be more
increased by increasing the flux of the diffusion process (which is commonly
photosynthesis
Ptio'ttis 1 )
8r

(mrrrcnrrhf )

FIG. 49. Phoiosymhetic flux of acucumber
leaf in relation lo photosymheticallyactive
radiation flux R'for a limiting(0.03%) and
a 'saturated' (0.13%) C02 concentration at
two temperatures(after GAASTRA, 1963).
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done in greenhouses by increasing C0 2 concentrations of the air) than by increasing the radiationflux.
Generallytherelationshipderived for leavesalsoholdsfor leafcanopies,with
differences, however. For instance, as a result of the mutual shading ofleaves,
thesaturation levelof radiantfluxesliesmuch higher than for single horizontal
leaves. Furthermore aleaf canopy isnotequivalent with a large horizontal leaf
as it consists of leaves spatially arranged at various angles, causing a lower
reflection and bymeansofabetterradiation distribution amoreefficient uptake
of the incident radiation flux. The uptake efficiency depends on factors like
number, sizeand spatial arrangement oftheleaves,transmission and reflection,
solar altitudeand cloudiness (DE WIT, 1965).Based on radiation and leafdistribution functions, thelatterauthorcombined thevariablesmentioned inamodel
which makes it possible to calculate for any date and place the daily potential
photosynthesis of a crop. This approach gives the investigator interested in
actual crop problems a valuable standard with which he can weigh various
measures,asfor instancechangeingroundwater tabledepth, insoilprofile,etc.
The procedure of De Wit can be summarized as follows. For the Netherlands
(52CN latitude) the variation inaveragephotosyntheticallyactiveradiationflux
oncleardays(Rc = 0.5 R^) overtheyearisshowninfig.50A.Theaveragephotosyntheticallyactiveradiationfluxonovercastdays(R'0) is assumed to be 0.2RC.
Withthesedataandcertainradiationandleafdistributionfunctionsheevolved,De
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Witcalculated theaveragepotential photosyntheticfluxofacanopyunderstandard conditionsfor bothclearand overcastdays.Theresultsaresummarizedin
fig. 50B.From this graph itcan beseen that theaverage photosynthetic flux on
overcast daysP0(kg.m~2.s-1)isnot0.2timestheaveragefluxon clear days Pc,
butabout 0.5Pc, which isdue to the betterradiation distributiononthesedays.
Theaveragephotosyntheticallyactiveradiationfluxonanarbitrary day(R')is
taken to beequal to0.5 Rs. Reading at thisvalue infig.50Bgivesthevaluesof
Pc and P„. The mean fraction of time the sky under the actual conditions is
overcast, A isfound from
A = (K - R')!(0M'c)

(96)

The mean potential photosyntheticflux(Pp„,) isthen obtained by:
PPo, = AP„ + (1 - A)Pc

(kg.m- 2 .s-')

(97)

This mean potential dry matter production rate (£„„,) refers to conditions
with a leaf area index of 5(which means a closed green crop),optimum water
supply and ra= 50s.m"'.
RIJTEMA and ENDRODI (1970) havecalculated with the aid of eq.(95)photosynthetic fluxes (/>,) at other values of rarelative to the photosynthetic fluxes
(P2) at r ^ S O s . m - 1 . Then PJP2 = [\CcoJ(r. + 1.8/-,+ rm)l'[l2CC0J
(50 + l.ir, + rm)]andassumingA,CC02 = A2CC02gives/>,/P2 = (50 + 1.8r,+
+ r'j/(rm + 1.8r, + rm). Reading from fig. 12 of DE WIT (1965) P values at
different r„values, they came for theconclusion that ifrsfor the conditions of
optimum water supply may be taken to be zero, the r'm value of the standard
crop is440s.m -1 . Hence for ravalues different from 50s.m -1 , the P^, value
hasto bemultiplied with theratio ofthesum ofthe resistances ofthe standard
crop (50 + 440 = 490)and the sum of the resistances of the actual crop (ra+
1.8r, + 440).Thisgives:
P = [490/(r. + 1.8r, + 440)]?„,,

(98)

where r, isthe resistance of the leaf canopy and isobtained from evaporation
data.
Under naturalfieldconditionspotential photosynthesis willneverbereached.
One of the reasons is that during the beginning of the growing period photosynthesis is only performed by the area fraction of soil covered (Sc). Another
reason is the loss in dry matter production by respiratory processes. Whereas
photosynthesis reaches fairly early at increasing temperatures a rather flat
topped maximum (and decreases at still higher temperatures), respiration remains increasing to a point where all physiological processes of the plant stop.
Net photosynthesis will therefore rather quickly increase with increasing temperatures to a rather sharp maximum, then more slowly decreasing again. For
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a discussion on the effects of air temperature, source and sink relationships,and
ageing of leaves on net photosynthesis, see BIERHUIZEN (1970). The composite
effect of all this can be summarized by the introduction of a reduction factor
(*„,,).Introduction ofScand <xphineq.(98)thenyieldsfor theactualphotosynthetic
flux (RIJTEMA and ENDRODI, 1970) with the stipulation of an optimum nutrient
supply:
F = 490/(r. + 1.8r, + 440) oi^P^,

(kg-nT 2 *" 1 )

(99)

where rs,still determined from evaporation data, now only consists of the sum
of the first two resistances (r,) and (rh) of eq. (25), as the effect of partial soil
cover rc is incorporated into Sc.
Various authors calculated ap„or havegiven datafrom which itcan bederived.
So for instance SIBMA (1968), who analyzed a number of agricultural crops
grown under optimum conditions of water and nutrient supply. He concluded
that in the Netherlands a green crop surface from the time the soil is completely
covered until maturity, produces on the average about 225 kg.ha _ 1 .day - 1 .
From fig. 25a as given in DE WIT (1965) it can be derived that for the main
growing period from May to October the potential production rate is about
320 k g . h a _ , . d a y - 1 . This means for Sibma's data an aph factor of about 0.7.
RIJTEMA and ENDRODI (1970) calculated for potatoes an <xph of 0.68. GAASTRA
(1963), quoting data from field experiments by Thomas and Hill (1949), reports
average daily <xph values of alfalfa varying from 0.51 to 0.65 and for sugar beet
varying from 0.67 to 0.71.
As discussed in section IHB-3d-2 low radiation fluxes cause closing of the
stomata (r( increases) and hence both evaporation and photosynthesis are
reduced. The same holds when the stomata close as a result of a low water head
in the leaves, resulting in an increase of rh. For extensive discussions on the
influence of water potential on photosynthesis the reader is referred to SLATYER
(1967, 1970), COWAN and MILTHORPE (1968), CRAFTS(1968)and KRAMER(1969).
Generally, the influence ofclosing of stomata will belarger on evaporation than
on photosynthesis, because C 0 2 diffusion is controlled by the additional mesophyll resistance, r'm (seee.g. GAASTRA, 1963),which has a large value (440 s.m~'
for the standard crop of DE WIT, 1965).
With the use of eq. (99), the maximum production rates of the crops red
cabbage, dwarf French beans and celery were calculated. These rates were
compared with the dry matter production rates obtained from periodical
harvests. The relationships between real and calculated production rates were
analyzed by linear regression of measured on calcateuld production, from
which the reduction factors zpk were derived.
It should be noted that the calculations refer to total dry matter production
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(shoots plus roots). Therefore, at the periodical harvests an estimation was
madeoftheshoot/root ratioand after conclusion oftheexperimentsthechange
of this ratio with time wasdetermined. The ratios wereestimated on the sandy
loam where the roots could easily beclean-harvested. The ratios for the other
profiles wereapproximated from the sandy loam data taking into account the
measured differences in rooting depths. For red cabbage on sandy loam aconstant (shoot plusroot)/(shoot) ratio of 1.11proved to bevalid duringthegrowing season. The same ratio did hold for the cabbage grown on clay on sandy
loam, which crophad aneffective rooting depth of0.40msimilartothat in the
sandy loam. In accordance with the larger effective rooting depth in the clay
profile (0.60m),aratio of 1.13 washereadopted. Fordwarf French beanswith
rooting depths about equal on all profiles (0.20m), a (shoot plus root)/(shoot)
ratioof 1.08 wasfound. Forcelerytherootingdepth wasalsoequal inthethree
profiles: about 0.25m. As various cuttings were made the shoot/root ratio
varied during thegrowingseason. However,it appeared that total root production wasabout 24%of total shoot production.
Theresultsofthecalculations for thethreecrops,aspresented infig.51,will
now be discussed successively.
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b. CALCULATION OF REAL PRODUCTION

Red cabbage. In order not to destroy too many plants with the weekly harvests,
each time only one plant of each object was harvested. With a heterogeneous
crop like cabbage, a relatively large variation in dry matter production is then
to be expected. This variation is reflected in the scatter of the yield data in
fig.51A. The obtained reduction factors <xph of the single as well as of the combined objects, are summarized in table 16.
The calculated ciph values are lower than those found by the earlier mentioned
investigators for other crops. This may be due to the following reasons. From
fig. 51A itisseen that inthe beginning period the production rate of the cabbage
on clay isdelayed as compared with the other profiles. In this period the evaporation of the cabbage on clay was reduced because of lack of water and this
consequently led to the development of an internal water deficit and an increase
in the surface resistance rs. CATSKY (1965) found that a decrease in water
potential was directly proportional to the resulting decrease in photosynthetic
rate. He also remarked that this slowing down of photosynthesis developed
faster in older than in younger leaves.
TABLE 16.Slope (ap»), correlation coefficient (r) and standard deviation (0.1 kg.m" 2 ) from
regression (5,,, and SXph)for regression of measured production (P)on calculated production
(Pcaic.) of red cabbage grown on the three profiles of the 0.90 m groundwater plot (1967)
Profile

ap»

r

Clay
Sandy loam
Clay on sandy loam
Pooled objects*

0.51
0.40
0.56
0.51

0.99
0.97
0.98
0.96

S,,x
0.543
0.858
0.875
0.950

SIph
0.012
0.014
0.017
0.012

* without the last 6data offig.2A for the sandy loam

For cabbage grown on sandy loam thecontradictory istrue. The development
is fast in the beginning, but slows down around the end of August and almost
ceasesin autumn (fig. 51A).Thisfeature isalso mentioned by VAN DER VALK and
NICOLAI (1969) for red winter cabbage and by VAN DER VALK and SCHONEVELD
(1963) for savoy cabbage. They report for instance that the exterior leaves of the
latter crop went yellow-green to yellow on the sandy loam profiles, but remained green on the clay profiles. The yellowing of leaves (first seen in older
leaves) is a condition associated with severe proteolysis without concurrent
synthesis, and the decrease in chlorophyll content is a clear visible symptom of
nitrogen deficiency (STEWARD, 1963), The high rate of photosynthesis of red
cabbage on sandy loam in the early stages of growth is accompanied by an uptake ofconsiderable quantities ofnitrogen.Thisincombination withthe leaching
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processes during wet periods, makes that available nitrogen on the sandy loam
profiles is soon lacking. The effects of N-deficiency are premature ripening of
the heads and earlier ageing of the leaves. Similar effects were reported for
early cauliflower grown in dry periods on clay soils (VAN DER VALK and SCHONEVELD, 1963). The higher a.ph values found for cabbage grown on clay on sandy
loam are probably due to the combination of a better nitrogen availability in
the top soil with a favourable water availability in the subsoil.
Another important reason for the relatively low <xpH factors found for red
cabbage may have been an air deficiency in the later stages of growth. Heavy
rains in autumn caused the groundwater tables to rise above the, rather deeply
lying, zones with largest root activity (see IIIB-3d-4). The profiles of the 0.90 m
groundwater plot are, depending on the meteorological conditions, both sensible for desiccation as well as for water excess. This feature will be discussed in
section d of this Chapter.
Dwarf French beans. For this crop an average reduction factor (xph) of 0.67 was
found for the combined objects (fig. 5IB). This value is in agreement with the
previous reported literature data. This indicates that the environmental circumstances were fairly optimum, which was the more easily the case as it is known
for dwarf French beans that in the stages before flowering the soil in the root
zone can dry out to —1.4 bar (pF 3.6) without the crop showing any reduction
in final yield. During the flowering and further growth stages of beans, a slight
desiccation ofthesoilstronglyreducesyields(see FEDDES, 1969b).The desiccation
limit for these stages appears to be —0.2 bar (pF 2.3). Because of the frequent
rainfall occurring in 1968 during and after the flowering stage, the matric pressure limit of —0.2 bar was not reached. Under these wet conditions it could be
expected that poor aeration would have damaged the crop and in this way have
reduced production. From measurements of 0 2 and C 0 2 concentrations at
depths of 0.125,0.25 and 0.40 m on August 19, 1968in the clay and sandy loam
of the 1.20 m groundwater plot, it appeared that the lowest 0 2 concentration
measured on the sandy loam was 11.5% (CO z value 4.3%). This low 02 concentration was caused by ponding after a sequence of heavy rains (see fig. 31).
This could have been the cause of the low xph value of 0.52 found for the 1.20 m
sandy loam (fig. 51B). DASBERG and BAKKER (1971), however, have shown in
pot experiments that reducing the 0 2 concentrations at the soil surface from 21
to 11 %had no significant reducing effect on bean growth. On theother hand the
authors pointed out that dry matter production was strongly affected by dry
bulk density. From density measurements of the top layers at the experimental
fieldit could be shown that the pd values of the 1.20 m sandy loam were higher
than those of the0.70 m plot, which may explain the low xph value found for the
1.20 m sandy loam.
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Celery. Theresultsoftheregression analysisfor celeryarepresented intable17
and fig. 51C. For the growing season as a whole for the combined objects a
mean aph of 0.52 was obtained. The standard deviation from regression S x
(0.1kg.m -2 ) was about twice as high for thefieldsas for the lysimetcrs. This
wascaused bythe very irregular soil coverage on thefieldplots, which feature
was already discussed in section IHB-3d-5.
TABLE 17. Results of the regression analysis for celery grown on the three profiles of the 0.70
m and 1.20 m groundwater plots (1969). The figures in brackets are values valid after a recovery period of 1to 2 weeks after the cut

6 lysimeters
6fieldplots
12pooled objects
1st cut lysimeters
2nd cut lysimeters
3rd cut lysimeters

&ph

r

^y,x

0.51
0.53
0.52
0.54
0.53(0.61)
0.42 (0.48)

0.99
0.94
0.97
0.91
0.86 (0.86)
0.57(0.85)

0.654
1.049
0.867
0.473
0.263 (0.256)
0.306(0.199)

Sap*

0.009
0.020
0.009
0.0221
0.0131 (0.0148)
0.0159(0.0119)

The low reduction factor aph can be partly explained by considering the
decreasing ccph valuesoftheseparatecuttings(seetable 17, 1st,2nd and 3rd cut
lysimeters).
Just as red cabbage,thecelery on the sandy loam objects, contrary tocelery
on the other profiles, showed nitrogen deficiency symptoms (yellowing of the
leaves) during the very wetsecond part of August 1969.Yellowing occurred as
well on the clay as on the clay on sandy loam high groundwater plots. In the
beginning of October, the leaves of celery on all profiles of all plots became
yellow, resulting in a low <xph value of0.42.Thefinaleffect wasthat the overall
<xpH value waslow.
Theyieldcalculations wereperformed formaximumproductionoverthetotal
growingperiod.However,duringtheperiodsjustafter cutting,sometime(about
1to 2 weeks) isneeded for the formation of new leaves and photosynthesis in
this period must bevery low. Ifthese periodsare neglected inthecalculations,
asisscientifically correct, theaphof the second cut increasesfrom 0.53to0.61,
and the aphof the third cut increases from 0.42 to 0.48 (table 17).
It must beemphasized that to obtain real production thecalculations ought
to embrace the whole growing season.
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c. CALCULATION OF WATER USE EFFICIENCY

Under water limiting conditions itisimportant fora grower toknow whatis
the minimum amount of water needed to ensure a maximum production ofa
certain crop, i.e.to know theefficiency of water use. Asa measure of efficiency
the amount ofwater used perunit ofdry matter produced (kg.kg"'), calledthe
'transpiration ratio' (E/P), generally is taken. This ratio will give within a certain climatic region a reasonable idea of the water requirement of a crop.
Application of the ratio obtained for this crop to other climatic regions gives
poor results, however. D EWIT (1958) has pointed out that the differences in
radiation (which determines both evaporation and photosynthesis) between
different climatic regions must betaken into account. In first instance he concluded that inarid regions, where shortwave solar radiation flux ishigh and not
restricting evaporation, E/P would be more or less proportional to the mean
evaporation flux of open water £ 0 (m.day - 1 ) over the growing season. However, asthescatter inthedata remained large DeWitshowed that, based ona
proper statistical evaluation of the data, notE/Pshould beplotted against E0,
but P should beplotted against £/£ 0 (m.m _ , .day). Forlow radiation fluxes as
occurring intemperate climates,hefound that E/Premains about constant with
radiation andthat forthese regions thelength ofthe growing season should be
included by plotting P against total amount of evaporated water during that
period E (m). DeWitalso showed that these (linear) relationships are hardly
affected by small variations in water potential and nutrient level, because the
resulting changes in increase of leaf area affect both evaporation and photosynthesis in thesameway.
A review of the relationships between nutrition, production and water use
efficiency has been given by VIETS (1962). Improvement of the E/P ratio by
reducing Ethrough application ofantitranspirants hasbeen reviewed by GALE
and HAGAN (1966).
BIERHUIZEN and SLATYER (1965) have shown that evaporation from

leavesis
finally determined by the mean vapour pressure deficit and that net photosynthesis isfinallydetermined bythe mean carbon dioxide concentration difference. In the field, where more or less constant C 0 2 concentrations prevail(see
BROWN and ROSENBERG, 1970),the observed variation in E/P between different

climatic regions then will bemainly due todifferences inmean vapour pressure
deficit (e* —ez), rather than to radiation differences as mentioned byDe Wit.
In thepresent study theprocedure of Bierhuizen and Slatyer was applied to
red cabbage, dwarf French beans andcelery, butinstead ofplotting E/Pagainst
(e* —e,), production P wasplotted against Ej{e* —er). Because interception
of precipitation reduces evaporation of thecrop this effect wasaccounted for
by theapproximation (see RUTEMA and ENDRODI, 1970):
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E* - E:

(kg.m"

(100)

")

whereEistheevaporationfluxof anon-wetted cropsurface. Theresultsofthe
calculations are shown in fig. 52. The scatter of the data for red cabbage is
mainly caused bythe periodical harvests of only one plant per week. It isseen
from fig. 52A that the ceasing of growth on the sandy loam is not a result of
water deficiency, but of another factor (e.g. nitrogen deficiency) which limits
growth. For the cabbage grown on sandy loam production is limited at
about 103.103 mm H 2 0.bar - 1 . On the other profiles production was not
yet limited. The same was true for dwarf French beansand celery.Theslopes
of the lines in fig. 52 give the water use efficiency expressed in kg.bar.mm
H 2 0 _ 1 . It follows that of thethree crops the water use efficiency of dwarf
French beans is highest, followed by celery and then red cabbage.
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FIG. 52. Measured dry mailer production
Pmtmairei versus the ratio evaporation over
mean vapourpressure deficitfor red cabbage.
0 60 80 100 120 140 160 dwarf Frenchbeans and celery grown on the
E(e*z-ez f (10 3 mm H,O bar1) indicated objects.
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d. INFLUENCE OF GROUNDWATER TABLE DEPTH

1. O p t i m u m a m o u n t of a v a i l a b l e w a t e r
Much isknown about theinfluence ofgroundwater table depth on production
ofdifferent crops.Theresultsofthe investigations difTer widely from each other,
however. This is partly due to differences in experimental procedures, butundoubtedly the main reason is the variation in environmental conditions, like
weather regime and soil type for instance. Extensive reviews on influence of
groundwater depth have been given by WESSELING and VAN WIJK (1957),VAN
'T WOUDT and HAGAN (1957), and VANDER MOLEN (1969).
VISSER(1958)presentsforseven soil typestheaverage relative yieldswhichare
obtained at average groundwater table depths occurring during the growing
season. Yield depressions at high water tables aredueto lack ofaeration, yield
depressions at deep water tables are due to lack of water. The optima ofthe
curves shift tohigher water tables indryyearsandtodeeper water tables in wet
years. Theeffects ofhigh water tables on aeration have been discussed by WESSELING (1957),while the effects oncrop yield have been treated by SIEBEN (1964).
The harmful influence of flooding upon yield of grass has been dealt with by

BAKKER (1967).

In the Netherlands a number of groundwater level experimental fields have
been established to investigate the influence of constant groundwater tables
upon yield of crops. For arable crops the reader is referred to HOOGHOUDT
(1952) and VAN HOORN (1959), for grass to MINDERHOUD (1960) as well as
HOOGERKAMP and WOLDRING (1965), and for fruit treesto SEGERENand VISSER
(1969).
Because ofchanges in weather conditions therelationship between yieldand
groundwater level differs from year toyear anditseemsoflittle usetomake this
comparison for years onend.
It was shown that foracertain production ofdry matter acertain amount of
water hasto beevaporated. If oneknows the maximum amount of water that
hastobeevaporated toensure maximum production, onecanconsider if, under
the prevailing circumstances, this required amount of water is available. The
availability ofwater inanygrowing period ispartly determined bythe amount
ofprecipitation andpartly bytheamount ofwaterthatcan bedeliveredbythesoil.
Now, as mentioned in section IIIA-6 fresh yield of most horticultural crops
isalready being reduced atwater pressures lower than —0.4bar(pF2.6), which
means that the amount of soil water available for evaporation should be calculated taking thislimit intoaccount. Doing this,theamounts ofwater available
in the soil at different groundwater table depths were calculated for different
lengths of growing period (table5).
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The hydrological properties of the three profiles were determined on the
0.90 m plots. It appeared, however, that the composition of the sandy loam
layer in theclayon sandyloam plot did showa local aberration from thecomposition elsewhere on the field. Therefore the hydrological properties of the
'normal' sandy loam were used in the calculations for the other clay on sandy
loam profiles.
Adding to the amounts of water available in the soil the amounts of fallen
rain, the total amount of water available for evaporation during the growing
period is obtained.
For red cabbage the fresh yields measured on all profiles of all groundwater
plots were compared with the total amounts of water available at each object
(fig. 53). Fresh yields instead of dry matter yields were used as a measure for
production, becausetheyareof mostinterest for themarket gardener. It should
be remembered, however, that it is from a scientific point of view better to
comparedry matter production withtheamount ofavailablewater,sinceat the
high groundwater table plots often a lower dry matter percentage was found
than at deeper water tables.
Inthistypeofrelationshipsthescatterofthedatamaybeexpectedtoberather
large, because the distribution of rainfall over the period in question isnot includedintheparameteroftotalamount ofavailablewater.Soforinstanceinthe
first halfofthegrowingperiod ofredcabbage(June21 toAugust29, 1967)total
rainfall wasonly58mm.Alesseramountfalls inthisperiod ontheaverageonly
oncein5to 10years.Thismeansthatthisparticularperiodcanbeconsidered to
have been very dry. In the second half ofthe period (August 30to October31)
total rainfall was 220 mm, which amount is in this period on the average exceededonlyoncein 10yearsandthisperiodcanbeconsidered tohavebeenvery
wet. From such amounts undoubtedly surplus rainfall will have been drained
away and will not have become available for evaporation.
Suchfeatures arereflected inthecircledpointsoffig.53,whichallconcern the
0.90mgroundwater plot. Slightchangesinthe0.90 mgroundwater tabledepth
induced eitherdry or wetsymptoms;comparetable 5whereit isseenthat with
relatively small changes in the 0.90 mgroundwater table depth the amounts of
available water change considerably.
From fig. 53A it can be seen that for a total amount of available water of
about 365 mm a maximum fresh yield production is obtained. Left of this
maximum, production is reduced by water shortage and to therightexcess of
water reduces production. Fresh yield production in relation to mean groundwater table depth is shown in fig. 54. The scatter in the data in this graph is
uncomfortably large,andfrom suchgraphsoptimum groundwater tabledepths
can only beestimated very roughly.
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FIG. 53.Dependenceoffreshyieldofredcabbage,potatoesandlettuce,asmeasuredon thethree
profilesofallgroundwaterplots, ontotalamount ofavailable water.
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VAN DER VALK and NICOLAI (1969) have published curves of yield versus
mean groundwater table depth for potatoes grown on the experimental field
in 1959 (Bintje) and in 1963 to 1965(Eersteling).It appeared that inthe extremely dry year of 1959 on the clay and the clay on sandy loam maximum yields
were obtained at a water table depth of about 0.35 to 0.40 m below surface. For
the sandy loam maximum yields were obtained at a water table depth of about
0.70 m below surface. For 1963 the maxima shifted to deeper water tables: for
the clay and clay on sandy loam to about 0.80 m and for the sandy loam to
about 1.05 m below surface. In fig. 53Bfresh tuberyieldsof potatoesare plotted
against the total amounts of available water. The scatter in the data is partly
due to the few measured groundwater table depths on which the calculated
amounts of available water are based. As has been done infig.53Athe deviating
yields of the 0.90 m groundwater plot are circled. The previously mentioned
authors have commented that the regular increase of yields on the sandy loam
occurring during the consecutive years, may have been caused by a gradual improvement of the nutrient status of the profile.
The scatter in the data given in fig. 53B was not improved by plotting dry
matter production against the ratio of total available water to mean open water
evaporation. Nor wasan improvement obtained by plotting relative production
(P/Ppot) versus the total amount of available water.
As an estimate, it seems from fig. 53B that about 310 mm water is needed for
maximum potato production under the prevailing climatic conditions. This
agrees with the water use necessary to obtain maximum dry matter production
as found from seven years of experimental data (RIJTEMA and ENDRODI, 1970).
VAN DUIN and SCHOLTE UBING (1955) found from field experiments with potatoes grown on sandy soil over the period 1940 to 1950, that no depression in
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yield occurred when total potential evaporation minustotal available water over
the entire growing season lay between 0-100 mm. This corresponds for the climaticconditions in the Netherlands with a total available amount of water lying
between potential evaporation of the crop (£ p ) and 0.75 £ p , where £„ was calculated according to PENMAN and SCHOFIELD (1951). It can be derived from
correlation of cumulative sunken pan evaporation at the experimental field,
with calculated cumulative open water evaporation at Den Helder, that the
average total sunken pan evaporation during the growing seasons of the years
1959 and 1963 to 1965 was about 407 mm. If potential evaporation over the
growing period istaken to be equal to open water evaporation, then 0.75 E„ =
305 mm which is rather close to the value of 310 mm derived from fig. 53B.
Finally theexperimental data of VANDERVALKand NICOLAI(1969)concerning
lettuce grown in 1961 and 1962 (Afeikoningin) and in 1963 (Blondinc) were
analyzed, the results are shown in fig. 53C. Taking into account the remarks
made above on the scatter of the data, it is seen that maximum yields of lettuce
occur at about 200 mm of total available water.

2. Lowest a d m i s s i b l e w a t e r t a b l e d e p t h
Having obtained the optimum amounts of available water for the crops, the
maximum groundwater table depth over a period in which the critical value of
the total amount of rainfall is known, can be calculated for each crop and each
profile. This was done with the aid of the frequency distribution over 103 years
of the rainfall depth of A consecutive days at Den Helder (K.NMI tables, 1958).
For the treatment of precipitation frequencies, see STOL (1965/66).
For red cabbage the beginning of the growing season was taken at June 1and
the growing period was assumed to be 130 days (A). For potatoes these data
were April 16and A- 90 days and for lettuce April 1and k 60 days respectively.
The total rainfall amount which in a period of k consecutive days is on the
average once iny years less than a critical value y_, can be derived from the mentioned KNMI tables. Subtracting the critical value of rainfall amount from the
total optimum amount of available water, yields the amount of available soil
moisture required for maximum production. Then with the aid of table 5 the
lowest groundwater table depth to be admitted for maximum production can
be obtained by means of interpolation. The results are presented in table 18.
A striking feature of table 18isthat per profile, despitedifferences incrops, in
lengths of growing periods and in frequency distributions of amount of rainfall,
the deepest admissable water table depths do not differ very much. The reason
for this is that the amounts of available water change considerably with slight
changes in groundwater table depths around 0.90 m below surface.
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theaidofavailablerainfall data,ofthelasthundred yearssay,thetotalamounts
ofwaterwhichperprofile wereavailabletothecropineachyearateach groundwater tabledepth. Knowing thesedata and usingfig.53,estimates oftheyields
which in theory would have been obtained in each year on each object can be
made. From these theoretical production data over the last 100 years, mean
values can be taken, and the optimum water table depth for a specific crop
grown on a specific profile could have been derived.
To avoid this time-consuming procedure, another line of attack was taken,
which can be shortly summarized as follows:
- Theamount of soil water available for acrop in acertain profile at a certain
groundwater table depth during afixedgrowing period is known from calculationsasmentioned insection IIIA-6 (see also table 5). From fig. 53 the
yieldcorresponding withthisamount ofwatercan beobtained,thisbeingthe
yield ina situation of zero rainfall.
- Theinterval on the ordinate offig.53between this yield and maximum yield
isdivided in (preferably) equal parts, giving a number of yield classes.
- For each of these yield classes, (one or two) corresponding classes of total
amountsofavailablewatercanbereadfromfig.53.Bysubtractingtheknown
amount of available soil water from the lower and upper total amounts of
available water, the (one or two) classes of additional water to be supplied
by rain, are obtained.
- Withtheaidoftherainfall depth frequency distribution ofA:consecutivedays
the frequencies of occurrence of a rainfall amount within the specific classes
of additional water, can be obtained.
- These frequencies are the frequencies of occurrence of yields within the
corresponding yield classes.
- By adding the frequencies of the various yields within the specific yield
classes,thecumulativerelativefrequency curveofyieldfor each groundwater
table depth can be obtained.
- Byapplication of horizontal sectioning of this family of curves, the relation
between yield and groundwater table depth can begiven for specific frequenciesof exceedance.
- When,for similarenvironmental conditions,thesecurvesareused for prediction purposes the frequencies can betaken to beprobabilities ofexceedance.
Someoftheresultsofthisprocedure arepresented infig.55,wherecurves for
several probability levels of exceedance are drawn.
FIG. 55. Dependence of fresh yield of red cabbage, potatoes and lettuce grown on clay, sandy
loam and clay on sandy loam respectively, ongroundwater table depth over the growing season at
five probability levels of exceedance.
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It can for example beseen that for potatoesgrown on clay on sandy loam at
a groundwater table depth of 1.20m over a period of 90 days starting from
April 16,a yield of 3.1 kg.m -2 (31ton.ha"1) or more can be expected with a
probability of20%,oroncein5 years.Italsoappears that thereisa probability
of50%,oroncein2years,that atagroundwater tabledepth of0.90m theyield
will be 4.9 kg.m -2 (49ton.ha -1 ) or more. This depth is the optimum water
table depth for all probability levels for potatoes grown on the clay on sandy
loam profile. Thecurvesof theseprobability levelsarerunning almost horizontally at groundwater table depths larger than 1.20 m, indicating that below
1.20 mmarked differences in yields are not to be expected.
The other given results show that the optimum water table depth for red
cabbage on clay isabout 1.00 to 1.10 m, on sandy loam 1.10 to 1.20 mand on
clayonsandyloam0.90to 1.00 m;for potatoesonclay(andclayonsandyloam)
0.90mandon sandy loam 1.00 m; for lettuce on clay 0.90m, on sandy loam
1.00m andon clay on sandy loam 0.80 to 0.90 m.
Looking for the same crop at for example the 50% probability curves, it is
clear that at deeper groundwater tables,the sandy loam profile carries lessrisk
in production than theclay profile. Thislast profile in itsturn, carries lessrisk
(for red cabbage much lessrisk)than theclayon sandy loam profile.
From the slopesof thecurvestowards deeper groundwater table depths, itis
seen that the clay on sandy loam profile is more susceptible for water table
drawdowns below the optimum level than the clay and the sandy loam profile.
Thesharper thetopoftheprobability curves,the moredifficult thechoiceof
the groundwater depth to be taken will be. In general, taking into account the
irregularitiesofrainfall distribution andtheshapeofthecurvesaroundtheirtop,
it isto beadvised to maintain groundwater levelsat depths that are somewhat
lower than those corresponding with the top of the probability curves (see for
example the 50% probability curve of red cabbage onclay).
It isthought that withthisapproach thereisapossibilitytosolvetheproblem
ofdeterminingthetotalamountofwaterrequiredformaximumcropproduction
and, where relevant, to decide on the optimum groundwater table depth then
necessary.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Toa largeextent theresultsofafarmer's efforts to get highercropyieldswill
be determined by the prevailing environmental conditions, i.e. by the existing
complex of physical, chemical and biological factors. The possibilities of an
efficient use of these factors are enlarged by our knowledge of their effects on
agricultural production. Such knowledge isinfirstinstance mostlygained from
practical experience orfieldexperiments often giving, however, only empirical
information of local value.
To apply local results with success to analogous problems in other regionsa
fundamental treatment of research data is necessary, by which the occurring
phenomena and processes can be analyzed more objectively.
In this paper attention has mainly been paid totheeffects ofthephysicalenvironmental conditions on plant development. Aslocal research object, part of
theeconomicallyimportanthorticultural regionofGeestmerambachtwastaken,
situatedintheNetherlandsinthenorthernpartoftheprovinceofNorth-Holland.
This area ispartly covered with heavy sea clay soils under insufficient water
management, resulting in a one sided cropping pattern. This together with a
fragmented parcelling and a poor accessibility makes cultivation of profitable
intensively managed crops difficult.
To investigate, in connection with an integrated land consolidation program
for theregion,thepossibilitiesofimprovingthesoilprofileandthewatermanagementagroundwater levelexperimentalfieldwaslaid out (Chapter II). On the
experimentalfieldten different constant groundwater tabledepthswererealized
inthreesoilprofiles, namelytheoriginal heavyclaysoiland twoimproved clay
soils: a sandy loam and a clay on sandy loam. Previous investigations on this
fieldhad the purpose of finding relationships between yield of a number of
vegetablecropsandmeanoptimumgroundwater tabledepthduringthegrowing
season. Due to changes in weather conditions the results differed from year to
year.Itwastherefore decided toapplyamorefundamental treatment totheencountered problems by considering by means of mass and energy balance
approaches what happens to the mass and energy fluxes in the soil-plantatmosphere system.
Because the experimentalfielddid not lend itself to water balance studies,a
special type ofnon-weighablelysimeterwasdeveloped in which thesamewater
table could be maintained as in the surrounding field, including the fluctuations. Lysimeters were installed in the profiles of the 0.90 m and 1.20 m
groundwater plots (Chapter II).
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Before dealing with the influence of physical conditions on crop growth,
attention waspaid totheevaluation ofthephysical properties ofthesystemby
which thetransport processes aredetermined. Chapter III dealswith the factor
water, Chapter IVwith the factor heat.
InChapter HIAthetransport ofwaterintheunsaturated zonehasbeen treated. To describe the state of water in the soil theenergy concept has been used
and thevarious termsinvolved havebeendiscussed.Thesoil moisture retention
curvesweredetermined inthelaboratory.Changesofsoilmoisturecontentwith
depth and time in the field were followed mainly by the gamma transmission
method as well as by sampling with undisturbed soil cores. With the gamma
transmission method an accuracy in the range of 0.5vol.% could be obtained
by expressing the mass densities of the soil components as an equivalent 'electron' density of water and by applying corrections for distance deviations and
non-parallelism of the gamma access tubes. Because of large variations in the
dry bulk density ofthevarious layers,a relationship between moisture content,
matric pressure and dry bulk density was developed, from which moisture retention curves at various dry bulk densities could be derived. This provided a
method to belessdependent onthedifferences indrybulkdensities betweenthe
individual samples,especially in the gravimetric sampling procedure.
Hydraulic conductivity data were determined both from laboratory experiments as well as from measurements in the field in dry periods. The results
compared favourably wellwith each other. Having evaluated the hydrological
properties of the soil,relationships between flux, matric head and height above
thegroundwater tablecould begiven.Alsotheinfluence ofsurface evaporation
ondrawdownofthegroundwatertable,assuming certain boundary conditions,
wastheoretically evaluated. It appeared that thecalculated groundwater depths
agreed reasonably well with groundwater depths found in similar soils in arid
zones. Moreover itcould beshown that theevaporationfluxdecreased roughly
with the square root of time, as reported in literature for different boundary
conditions.
To obtain the amount of moisture available for evaporation over a certain
growing period, the various quantities of moisture available in and coming
available from below the root zone and from capillary rise from the groundwater table were calculated. The calculations were performed taking into account theadmissable pressure at which soil water beginsto limit plant growth.
Asappeared from literature studiesbythepresent author, thisvalueisfor most
vegetable crops about —0.4bar (pF2.6).
In Chapter IIIB the transport of water to the atmosphere has been treated.
Evaporation wascalculated bymeansofacombination method based on rather
easily measurable meteorological as well as soil and crop factors. The calculations were compared with data obtained from water balance studies. For the
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aerodynamic resistance of the crop, values were calculated for various crop
heights and wind velocities.
Asnet radiation isoneofthe most important termsdetermining evaporation
from asurface,anddirect measurementsofnetradiation areoften notavailable,
generallyempirical formulae are used.Someoftheseformulae wereused inthis
study and thecalculation results werecompared by means of linear regression
techniques with measured net radiation data. It appeared that for calculated
shortwave radiation high correlations were obtained with various formulae.
For thermal radiation, however, calculations over short periods ofa weekgave
poor results. Therefore a few expressions based on the high correlationship
between net and shortwave radiation were derived for various lengths of time
and analyzed by linear regression. The relation obtained on a 24-hour basis
compared strikingly well with similarly computed relations found in WesternAustralia. Also equations computed on a daylight basis compared favourably
wellwithliteraturedata.Itfurther appeared thatforcalculationsofevaporation
on a weekly basis,radiation data measured at relatively distant meteorological
stations can sometimes be used with sufficient accuracy.
Reflection coefficients of various surfaces were determined from continuous
measurements taken on all kind of days. A discussion was presented on the
variousmethodsdeterminingthiscoefficient. Resultsofreflection coefficients at
increasing fractions ofsoilcovered for anumber ofvegetablecropsweregiven.
Exceptfor spinach,theyshowedallamoreorlesssimilarpattern within asmall
band ofdata.Itwasshownthat wettingthesurface reducesit,both for baresoil
as well as for a cropped surface.
Evaporation from baresoilswithdifferent groundwater tableswasstudiedon
ahourly basisbymeansofanenergybalanceapproach oncleardaysinarather
wet and a rather dry period. Differences in the energy balance components
between thevariousobjects wereestablished andcalculated vapour pressuresat
the surface were compared with data obtained from sampling of the surface
layer, giving a rather good agreement.
A discussion on the diffusion resistances encountered by evaporation from
cropped surfaces has been presented. It appeared that thesoil must becovered
toabout 70to 80%before constant evaporation ratesareobtained.Ifthesoilis
rather wet, however, variation in the area of soil covered has not much effect.
Measurementsofinterception ofredcabbageagreed withliterature dataconcerning interception of grass. It was shown that interception is important in
periods of reduced evaporation, as it then influences evaporation most.
Ananalysisofthetransport resistancefor liquidflowintheplantaswellasan
investigation on the geometry factor of the root system for red cabbage was
presented. The variation of these factors with depth could beshown, and root
extraction rates at different depths were calculated and compared with data
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obtained from water balance studies.The plant resistance data were in reasonable agreement with literature data. Because of a non-homogeneous and poor
root development intheearly stagesofgrowth,thegeometry data of the initial
growing stages differed a factor ten from data found in literature. After root
development increased with depth, geometry data decreased to values also
reported for other crops.
From comparison ofevaporation calculated bythecombination method and
evaporation obtained from water balance studies, satisfying results were obtained. The problems encountered in the first growing stages with seedling
emergenceandinitialgrowth wereemphasized.Itappeared from thecalculations
thatexceptforafewperiodsduringthefirstgrowingstagesonlyasmallreduction
inevaporation bywatershortagesundertheprevailingcircumstanceswaspresent.
Chapter IVdealswiththeflowofheatinsoil.Toevaluatethethermal properties of the soil, calculations were carried out on measurements taken in the
laboratory as well asin thefield.The various determination methods as found
in literature werediscussed. Thermal capacity was calculated byconsidering it
as a function of volume fractions and specific heat capacities of the various
components.
Calculations of thermal conductivity based on the assumption that soil particles can be considered as spheroids gave poor results, possibly because of a
wrong choice of the depolarization factor. Measurements of thermal conductivityinthelaboratory withthetransient needlemethod yieldedgood results for
sandy loam. For theshrinking and swellingclay,however,a largescatter inthe
data occurred because of change in dry bulk density which could hardly be
corrected for. Therefore preference wasgiven to measure thermal conductivity
in the soil in situ.
Thermaldiffusivity ofthesandyloamcould bededucedfrom laboratory data.
Determination ofthermal diffusivity inthefieldfromtheanalysisof temperature
measurements at various depths, by considering the amplitude and phase relationshipswithdepth,failed, indicatingthatthethermal propertiesdidvarywith
depth. To establish functional relationships of thermal diffusivity with depth,
an electric analog aswellasa numerical approach, both based on the principle
that a discontinuous field can approach the continuous thermal field by expanding thepartial differential equation intoasetoffinitedifference equations,
was used.
The scatter in the data obtained with the electric analog method was large
due to various reasons like for example recording and reading errors from the
temperature recorders,relatively widelyspaced temperature observations at the
larger depths and heterogeneity of the soils.With the numerical approach also
disappointing results were obtained. Improvement of recording and reading
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errors by replacing measured temperature data by reconstructed smoothed
temperatures computed from Fourier analysis, did not give better results. Improvement oftheerror inherent indiscretizingthecontinuoustemperature field
to a discontinuous field by application of interpolation by means of spline
functions, neither did. From extensive calculations on a possible disturbing
influenceofwatertransportinthevapourphaseasinduced bythermalgradients,
itcould beshown that this processcould beneglected asapossible explanation
of the scatter in the thermal diffusivity data.
The best method to determine thermal diffusivity proved to bederiving thermal capacity from soil sample data, measuring thermal conductivity with the
transient needlemethod insitu,andestimatingthermal diffusivity ateachdepth
byconsideringtheratioofthermalconductivity andcapacity. It wasfound that
at higher groundwater levelsthermal diffusivity isgenerally lower, especially in
thetop0.10to0.15mlayer,indicatinglowersoiltemperaturesathighergroundwater levels. From temperature measurements it appeared that the mean daily
temperatures of the plots with the higher groundwater tables were 1to 2CC
lower than the temperature of the plots with the deeper groundwater tables.
With thesamegroundwater depth, clayproved to bewarmer than sandy loam.
It could be concluded that on the investigated soils the difference in groundwater level was playing a more important role than the difference in type of
profile. The maxima and minima inthetopsoilwerehigherand the amplitudes
decreased with depth faster in soils which had a deep groundwater table. The
decrease was more marked in the clay than in the sandy loam soil.
In Chapter Vthe combined effects of water and heat on seedlingemergence
and crop production were treated. In the stage of germination and seedling
emergence,the soil moisture content and soil temperature are the most important factors. In the stage from seedling emergence to maturity growth depends
also on air temperature, but mainly on leaf area and net radiation.
The known effects of soil temperature and soil moisture content on germination and seedlingemergence werereviewed.To relatetemperature and emergence the heat sum concept was used. This approach is in practice frequently
applied to schedule plantings, to predict maturity, to select crop varieties appropriatetodifferent areas,etc.Insuchtypeofstudiesmostlytheenvironmental
air temperature isused. In the case of emergence of seeds it isadvisable, however, to register the temperature in the direct environment of the seed, c.q. to
measure soil temperature at sowing depth. The results of investigations on the
influence of soil moisture content on germination and emergence as reported
from laboratoryexperimentsinliterature,generallydifferwidely,mainlybecause
of differences in applied experimental conditions as for example the use of a
solution instead of soil as a germination medium.
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The combined effect of soil temperature and moisture content on seedling
emergence wasstudied with four different kinds of vegetable seeds in field experiments in a clay and a sandy loam profile, both with a shallow and a deep
groundwater table. Various sowing dates wereapplied. It appeared that emergence was highly correlated with rainfall, and that because of the favourable
hydrological properties of the soil seedsemerged earlier in sandy loam than in
clay.Itwasfound thatonallsowingdatesthesandyloam plotswiththeshallow
groundwater tableshowed thehighestemergencerateaswellasthehighesttotal
emergence percentage. The mean heat sums required for 50%emergence were
lower on sandy loam than on clay, and the heat sums of the shallow groundwater plots were lower than those of the deep groundwater plots.
Theminimumtemperaturesforemergenceofthevariousseedswerecalculated
usingonly those treatments in which no limitation of water could beexpected.
The effect of soil moisture on emergence could beevaluated bycalculating the
heat sums of all treatments, taking into account the minimum temperature for
emergence. Asindicator for the minimum moisture content required for emergence,thefirstfivedaysafter sowingwereused,for whichtheaveragesoilmoisture content wascalculated from sampling data and precipitation records.
It wasfound that theheatsumrequired for 50%emergenceincreased sharply
below a matric pressure of —0.49 bar (above pF2.7) of the soil. Laboratory
experiments with radish seed under controlled soil moisture and temperature
conditionsconfirmed theresultsobtained from thefieldexperimentsthat —0.49
bar (pF2.7) is the critical value for emergence as regards the dry side. From
laboratoryexperimentsitcould beshownthat —0.098bar(pF2.0)isthecritical
valuefor emergence asregardsthe wetside.Thetimeneeded for emergence increases rapidly at matric pressure above —0.098 bar and below —0.49 bar. It
appeared from these experiments that heat sums can givea relatively accurate
prediction for emergence, if soil moisture content istaken into account.
For a fast and adequate seedling emergence both a high temperature and a
sufficient moisturecontentarenecessary.Underfieldconditionsthiscombination
is seldom reached because higher soil temperatures are generally related with
lower moisture contents and deeper groundwater tables. To get out of this
dilemma one can maintain a relatively deep groundwater table, which gives a
relativelyhightemperature,and keepbymeansofsprinklerirrigationthesowing
bed at the desired moisture content. This offers the additional advantage of
keeping the temperature of the seed bed low in periods when soil temperature
would exceedtheoptimum temperature for germination and emergence.It isto
benoted that temperatures of 40"Cand higher (which arefar too high for germination and emergence of various seeds) in the top layer of clay soils in the
Netherlands in mid summer are no exception.
From literature it isknown that yieldsof springcrops decrease when sowing
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dates arelater and that owingtoadequate drainage,soilscan becultivated and
sown approximately 5to 14days earlier. An additional advantage of drainage
is the shortening of the germination and emergence period as a result of the
higher soil temperatures. From calculations it was shown that due to drainage
sometimes a 10-day gain in emergence can be obtained as compared with a
shallowlydrained soil.Theeffect ofdrainage(oranyother measure)onseedling
emergence will be the largest when soil temperatures in the range close to the
minimum temperature for germination and emergence are increased.
Ifavailable water islimiting, plant production will be reduced, which especially holds true for vegetable cropproduction whereproduction ismoreaimed
at quality and fresh weight than at an increase in dry matter. To weigh the influence of various measures,asfor instancechange in groundwater table depth
or soil profile, on the production of crops, potential (gross) production rates
which could have been obtained under the prevailing weather conditions with
anoptimum waterandnutrient supplywerecalculatedforthecropsredcabbage,
dwarf French beans and celery. Taking into account effects of soil cover and
diffusion resistances of the crop, maximum production rates for the prevailing
environmental conditions werecomputed. These rates werecompared with the
dry matter production rates obtained from periodical harvests. The relationships between real and calculated production rates were analyzed by linear regression of measured on calculated production, from which reduction factors
(zph)werederived. Fromvariousdata reported inliterature itappearsthat losses
in dry matter production by respiratory processes isabout 30per cent, so that
maximum dry matter production isabout 0.7 (= aph)of the potential production.
For dwarf French beans an average ctph of 0.67 was found for the various
objects, indicating that the environmental conditions were fairly optimum.
For red cabbage rather low xph values were found: 0.51 to 0.56 for clay and
clay on sandy loam respectively and 0.40 for sandy loam. The main reason for
these low aphvalues seemed to be nitrogen deficiency. This deficiency occurred
mainly indry periodsontheclayprofiles and inwetperiods(inautumn)on the
sandyloam profiles. Moreover airdeficiency induced byheavyrainsinthelater
stagesof growth may have been of importance.
Forceleryalsoalowaverage xph of0.52for thevariousobjects wasobtained,
again mainly because of nitrogen deficiency. Part of the discrepancy could be
explained by the applied calculation procedure.
A discussion on the various existing methods in determining the water use
efficiency of a crop was presented. Byconsidering total dry matter production
and the ratio total evaporation over mean vapour pressure deficit of the three
cropsmentioned,itcould beshownthatthewateruseefficiency ofdwarf French
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beans is highest, followed by celery and then red cabbage. It was found that
under the prevailing environmental conditions other than water shortage, red
cabbage on sandy loam wasrather soon limited in its production. On the other
profiles limitation of production did not set in.
Theinfluence ofgroundwater tabledepth on production of crops hasalways
been widely investigated in the Netherlands, especially on groundwater level
experimental fields. Because of changes in weather conditions the relationship
between yield and groundwater level differs from year to year and it seems of
little use to make this comparison for years on end.
Becausefor acertain dry matter production acertain amount ofwater hasto
beevaporated, itisbettertoconsider for agrowing period theamount of water
availablefor evaporation, partlydetermined bytheamount ofprecipitation and
partly by the amount of water that can be delivered by the soil. Taking into
account theadmissablepressure —0.4bar(pF2.6)at whichsoilwaterbeginsto
limit growth of most vegetablecrops,theamounts of wateravailable inthesoil
at different lengths of growing period were calculated.
Fresh yields measured on all profiles of all groundwater plots were plotted
against the total amounts of water available at each object for red cabbage,
potatoesandlettuce.Itappeared thatmaximum fresh yieldproductionswereobtainedattotalamountsofavailablewaterof365mmfor redcabbage,of310mm
for potatoes(which agrees rather well with data derived from literature) and of
200mm for lettuce.
Havingobtained theoptimum amountsofavailable water for maximum production of the crops, the maximum groundwater table depth, over a period in
which the critical value of the total amount of rainfall was known from frequency distributions of rainfall depth, could be calculated for each crop and
each profile. It wasshown that perprofile despitedifferences incrops,inlengths
of growing periods and in frequency distributions of amount of rainfall, the
deepest admissable water table depths did not differ very much.The reason for
this is that the amounts of available water in the investigated profiles change
considerably with slight changes in groundwater table depths around 0.90 m
below surface. Generally speaking, the crops on the sandy loam admit deeper
groundwater levelsthan on the clay and on the clay on sandy loam profile.
In a similar wayalso highest admissable groundwater table depths to ensure
maximum production could becalculated. It wasfound that for earlycropslike
potatoes and lettuce rather high groundwater tables can be admitted. For late
crops like red cabbagedeeper water tables arerequired. This isa logicalconsequenceofthefact that earlycropsareintheNetherlands grown inperiodswith
generally less rainfall than late crops are.
Finally optimum water table depths for maximum productions could becal156
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culated,theprocedureofwhich hasbeenexplained.Theresultsshowed that the
optimum water table depth for red cabbage on clay isabout 1.00 to 1.10 m,on
sandy loam 1.10 to 1.20 m and on clay on sandy loam 0.90 to 1.00m. For
potatoes the optimum groundwater table depthsare0.90 m, 1.00 mand 0.90 m
respectively; for lettuce 0.90 m, 1.00 mand 0.80 to 0.90 mrespectively. It appeared that at deeper groundwater tables, the sandy loam carries less risk in
production than the clay. This last profile in its turn carries less risk (for red
cabbage much lessrisk) than theclay on sandy loam profile. It wasshown that
the latter is more susceptible for water table drawdowns below the optimum
level than the other two profiles.
Ingeneralitistobeadvised tomaintaingroundwater levelsatdepthsthat are
somewhat lower than the optimum depth.
Itisthought that withthisapproach thereisapossibilitytosolvetheproblem
of determining the total amount of water required for maximum crop production and, where relevant, to decide on the optimum groundwater table depth
then necessary.
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Aangezien bijdebemonsteringmet Kopeckyringen eengrotespreiding inde
droogvolumegewichtenwerdgevonden endaardoorexacteverschilleninvochtgehalten inonvoldoendematewarentebepalen,werdeen betrekkingtussen het
vochtgehatte, de druk tengevolge van matrixkrachten en het droog volumegewichtontwikkeld, waarmeedevochtkarakteristiek behorende bijeenbepaald
droog volumegewichtkon worden afgeleid. Opdeze wijze konden deresultaten
van opeenvolgende bemonsteringen worden vereffend.
Het capillair geleidingsvermogen van de drie profielen werd zowel in het
laboratorium als,tijdens drogeperioden, in hetveld bepaald. Deresultaten van
de twee bepalingswijzen bleken in verheugende mate met elkaar overeen te
stemmen.
Met de zo verkregen gegevens konden voor verschillende stroomsnelheden
verbanden tussen de hoogte boven het freatisch vlak en de equivalenthoogte
tengevolge van de matrixkrachten worden gelegd.
Uiteraard heeft de verdamping aan het oppervlak invloed op de hoogte van
degrondwaterspiegel. Onder aanname van bepaalde randvoorwaarden kon de
invloed van verdamping van kale grond op de zakking van de grondwaterspiegel kwantitatief worden vastgesteld. Het bleek dat de berekende grondwaterstandsdiepten redelijk overeenstemmen met die welke in gelijkwaardige
gronden in aridegebieden voorkomen. Bovendien kon worden aangetoond dat
deverdampingssnelheid bijeenzakkendegrondwaterspiegel ongeveerevenredig
met de wortel van de tijd afneemt, hetgeen ook voor bodemprofielen zonder
grondwaterspiegel, maar meteen homogeneaanvangsverdeling van hetbodemvocht, in de literatuur wordt vermeld.
Teneinde dehoeveelheid water diein een bepaalde groeiperiode voor deverdamping beschikbaar isvasttekunnen stellen,werdendeverschillendehoeveelheden beschikbaar bodemvocht aanwezig in dewortelzone,in dedieperelagen
onder de wortelzone, en via capillaire werking opstijgend uit het grondwater,
berekend. Bij de berekeningen werd uitgegaan van een voor de maximale produktietoelaatbare druk van het bodemvocht. Zoalsuiteen literatuuronderzoek
bleek, ligt de uitdrogingsgrens voor de meeste groentegewassen bij —0,4 bar
(pF2,6).
De verdamping van de gewassen werd berekend met behulp van een combinatiemethode, die gebaseerd is op betrekkelijk eenvoudig te meten meteorologische, bodem- en gewasfactoren. De resultaten van de berekeningen werden
vergeleken met gegevens verkregen via waterbalansstudies. Voor de aerodynamische weerstand van het gewas werden waarden voor verschillende gewashoogten en windsnelheden berekend.
Daardenettostralingeenvandebelangrijkste grootheden is die de verdamping vanaf een oppervlak bepalen, en rechtstreekse metingen dikwijlsnietter
beschikking staan, worden in het algemeen empirische formules toegepast. Van
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enkele van deze formules werd gebruik gemaakt en de resultaten van de berekeningen werden met behulp van lineaire regressietechnieken vergeleken met
de gemeten netto straling.
De berekening van de kortgolvige straling werd met verscheidene formules
uitgevoerd, waarbij hoge correlatiecoefficienten werden verkregen. De berekeningen vandethermischestralingoverperiodelengten vaneenweekvertoonden
echter een grote spreiding. Teneinde hieraan te ontkomen werden met behulp
van lineaire regressie enige vergelijkingen, gebaseerd op de hoge correlatie
tussen netto en kortgolvige straling, voor verschillende periodelengten afgeleid.
Het verband gevonden via berekeningen op 24-uur basis stemde bijzonder
goed overeen met gelijksoortige in Australie berekende relaties. Ook de verbanden die op daglichtbasis werden bepaald kwamen goed overeen met in de
literatuur vermelderesultaten. Voordeverdampingsberekeningen opweekbasis
bleek dat vaak met voldoende nauwkeurigheid gebruik kan worden gemaakt
van stralingscijfers die gemeten zijn op relatief ver af gelegen weerstations.
Voor de diverse oppervlakken werden reflectiecoefficienten bepaald door
middel van continue metingen op verschillende typen dagen. De verschillende
methoden omdezecoefficienten te bepalen werden besproken.Ten aanzienvan
dereflectiecoefficienten vaneenaantal groentegewassen bijtoenemende bodembedekking, bleek dat ze,metuitzondering van dievoorspinazie,alleeenminof
meergelijk en vrij dicht aansluitend patroon vertoonden. Zowel bij kale alsbij
een met een gewas bedekte grond gaven natte oppervlakken lagere reflectiecoefficienten dan droge oppervlakken.
Deverdampingvan kalegronden werdvoor verschillende grondwaterstandsdiepten met behulp van een energiebalansbenadering op heldere dagen en op
uurbasis berekend. Dit voor tamelijk natte en tamelijk droge perioden. Verschillen in decomponenten van deenergiebalans van deverschillende objecten
werden aangetoond. Berekende dampspanningen aan het bodemoppervlak
werdenvergeleken metwaarden welkewarenverkregen viabemonsteren vande
bovenlaag. De resultaten van beide benaderingen stemden goed overeen.
Ten aanzien van de diffusieweerstanden die bij verdamping van begroeide
oppervlakken optreden, bleek dat de bodem voor 70 a 80% moet zijn bedekt
voordat de verdampingssnelheid constant wordt. Bij natte gronden heeft een
verandering in het percentage bodembedekking relatief weinig invloed.
Interceptiemetingen aan rode kool stemden, de aard van het gewas in aanmerking genomen, goed overeen met in de literatuur vermelde interceptiemetingen. Aangetoond werd dat de invloed van interceptie op de berekende
verdampingvooralvanbelangisnadrogeperiodenenonderconditiesvanhoge
potentiele verdamping.
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Voor het gewas rode kool werd de weerstand voor het watertransport in de
plant en de geometriefactor van het wortelsysteem geanalyseerd. De variaties
van deze factoren met de diepte werden bepaald en de wateronttrekkingssnelheden door de wortel werden berekend en vergeleken met resultaten uit waterbalansstudies.Degevondentransportweerstanden kwamenredelijk overeenmet
indeliteratuur vermelderesultaten. Watbetreft degeometriefactor in debeginstadia van degroei, werd een afwijking met een factor tien van in de literatuur
gegeven waarden gevonden. Deoorzaak hiervan lagin deweinighomogeneen
spaarzame wortelverdeling van de geteelde rode kool in deze stadia van ontwikkeling. Nadat de wortelontwikkeling was toegenomen, nam de geometriefactor af tot waarden zoals die voor andere gewassen worden opgegeven.
De met decombinatiemethode berekende verdampingen bleken bevredigend
overeen te komen met via de waterbalans bepaalde verdampingen. Uit de berekeningen bleekdat,uitgezonderd ineenpaarperioden tijdens hetbeginvande
groei, weinig reduktie in verdamping tengevolge van watertekorten aanwezig
was.
In hoofdstuk 111 werd verder aandacht geschonken aan vochtproblemen die
optreden bij kieming, opkomst en aanslag van hetgewas.
In hoofdstuk IV werd het transport van warmtein de grond behandeld. De
gegevens betreffende de warmteeigenschappen van de grond werden verkregen
uit veldmetingen, metingen in het laboratorium en berekeningen.
Dewarmtecapaciteit werd berekend door dezete beschouwen alseen functie
van devolumefractie en desoortelijke warmte van deverschillende componenten. Berekeningen van het warmtegeleidingsvermogen, gebaseerd op de aanname dat bodemdeeltjes beschouwd kunnen worden als omwentelingsellipsoiden, gaven, misschien alsgevolg van een verkeerde aanname van de depolarisatiefactor, slechte resultaten. Voor de zavel gaven metingen van het warmtegeleidingsvermogen met de niet-stationaire naaldmethode goede resultaten.
Voor dekrimpende en zwellende kleiwerd eengrote spreiding in de meetwaardengevonden. Dit wasvoornamelijk hetgevolgvan veranderingen inhet droog
volumegewicht, waarin moeilijk correcties zijn aan te brengen. De voorkeur
werddaarom gegeven aan het meten van hetwarmtegeleidingsvermogen vande
grond in situ.
Wat betreft detemperatuurvereffeningscoefficient, deze kan op verschillende
wijzen wordenverkregen.Bepalingvandezecoefficient inhetveldviaeenanalyse
van de temperatuurmetingen op de verschillende diepten, door de amplitudeenfaseveranderingen metdediepte tebeschouwen, faalden. Dit duidt eropdat
demetdediepteveranderendewarmteeigenschappenvaneenprofieleenzodanige
procedure niet toelaten. Teneinde nu functionele verbanden van de coefficient
met de diepte vast te stellen, werd gebruik gemaakt van zowel een elektrisch
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analogon alsvan numeriekeoplossingsmethoden. Beidetype benaderingen zijn
er op gebaseerd dat het continue temperatuursbeloop door een discontinu beloop kan worden benaderd door voor de partiele differentiaalvergelijking een
serie differentievergelijkingen te schrijven.
Despreidinginderesultaten verkregen via hetanalogon wasaanzienlijk. Dit
alsgevolgvanondermeerregistratie-enafleesfouten, derelatiefgrote afstanden
tussendetemperatuurmetingenopdegroterediepten endeheterogeniteit vande
profielen. Met de numerieke oplossingsmethoden werden eveneens teleurstellenderesultaten verkregen. Correctievan deregistratie-enafleesfouten doorde
gemetentemperatuurwaardentevervangen doorvereffende temperaturen,zoals
berekend met behulp van een Fourier analyse, gaf geen betere resultaten. Een
poging tot vermindering van de fout inherent aan het discretiseren van het
continue temperatuursbeloop in een discontinu veld, door interpolatie met
behulp van 'spline' functies had ook geen resultaat.
Een mogelijke verklaring van de spreiding in de gevonden temperatuurvereffeningscoefficienten had de invloed van door temperatuurgradienten geinduceerd watertransport in de dampfase kunnen zijn. Deze veronderstelling bleek
na uitvoerige berekeningen niet houdbaar.
Uiteindelijk bleek de beste methode ter bepaling van de temperatuurvereffeningscoefficient te zijn, het afleiden van de warmtecapaciteit uit volumebemonsteringen, het warmtegeleidingsvermogen in situ te meten met de nietstationaire naaldmethode endan hetquotient tebepalen van warmtegeleidingsvermogen en warmtecapaciteit. Uit de resultaten kwam naar voren dat de
temperatuurvereffeningscoefficient in het algemeen lager is bij hogere grondwaterstanden, en wel in het bijzonder in de bovenste laag van 0,10-0,15 m.
Dezeuitkomsten werden bevestigd viatemperatuurmetingen, waarbij bleek dat
degemiddeldedagelijkse temperaturen indevakken metdehogere grondwaterstanden 1a 2°C lager waren dan in de vakken met de diepere grondwaterstanden. Bovendien bleek bij eenzelfde grondwaterstandsdiepte deklei warmer
te zijn dan dezavel.
Hettemperatuursbeloopwordttenminstevoordeonderzochteprofielen, meer
beinvloed door deverschillen ingrondwaterstand dan in bodemprofiel. Bijeen
diepe grondwaterstand liggen de maxima en minima in de bovenlaag hogeren
nemen de temperatuuramplituden sneller af met de diepte. Deze afname was
geprononceerder in de klei dan in dezavel.
Na op deze wijze een basis te hebben gelegd ten aanzienvandefysischeprocessen van het met de plantegroei samenhangende transport van water en
warmte,werdinhoofdstuk Vgepoogd huninvloed opdeopkomsten produktie
van een aantal tuinbouwgewassen te analyseren.
Ten aanzien van de groei van een gewas iseen onderscheid te maken in het
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stadium van kieming tot opkomst en het stadium vanopkomst totafrijpen. In
het eerste stadium zijn bodemvocht en bodemtemperatuur de belangrijkste
milieufactoren voor de ontwikkeling. In het tweede stadium hangt de groei
tevens af van de luchttemperatuur, maar vooral van het bladoppervlak en de
netto straling.
NaeenkortoverzichttehebbengegevenvanuitdeIiteratuurbekende effecten
van bodemtemperatuur en bodemvocht op kiemingenopkomst, werdingegaan
op het gebruik van warmtesommen, teneinde temperatuur en opkomst met
elkaar in verband te brengen. In depraktijk wordt veelvuldiggebruik gemaakt
van warmtesommen om bijvoorbeeld planttijdstippen vast te stellen, oogsttijdstippen te voorspellen en geschikte gewasselecties voor bepaalde gebieden te
vinden. Voor deze doeleinden wordt vaak uitgegaan van de luchttemperatuur.
Voor kiemingenopkomst ishetechteraan teraden detemperatuur inde nabijheid van het kiemendezaad alsbasiste nemen,met andere woorden debodemtemperatuur op zaaidiepte.
Wat betreft de invloed van bodemvocht op kieming en opkomst, verschillen
deindeIiteratuurvermeldegegevensaanzienlijk. Ditvloeitvoort uithetfeit dat
meestalisuitgegaanvanlaboratoriumproeven, waarbijde proefomstandigheden
vaak sterke verschillen vertoonden. Zo zijn bijvoorbeeld de resultatenvankieming in grond en die op een voedingsoplossing niet vergelijkbaar.
In het hier behandelde onderzoek werd aan de hand van zaaiproeven in het
veld metzadenvanvierverschillendegroentegewassen opeenklei-eneenzavelprofiel, zowel bij een hoge als een lage grondwaterstand, het gecombineerde
effect van bodemtemperatuur en vochtgehalte op de kieming en opkomst bestudeerd. Uiteraard bleek dat deopkomst sterk samenhing met de hoeveelheid
neerslag, maar door de gunstige hydrologische eigenschappen van de zavel
kwam op dat profiel een eerdere opkomst dan op de klei tot stand. Het zavelprofiel met de hoogste grondwaterstand gaf steeds de snelste opkomst en het
hoogsteopkomstpercentage tezien. Degemiddeldewarmtesommen nodigvoor
50% opkomst waren op de zavel kleiner dan op de klei en op de proefvakken
met hoge grondwaterstand lager dan op de vakken met een diepe grondwaterstand.
De voor opkomst benodigde minimum temperaturen werden berekend uit
degegevensvandieobjecten waaringeenwatertekorten kondenzijn opgetreden.
Door nu, met inachtneming van deze minimum temperaturen, de warmtesommenvoor alleobjecten teberekenen, kon deinvloed van het bodemvocht opde
opkomst worden gekwantificeerd. Als bodemvochtgehalte werd genomen het
gemiddelde vochtgehalte over de eerste vijf dagen na zaaien, berekend uit
volumebemonsteringen en neerslagcijfers.
Het bleek dat de warmtesom benodigd voor 50% opkomst sterk toenam bij
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vochtgehalten behorende bijdrukken tengevolgevandematrixkrachten gelegen
beneden —0,49bar(hetgeen overeenkomtmetpF waarden boven2,7).Ook uit
laboratoriumproeven bleek dat, wat betreft kieming en opkomst, deze waarden de kritische waarden zijn. Ten aanzien van vochtoverschotten werd de
kritische waarde van —0,098 bar (pF2,0) gevonden. Boven —0,098 bar en
beneden —0,49 bar neemt de tijd benodigd voor opkomst sterk toe.
Uit het onderzoek werd duidelijk dat men met behulp van warmtesommen
een vrij goede voorspelling van het tijdstip van opkomst van een gewas kan
geven, indien het vochtgehalte van de grond in aanmerking wordt genomen.
Voor een snelle en goede kieming en opkomst zijn zowel een hoge bodemtemperatuur als een voldoende vochtgehalte noodzakelijk. Onder veldomstandigheden wordt dezecombinatie zelden bereikt, daar hogebodemtemperaturen
inhetalgemeensamengaanmetlagevochtgehalten endiepegrondwaterspiegels.
Teneinde uit dit dilemma te geraken, kan een relatief diepe grondwaterstand
worden gehandhaafd dievoor een relatief hoge bodemtemperatuur zorgdraagt,
en kan door middel van beregening het zaaibed op het vereiste vochtgehalte
wordengehouden.Ditlaatstebiedthetbijkomende voordeeldatdetemperatuur
van het zaaibed laag kan worden gehouden in perioden dat de bodemtemperatuur de optimum temperatuur voor kieming en opkomst zou overschrijden. In
dit verband moet worden opgemerkt dat zelfs in Nederland temperaturen van
40°Cenhoger(veel te hoog voor kieming en opkomst) in detoplaag van kleigronden in midden zomer geen uitzondering zijn.
Uit deliteratuur isbekend dat deopbrengsten afnemen wanneer dezaaidata
door onbewerkbaarheid van de grond later komen te liggen. Bij een goede
drainagevan dezegronden kan ongeveer 5tot 14 dagen eerder worden bewerkt
en ingezaaid. Een bijkomend voordeel van deze drainage isdat, alsgevolgvan
dehogere bodemtemperaturen, deperiode die nodig isvoor de kiemingenopkomst wordt verkort. Uit berekeningen kon worden aangetoond dat invergelijking met een ondiep ontwaterde grond soms een winst van 10dagen in de
opkomst verkregen kan worden. Het vervroegend effect van drainage (of een
andere binnen zekeregrenzen temperatuurverhogende maatregel)ishet grootst
wanneer de oorspronkelijke bodemtemperaturen rondom de minimum temperatuur voor kieming en opkomst schommelen.
Teneinde de invloed van verschillende cultuurtechnische maatregelen, zoals
in dit geval een wijziging van grondwaterstandsdiepte en van bodemprofiel, op
de produktie van gewassen vast te kunnen stellen, werden potentiele (bruto)
produkties berekend voor de gewassen rode kool, stamslabonen en selderij,
zoals die onder de heersende weersomstandigheden verkregen zouden kunnen
zijn met een optimale water- en voedingsstoffenvoorziening. Door rekening te
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houdenmetdeeffecten vanbodembedekkingenvandiffusieweerstanden vanhet
gewas, werden maximale produkties berekend voor de heersende condities.
Deze produkties werden vergeleken met werkelijke droge stofprodukties verkregen door middel van periodieke oogsten. De relaties tussen werkelijke en
berekende produkties werden vergeleken met behulp van lineaire regressievan
gemeten op berekende produktie, waaruit reduktiefactoren werden afgeleid.
Uit diverse literatuurgegevens blijken de verliezen in droge stofproduktie
tengevolgevanademhalingsprocessen ongeveer30%tezijn,zodat demaximum
produktie ongeveer 0,7 maal de potentiele produktie is.
In het hier beschreven onderzoek werd voor stamslabonen een gemiddelde
reductiefactor van 0,67 gevonden voor de verschillende objecten, wat er op
duidt dat het groeimiiieu redelijk gunstig was. Voor rode kool werden lagere
reductiefactoren gevonden, namelijk 0,51 tot 0,56 respectievelijk op de kleien
op de klei op zavel, en 0,40 op de zavel. De voornaamste reden van deze lage
waarden Week stikstofgebrek te zijn. Dit gebrek trad op de klei voornamelijk
in droge perioden op en op de zavelprofielen in natte perioden. Bovendien is
het mogelijk dat luchtgebrek in de diepere lagen van de wortelzone na zware
regens in de latere groeistadia een van de oorzaken kan zijn geweest. Voor
selderij werd eveneenseen lagegemiddelde reductiefactor gevonden (0,52),ook
weergrotendeels tengevolge van stikstofgebrek. Verder ligteen deelvan deverklaring in de toegepaste berekeningsprocedure voor dit gewas, dat in verschillende sneden wordt geoogst.
Teneinde het nuttig effect van het waterverbruik bij de produktie van een
gewas te karakteriseren is een aantal methoden in gebruik. Aan de voor- en
nadelen van deze verschillende methoden werd een korte bespreking gewijd.
Door voor de drie genoemde gewassen detotale droge stofproduktie te vergelijken metdeverhouding van detotaleverdampingtot hetgemiddelde waterdampverzadigingsdeficiet, kon worden aangetoond dat hetnuttigeffect vanhet
watergebruik bijstamslabonen hetgrootst is,gevolgddoor respectievelijk selderij en rode kool. Het bleek dat onder deheersende uitwendige omstandigheden
voor rode kool op zavel reeds spoedig een beperking in de produktie werd bereikt. Op deandere profielen werd voor degewassen geen beperking in deproduktie gevonden.
Deinvloed van degrondwaterstandsdiepte opdegewasproduktie isinNederlandreeds lang, en wel in hetbijzonder op grondwaterstandenproefvelden, aan
uitvoerige onderzoekingen onderworpen geweest. Daar de weersomstandigheden in elk proefjaar uniek zijn, is het niet aan te bevelen een direct verband
teleggentussenopbrengst engemiddeldegrondwaterstand gedurende hetgroeiseizoen. Het lijktjuister, aangezien voor een zekere droge stofproduktie een
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bepaalde hoeveelheid water benodigd is, om degedurende degroeiperiode beschikbare hoeveelheid water te correleren met de produktie. Een beperking in
deze beschikbare hoeveelheid zal de gewasopbrengst reduceren en wel in het
bijzonder de geldelijke opbrengst van tuinbouwgewassen die meer berust op
kwaliteit en vers gewicht dan op droge stof.
Met inachtname van de toelaatbare druk van —0,4bar (pF2,6) waarbij het
bodemvochtdegroeivandemeestegroentegewassen beginttebeperken,werden
dehoeveelheden waterdiegedurendeverschillendelengten van het groeiseizoen
in het profiel beschikbaar zijn, berekend. Verse opbrengsten van rode kool,
aardappels en sla werden gemeten op de drie profielen van alle grondwaterstandsvakken en uitgezet tegen de totale hoeveelheden water die beschikbaar
waren in ieder object. Het bleek dat rode kool een maximum vers gewichtopbrengst bereikte bijeentotale hoeveelheid beschikbaar watervancirca365mm,
aardappels bijcirca 310mm(hetgeen goed overeenstemtmet uitdeliteratuuraf
te leiden gegevens) en sla bij circa 200mm.
Nadat de optimale hoeveelheden beschikbaar water voor een maximale vers
gewichtproduktie van dedriegewassen waren bepaald, werd de maximaal toelaatbare grondwaterstandsdiepte over de groeiperiode waarin een bepaalde
kritischehoeveelheid neerslagviel,berekend voorelkgewasenelkprofiel. Aangetoond kon worden dat per profiel, ondanks verschillen in gewas, lengte van
groeiperiode en in frequentieverdeling van de neerslagsommen, de maximaal
toelaatbare grondwaterstandsdiepten niet ver uitelkaar liepen. Dit vloeit voort
uit het feit dat in de onderzochte profielen de hoeveelheid beschikbaar water
sterk verandert bijkleineveranderingen ingrondwaterstandsdiepte rond0,90m
beneden maaiveld. In het algemeen gesproken kunnen degewassen opdezavel
een diepere grondwaterstand dan op deklei-en op het klei op zavelprofiel verdragen.
Op eenzelfde wijze konden ook de hoogst toelaatbare grondwaterstandsdiepten voor een maximale produktie worden berekend. Het bleek dat vroege
gewassen, zoals aardappels en sla, relatief hoge grondwaterstanden verdragen.
Voor late gewassen, zoals rode kool, zijn relatief diepe waterstanden vereist.
Dit iseenlogisch gevolgvan het feit dat in Nederland vroegegewassen groeien
in perioden waarin in het algemeen minder regen valt,dan later in het seizoen.
Tenslotte konden optimalegrondwaterstandsdiepten vooreen maximaleproduktieworden berekend door middelvan eenindetekst beschreven procedure.
Deresultaten vandeberekeningen lietenziendatvoorrodekooldeoptimum
grondwaterstandsdiepte opkleiongeveer 1,00a 1,10mis,opzavel 1,10a 1,20m
en op klei op zavel 0,90 a 1,00 m. Voor aardappels zijn de optimale grondwaterstandsdiepten respectievelijk 0,90 m, 1,00 men 0,90 m; voor sla respectievelijk 0,90m, 1,00 men 0,80 a 0,90m.
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Uit de met de bovenvermelde procedure verkregen waarschijnlijkheidsdiagrammen van vers'gewichtopbrengst tegen grondwaterstandsdiepte, waarbij
rekeningwerdgehouden met dein Den Heldervoorkomende neerslagverdeling
over 103 jaar, bleek dat de zavel bij diepe grondwaterstanden minder risicogevoelig isdan de klei. Dit laatste profiel is,op zijn beurt, weer minder risicodragend dan het klei op zavelprofiel. Bovendien werd aangetoond dat devers
gewichtopbrengsten op het klei op zavelprofiel gevoeliger zijn voor een verlaging van de grondwaterstand beneden het optimum dan de vers gewichtopbrengsten op de twee andere profielen.
In verband metdemoeilijkheid omindepraktijk de nadelige invloed op de
produktie van plotselinge neerslagoverschotten op tevangen, ishet in de praktijk raadzaam de grondwaterstand gedurende het groeiseizoen iets beneden de
optimale diepte te fixeren. Eventuele daaruit tijdelijk voortvloeiende vochttekorten zijn immers gemakkelijk door additionele watergiften te verhelpen.
Uiteindelijk werddehoopuitgesproken dat hetmetbehulpvan dehierboven
beschreven benadering mogelijk zalzijn ook voor andere profielen engewassen
de voor een maximale produktie benodigde totale hoeveelheid water vast te
kunnen stellen en, waar dit van toepassing is,de hiervoor benodigde optimale
grondwaterstandsdiepte te bepalen.
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LIST OF USED SYMBOLS

The letters a, b, c, d, m, n,p, q, -q, \x,are also used for any given constant. Some of the
symbols used in a few consecutive equations falling outside the main line of argument are
defined in the text only. Given are SI units, for conversion see table 20. Values of physical
properties apply to conditions of 293 K and/or 1.013 bar. For units of water potential and
their equivalents see also table21.
SYMBOL

INTERPRETATION

A
A0, Az

Area
L2
m2
T
Amplitude of the temperature wave at
K
the surface resp. at depth z
Thermal diffusivity (a = X/pc)
L2.t"*
m 2 .s _ 1
L
Root system factor defined by eq. (46)
m
Concentration of water vapour resp.
kg.m - 3
M.L"3
carbon dioxide concentration
Unsaturated resp. saturated water va- kg. m'1
M. L - 3
pour concentration at height (z0 + d)
and temperature T0
Unsaturated resp. saturated water va- kg.m - 3
M.L-3
pour concentration in the air at height
zand temperatureT,
Specific heat per unit mass
J.kg-'.K-1
L 2 .t~ 2 .T-'
1
2
Specific heat per unit mass of air, the J.kg-'.K"
L .t- 2 .T _ 1
same at constant pressure, per unit
mass of solid material, resp. per unit
mass of water (cp = 1004)
Damping depth (D = \^2X/pcco)
m
L
Molecular diffusion coefficient of car- m 2 .s"'
L2.t-'
bon dioxide in air (Dc02 = 14 x 10 -6 )
resp. of water vapour in air (DH2o =
26 x 10"6)
Zero plane displacement
m
L
Actual evaporation flux; massflux
kg.m _ 2 .s _ '
M.L- 2 .t-'
3
_2
volumeflux
m .m .s-'
L.t" 1
Actual evaporation flux of intercepted
kg.m~ 2 .s - 1
M.L" 2 .t-'
precipitation; mass (volume)
(m.s-')
(L.t"')
Potential evaporation flux; mass
kg.m _ 2 .s-'
M.L" 2 .t-'
(volume)
(m.s -1 )
(L.t-')
Evaporationfluxofa wetsurface; mass
kg.m~ 2 .s"'
M.L.- 2 .t-'
(m.s -1 )
(L.t"')
(volume)
1
Base of natural logarithms (e =
2.71828...)
bar
Water vapour pressure
M.L-'.t" 2
bar
Unsaturated resp. saturated water vaM.L-'.r2
pour pressure at height (z0 + d) and
temperature 7*0

a
b
C, Ccoi
Co, C0*
C„ Cz*
c
ca,c„,cs,cw

D
DC02, DH20

d
E
£(
Ep
E*
e
e
eo,e0*
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DIMENSION
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SYMBOL
ez, ez*
F
f
G
g
H
h,otl,i

INTERPRETATION

UNITS

Unsaturated resp. saturated water va- bar
pour pressure in the air at height z and
temperature Tx
Heat sum
K.s
Function
Heat flux into the soil
W.m" 2
Acceleration due to gravity(g = 9.813) m.s - 2
Heat flux into the air
W.m" 2
Total energy of water expressed per m
unit weight, thus equivalent with head
(hlolal = Vtnatlg = h + ha = h„+ hf +

DIMENSION
M.L"\t"2
T.t
M.t" 3
L.t - 2
M.t" 3
L

+ h, + h„)
h, h„ hm, hp, h, Equivalents of hydraulic head, gravi- m
tational head, matric head, pressure
head resp. solute head
ha
Equivalent of matric head at air entry m
point
hieaf, hrooi ,„,/, Equivalents of water head at the eva- m
Aj„n
porating surfaces within the leaves, at
the root surfaces resp. in thesoil
K
Von Karman's constant (A"= 0.428)
1
Kh, Kc
Eddy transfer coefficients for heat resp. m 2 . s " '
water vapour
k, k0
Unsaturated resp. saturated hydraulic m.s" 1
conductivity expressed per unit weight
k*,k0*
Unsaturated resp. saturated hydraulic m 3 .s.kg"'
conductivity expressed perunit volume
L
Latent heat of vaporization of water per J.kg" 1
unit mass ( I = 2.4518 x 106)
/,
Length of roots perunit volume of soil m . m " 3
M
Amount of water extracted in unit time m
per unit of horizontal area from the
soil above thegroundwater table
M
N, n
P,PPot\
Pc, P0
pa
q
Iti Qu
q„ q,
q'r
180

.

L
L
L

L 2 .t~'
L.t-1
M"'.L3.t
L 2 .t" 2
L"2
L

. ^0

J ti J 0 dt

Maximum possible resp. actual dura- s
tion of sunshine per day
Actual resp. potential photosynthetic kg.m~ 2 .s _ 1
flux; photosynthetic flux on clear days
resp. on overcast days
Atmospheric pressure {pa = 1.013)
bar
Volume flux ofwater passing through a m 3 . m " 2 . s " 1
unit horizontal area per unit time
Downward resp. upward flux of water m.s~'
through a phreatic surface at constant
depth
Flux of water through the roots resp. m.s" 1
the soil
Rate ofwater uptake perunit length of m 3 .m" '.s" '
root

t
M.L"2.t_1
M.L~'.t"2
L.t" 1
L.t" 1
L.t" 1
L2.!-1
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SYMBOL
qv
R«. R*. R,
R%
R'°p
R?
R', R'c R'o
r„
r,
rc, /•/,,/•(

rPi, rsoi,
r'a
r'm
r's
Sc
T
To, T,
/
u
ut
V
x„, x„ x,m
;<•„,x„
z
z*
z0
z.
a
aph

INTERPRETATION

UNITS

Water vapour flux through the soil;
kg.m~2.s-1
mass (volume)
(m.s- 1 )
Vertical heat flux through the soil
W.m"2
Net, shortwave resp. thermal radiation
W.m"2
flux
Shortwave radiation flux under clear W . m - 2
sky conditions
Extra-terrestrial shortwave radiation W . m - 2
flux at the top of the atmosphere
Shortwave radiation flux reflected at the W . m " 2
surface
Solar radiation flux involved in photo- W . m " 2
synthesis (0.4 to 0.7 u.m) on actual
days, clear days resp. overcast days
Diffusion resistance to water vapour of s . m - 1
the air layer surrounding the leaves
Diffusion resistance to water vapour of s.m" 1
both crop and soil surface (r, = r, +
+ rc + r„)
Diffusion resistances to water vapour s.m" 1
dependent on fraction of soil covered,
on water head equivalent in the leaf
tissues resp. on radiation flux
Resistances to liquid flow in the plant s
resp. the soil
Diffusion resistance to carbon dioxide s.m" 1
of the air layer surrounding the leaves
Diffusion resistance to carbon dioxide s.m" 1
of mesophyll cells
Diffusion resistanceto carbon dioxide s.m" 1
of both crop and soil surface
Fraction of soil covered
1
Temperature (293.15 K = 20°C)
K
Temperature at the surface resp. at verK
tical distance z from reference level
Time
s
Horizontal wind velocity
m.s-1
Friction velocity
m.s"1
m3
Volume
Volume fractions of air, solid material,
1
minerals, organic matter resp. water in
the soil
Vertical distance from reference level, m
as indicated in text
Depth below the surface (section IIIB- m
3d-4)
Roughness length
m
Rooting depth
m
Reflection coefficient of surface
1
Reduction factor for dry matter pro- 1
duction by a crop
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DIMENSION
M.L" 2 .t
(L.t">)
M.t"3
M.t"3
M.t"
M.t"
M.t"
M.t"
t.L"
t.L"
t.L"

t
t.L"
t.L"
t.L"

-

T
T
t
L.t"
L.t"
L3

_
L
L
L
L
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SYMBOL

INTERPRETATION

0, 9,
O/P*
A
X
Vt, Vl

(
P
P*
Pa
Pi, Po, Pw

P,

pc
Tr
<?
X. Xi
'total

V,

v.
Vtotal

Bowen's ratio (/?= HjLE); Factor accounting for pore geometry (eq. 91)
Psychrometricconstant (j>= cppJLs =
0.67 x 10"3)
Slopeof thesaturation vapour pressure
curve (5 = de/d7")
Ratiomolecular weightofwatervapour
and dry air (« = 0.622)
Long wave emissivity of the earth
Volume of gas-filled pores per unit volume of soil in bulk
Ratio of average temperature gradient
in gas-filled pores and the overall temperature gradient
Volume of water per unit volume of
soil in bulk
Weight of water per unit weight of dry
soil
Fraction of time the sky is overcast
Thermal conductivity of soil
Radii
Factor arising from vapour flux enhancement mechanisms
Density
Equivalent 'electron' density of water
Density of moist air (p, = 1.2047)
Bulk density of dry mineral soil, organic matter resp. water (pw = 998.23)
Specific mass of soil
Heat capacity per unit volume
Water uptake by roots(Yr = dqr/dz)
Phase shift or angle
Flux of precipitation resp. intercepted
precipitation; mass (volume)
Total water potential expressed asenergy per unit mass (V,„,«i = V + V, +
+ Vm + <f„ + V, + if,)
Hydraulic, gravitational, matric, pressure resp. solute potential
Total energyof waterexpressedperunit
volume thus equivalent with pressure

UNITS

DIMENSION

bar.K" 1

M.L-'.r2.T-'

bar.K" l

M.L-'.t-M-1

1

-

1
m 3 .m - 3

-

kg.kg -1
W.m-'.K" 1
m
1
3

CO

V

182

Equivalent ofhydraulic pressure,equivalent of gravitational pressure, equivalent of matric pressure, pressure,
resp. equivalent of solute pressure
Radial frequency
Gradient (v = dlte or y = d/dr, as
defined in the text)

-

kg.mkg.m- 3
kg.m - 3
kg.m - 3

M.L.- 3
M.L" 3
M.L" 3
M.L" 3

kg.m - 3
J.m- 3 .K-'
s"»
rad
kg.m- 2 .s _ 1
(m.s -1 )
J.kg" 1

M.L" 3
M.L-'.r2.T
t-1

-

J.kg"'

L 2 .t" 2

bar

M.L-'.t- 2

bar

M.L-'.t" 2

(V.or.I = PVmal = V + V, =
= Vm + Wp + V, + V,)
V, ¥„ Vm, Vr, V,

M.L.t- 3 .T-*
L

M.L- 2 .t-'
(L.t"«)
L 2 .f 2

t"'
L-'
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TABLE 21.Units of water potential and their equivalents at 293 K and g = 9.813 m.s - 2
(after TAYLOR, 1968; modified)
Energy units
per unit mass (potential V)
erg. g"

14
10
6

10 ,

103

1.013 X 106
9.813 X 10"
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Equivalent units if density of water is 103kg.m

3

per unit weight
(head V.g-')
m water

per unit volume (pressure pV)

joule. k g - 1

bar

atm

io-*
1
10*
IO" 1
2
1.013 x IO
9.813

io- 6
IO' 2
1
10" 3
1.013
9.813 x IO"2

9.872 x io3
9.872 X io9.872 x 10" 1
9.872 x IO" 4
1
9.687 X IO"2

7

1.019 x
1.019 x
1.019 X
1.019 X
1.032 X
1

IO" 5

IO"1
10'

IO" 2
IO1
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